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philosophy of positive action and grassroots educatio11, Permaculture aims to restruc
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Editor's Edge 

Oil Pique and New Values? 
Scott Horton, Editor 

A FULL-PAGE PHOTO at the end of National 
Geographic Magazine's June 2004, peak oil-themed 
issue caught my attention as much for what was missing 

froµi it than what it showed. The photographer wanted to 
demonstrate how dependent our lives in the industrialized world 
are on oil. He asked a "typ ical" suburban family to pose in front 
of their equally typical suburban home along with all of their 
possessions made from petroleum. The resulting photo shows a 
proudly self-conscio us, smiling family-Mom, Dad and 
frolicking kids-amidst a mountain of consumer trophies: toys, 
kitchen appliances, clothing, bicycles, cars, etc. By extension, the 
viewer could infer that the house itself and the likel y petro
fertilized and pest-free, standard -issue, coifed lawn and 
landscaping are also spoils of a lifestyle floating on a sea of 
energy sucked from ancient sunlight. But what's missing from 
the admittedly revealing shot are the many necessities that our 
industrialized cultures ta.lee for granted, served up to us on a 
plastic platter courte sy of fossil fuels. Missing are food, water, 
medicine , and the "invi sible" petroleum-powered infrastructures 
that provide them. 

The chie f product and principal export of the US is not corn, 
cars, guns, compute r software or soft drinks. It is unquenchable 
desire. It is a product manufa ctured by the corporate mandate to 
create and increase profit at virtually all costs. It is a product 
propagated by advertising and endorsed by the governm~nt. Our 
leaders tell us not to worry about war, shortages , unemployment, 
lack of accessible healthcare , safe food, and clean water. 
Everything will b('} all right if we just go back to the mall and 
shop. In fact, they want us to believe that the very security of our 
country-and the of the "free world"-hinges on our supporting 
the economy with our acquisitiveness. The media ·show by 
example that if we buy the right thing s with the right labels at the 
best price we will be rewarded beyond our American dreams 
with happiness, fulfillment, beauty, love, success, money, 
acclaim, and the ability to consume even more without care. It is 
tantali zing Catch 22: the more we consume to slake the desire , 
tl)e more we thirst. It is a product careening out of control at fine 
stores everywhere, freeway close and ava ilable in jumbo budget 
family size. 

Above all, our chief product is one that cannot exist without 
lubrication and fuel. Literally. 

Underpinning our epidemic entitlement to consume - aren't 
we taught that it is our birthright in the "greatest country in the 
world?"-is the feeling that somehow we lose our pride and even 
our our idcntit x if we are deprived of our possessions. After all, 
the "American Dream" is about ownership, and ownership 
represents freedom , no? No. 
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Perhaps energy descent is a blessing, a saboteur that will clog 
the hamster wheel of "progress" allowing us to get out, catch our 
breath , and smell the flowers again. Wouldn't it be great to 
restore our pride and our identites according to our beliefs and 
relationships rather than by what we drive or where we vacat ion ? 
Perhaps our social, spiritual , environmental, and material 
navigation after the peak of oil production will empower us to 
redefine our collective cultural values in profound ways. Doesn't 
weaning ourselves from over-dependence on petroleum give us 
an unprecedented opportunity to kick the whole consumer habit? 
Will it then be possible for us to get on with the business of 
human evol ution, addressing what is truly important? Why are we 
here and why do we have this incredible, gorgeous, miraculous, 
astoni shing, magical, sustaining planet if not to enjoy , nurture, 
respect, and cherish it and each other? You can 't find that on a 
superstore shelf. 

Back to the National Geographic photo: it is clearly not 
possible for a photo-journalist to show the complex and 
intangible ramifications of oil dependency in a photograph 
designed and staged for the readership of even a respected, mega
circulation magazine. How, then, can we humbl e permaculturists 
commu nicate the gravi ty of our peak oil situation-and the 
abundance of pro-active solution s we ha\le to offe r-to a critical 
mass of population and begin turning our enormous , gasoline
sucking cultural cruise ship around in its tide of "lifesty le" 
addiction and "first world" entitlement? How do we convi nce 
folks that each of us making small positive changes and daily acts 
to save the planet and ourselves is an infinitely more viable 
solution than rampant , rapacious consumeris m and war? The 
articles and ideas in this issue provide some compelling answers, 
as well as raising more que stion s about where we are going and 
what our roles can be in rebuildin g our destiny. !:i. 

Future Issues: Themes and Deadlines . 

#60 Land Use Past & Present 
#61 The Unseen Kin-doms 
#62 The Art of Permaculture 

March 1 
June 1 

September 1 

The Activist welcomes your articles, reviews, news, photos , 
and other items of interest. ll you would like to submit 
something, even if you have written for us before, please let us 
know in advance of sending your work by contacting editor 
Scott Horton at editor@permacultureactivist.net or (951) 
659-5362 and we'll send you a copy of our writers guidelines. 



Preparing for the End of Economic Growth and the Future of Sustainability 

Peak Oil and Permaculture 
Tim Winton 

PEAK OIL: YOU MAY HA VE HEARD the term a few 
times lately or this may be a first, but it is unlikely to be 
the last time you come across the idea that global oil 

production is about to start its terminal decline. In the last 
couple years this issue has left the confines of a small but 
commi tted community of peak oil analysts and leaped into the 
mainstream press. Analysts are warning that peak oil will be the 
defining event of this century, that it will rival climate e::hange as 
the focus of sustainability, and that the world as we know it will 
change beyond recognition in a very short period of time. How 
could an event of this magnitude have remained outside 
mainstream awareness for so long? 

If you think back to the first time you heard about global 
warming, it probably didn ' t register all that highly on your list 
of impending global catastrophes. But, once the concept was 
explained as the "Greenhouse Effect," where increasing 
concentrations of industrial gases like CO2 turned the 
atmosphere into a gigantic hothouse, it probably became a little 
clearer. Peak oil, the dark twin of climate change, has no such 
easy metaphors, however it does require understanding a few 
unfamiliar concepts . 

1 

The first concept to understand is that our whole way of life 
is dependent on cheap, abundant hydrocarbon energy sources, 
mostly oil and natural gas. Not only are many of the things · we 
take for granted made from oil and natural gas feed stocks, but 
more importantly almost everything we depend on contains high 
amounts of "embodied energy" sourced from these hydrocarbon 
fuels. Embodied energy is the amount of energy it take s to make 
something . The materials we take for granted in modem 
industrial econo mies, like concrete, steel, plastic, rubber, and the 
products we make them into like cars, roads, factories, and 
houses all take extraordinary amounts of energy to produce , 
transport, and operate. Thanks to fossil fuels, we are now livin g 
in an era of enormous energy availability, embodied into 
historically unprecedented amounts of material wealth. This 
state of affairs is a recent development, but already it has 
become the norm and expectation of nearly everyone in the 
industrialized world and the desire of increasing numbers in the 
developing world. 

The second thing to understand is that global oil production 
is about to peak and then forevermore slowly but inevitably 
decline. Shortly after, so will natural gas, the only other widely 
available energy source comparable to oil. It took the dedicat ed 
work of a sma ll number of retired oil geologists and industry 
analysts to expose the impending peak in global oil production. 
Up until they started publicizing their work, the conventional oil 
industry wisdom was that supplies could continue to grow at 2-

3% per year, ju st like they always had, for many decades to come. 
It turns out that this conventional wisdom is getting harder and 
harder to justify. The peak oil advocates are increa singly seen as 
being accurate and the figures coming out of organizations with 
vested interests in helping big oil companies protect their image as 
good investments are increasingiy seen as unreliable and unlikely. 

Both the US Geological Survey and the International Energy 
Agency have used suspect methodologies to make predictions 
consistent with oil industry expectations. Highly regarded retired 
oil geologists like Colin Campbell of The Association for the 
Study of Peak Oil (www .peakoil.net) have taken years, accessing 
the best data available, to painstakingly demonstrate beyond doubt 
that the peak in oil production will come much earlier than 

"Not all energy sources are 
created equal. What makes oil 
and gas so attractive is that they 
have very high energy returned 
on energy invested or energy/profit 
ratios. Every energy source 
requires an investment of some 
energy to make it available." 

expected. It could even be happening now , and will most certainly 
occur within the decade. Part of the reason for the interest in peak 
oil lately is that financial markets are lookin g for rea sons for the 
high price of oil. If its supply can be incre ased, why is the price 
staying so high? Increasingly now the interpretation , even by large 
conservative financial institutions , major banks and Wall Street 
investment hou ses, is that global oil production is indeed reaching 
its peak. 

What about alternative energy sources? Can ' t we just switch 
over to solar or wind or even nuclear power? Thi s is the most 
difficult concept in understanding the importan ce of peak oil. Not 
all energy sources are created equal. What makes oil and gas so 
attractive is that they have very high energy returned on energy 
invested or energy/profit ratios. Every energy source requires an 
investment of some energy to make it available. Oil needs to be 
located, drilled for, pumped, refined , and deliv ered to the petrol 
station to be a usefu l form of energy. All this activ ity takes energy. 
Oil has historically had a very high energy/profit ratio. Until 
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recently, it took roughly one barrel of oil's worth of energy to 
make over 20 barrels available at the petrol station. This is an 
energy profit ratio of over 20: 1. The reason for this is that oil and 
gas arc very concentrated forms of energy. Essentially they are 
fossilized sunlight in the form of dead plants, concentrated into 
hydrocarbons by the work of immense geological pressure and 
temperature over long periods of time. The energy-profit ratio of 
dil is now dropping sharply as the biggest and most easily tapped 
deposits are being depleted. It is the energy profit, or net energy 
availability, that determines the potential material wealth of a 
society, not the technologies which burn that energy. 

I recently saw an ad for a device promising "free energy from 
the sun." It costs $1,000. I already have one-it 's called a solar 
panel. I have invested in a "free energy" machine for my house. 
The catch is that I have to "invest" in a technology that took an 
awful lot of fossil fuel energy to produce. The univer se is full of 
free energy, but we must always invest some energy to make it 
available. It's like the old business adage: "You have to spend 
money to make money." If I spend 100 units of energy to make 
my solar panel and over its 40-year life it pays me back 400 units 
of energy, then the solar panel has an energy profit ratio of 4: 1. 
Solar energy is abundant, but diffuse , and so are other 
alternatives like wind and tidal power. After 30 years of research 
and hundreds of millions of dollars spent, solar energy has not 
increased in efficiency by more than a marginal amount. In 
economic terms, if we were to switch to solar power tomorrow it 
would be like taking an 80% pay cut. 

It takes 1,500 regular-sized solar panels to provide the energy 
needed to power my four-wheel drive utility at full speed for one 
hour. It takes less than 15 litres of petrol to do the same. One 
barrel of oil (200 liters) contains an amount of energy equal to the 
energy expended by 60 people working every day for a whole 
year! Wind and solar currently provide less than one half of one 
percent of the global energy mix and even at record growth rates 
they are not predicted to grow at more than 10% per year. The 
International Energy Agency recently issued a report stating that 
we must start creating an alternative energy infrastructure 20 
years before the onset of peak oil to avoid severe economic 
dislocation. Things do not look encouraging. 

Dependence of growing energy availability 

In 2020 there will be the same amount of oil available as there 
was in 1985. This doesn't sound like a'catastrophe; however, 
economic growth is dependent on energy growth . If peak 
production takes place within the next five years, then by 2020 it 
is clear that energy descent will be well under way. The corporate 
global economy cannot function without economic growth-the 
whole system is dependent on growing energy availability to 
support growing material wealth to support growing money 
supply. When oil and gas production peak, total global energy 
availability will start its terminal decline and so will the global 
economy. 

As long as we can adjust our consumption then things could 
be all right. Studies show that people are happiest when they have 
enough wealth to meet their needs and a few of their wants, but 
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no more. Energy descent may not be so bad, if it removes a few 
of the things that are making us unhappy, while leaving us in a 
position to meet our needs. The challenge lies in learning to 
change our expectations and take on a whole new set of 
understandings and behaviors necessary during the coming era of 
decreasing energy availability. 

This js where permaculture comes in. Permaculture is the only 
discipline that bas been created to deal with the energetic aspects 
informing sustainabili ty. From a permaculture point of view, 
peak oil marks the end of the growth phase of global industrial 
society. This is a natural part of the life cycle of any dynamic 
syl>tem. First there is a growth phase, and after the concentrated, 
high-grade resources have been used up and total resource 
availability starts to drop, the system starts to decline . 
Permaculture is about learning the principles and practices that 
allow us to work with natural energy flows rather than relying on 
fossil fuels. 

Permaculture is only partly about growing food and living 
more self-reliantly. Permaculture is a design science that uses the 
patterns of nature to mimic ecological systems. Natural systems 
have evolved for millions of years to maximize the energy 
available from the sun. If we are to live well in the post-fossil 
fuel world, we will have to learn to do the same. Permaculturists 
have organic gardens because it is a way to grow good food on a 
low-energy budget. They use clever design to make life easier 
and agriculture more productive. When the oil is gone, 
permaculture will offer some of the best strategies we know of 
for maintaining high levels of well-being. Permaculture is 
undergoing a renaissance as a set of principles and practices for 
the post-oil world where individuals and communities can learn 
to live well while we ride the downside of the energy availability 
curve. 

How far off are the major effects of peak oil? It depends on a 
number of factors, but it is very unlikely to be farther out than a 
decade. One could argue that we are feeling the effects now, it's 
ju st that we are telling ourselves a different story about why we 
went to war in Iraq, why we are bullying the Timorese over 
offshore gas fields, why people try to bomb us, and why we have 
to work harder and harder to stay afloat financially. If peak oil is 
the story then a lot of these events statt to make more sense, and 
then we can start to under stand how to prepare in order for the 
energy/culture transition to be a much more positive experience. 
In every challenge there is opportunity. ~ 

Tim Winton is the founder and managing trustee of The 
Permaforest Trust, a not-for-profit sustainability education 
centre on the far north coast of New South Wales, Australia . The 
Permaforest Trust offers Austudy-approved Certificate 4 and 
Diploma level programs in Accredited Pennaculture Training 
(APT)™. More infonnation is available at 
www.permaforesttrust.org .au. 



Research into nature and healing 

Ecological C.ollapse and Trauma Theory 
Lisa Rayner 

P ERMACULTURE'S IDEAL of the "philosopher
gardener" or "farmer-poet" provides license for musings 
on the connections between pennaculture design and 

research into the nature of psychological trauma . As a 
permaculture practitioner and trauma survivor, I have long 
compared the two . I think they have important insights to offer 
one another. Both permaculture design and trauma theory were 
born out of a need to heal. 

It was not a coincidence that the conception, gestation, and 
birth of pennaculture occurred during the energy crises of the 
1970s. As David Holmgren emphasizes in Permaculture 
Principles & Pathways Beyond Sustainability, permaculture 
originated as a response to the needs of energy descent. The 
United States had passed its peak of oil production in 1970 by 
some calculations. Soon afterwards, geologi sts began to apply the 
bell curve pattern first observed by M. King Hubbert to global oil 
production. Those early predictions indicated that the global peak 
would occur in the mid- l 990s (If not for the oil shocks of 1973 
and 1979, the prediction may well have come true). In _addition, 
ecologists, such as the authors of the much-misunderstood 1972 
study Limits to Growth, began to issue shrill warnings that the 

planet was headed toward s ecological overshoot. 
As mo st Activist reader s are no doubt aware, the peak of 

world oil production now appears to be at hand. Limits to 
Growth: The 30-Year Update (2004) also makes it clear that 
human civilization has passed the limits of ecological overshoot 
and is now headed toward collap se unless we quickly pull back 
from those limit s. In 2004, the nonprofit organization Refining 
Progress reported that the ecological footprint of humanity had 
over shot global carrying capacity by 15%. 

I have a very visceral, tangible understanding of this reality 
because I, like many others, have experienced overshoot"and 
collapse within my own body. This experience has given me the 
ability to under stand our civilizational predicament in a way that 
most people who have never experienced severe psychological 
trauma do not posses to the same degree. 

During the same decades that pennaculture was evolving, 
another field of research was also developing, the understanding 
of psychological trauma. As Dr. Judith Hennan exposes in her 
landmark book Trauma and Recovery: The Aftermath of Violence 
-from Domestic Abuse to Political Terror (1997), discovery and 
denial of the effects of violenc e on human beings, from abused 
children to soldiers on the battlefield, came and went in a 
repetition of decades-long cycles of awareness and dissociation. 
The present state of awareness was initiated by feminists working 
with abused childr en and battered wives. However, it was the 
lasting psychological effects of combat on soldiers returning 
home from the Vietnam War that led to the first inclusion of Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) as an official psychiatric 
diagnosi s in 1980. Researchers came to the realization that "shell 
shock," "battle fatigue," "battered wife syndrome," and other 
seemingly disparat e conditions from the effects of incest to the 
experiences of people who had survived natural disasters were 
related human reaction s to traumatic experiences. 
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The nature of ecological and civilizationa l collapse is quite 
similar to the effects of trauma on human beings. Ecological 
collapse is in fact an ecosystem-wide form of trauma. Obviously, 
the difference in scale between individual human beings and 
entire ecosystems and planetary-wide ecological and 
climatological processes creates differences, but the similaritie s 
are striking enough to wruTant a close comparison. 

Furthermore, ecological trauma precipitates hum an trauma. 
As the inhabitants of ecovi llages and other forms of intentional 
community are often aware-sometimes painfully so-successful 
permaculture design must incorporate an understanding of human 
psychology. At the same time that society will be coping with a 
declining availabil ity of energy and the collapse of important 
ecosystems, we must also cope with the psychological 
disintegration of human beings and the collapse of human 
societies. Healing one requires healing the other, too. 

Finally, the healing of both psychological trauma and 
ecological trauma is remarkably similar. The principles of trauma 
theory are essentially the same as the principles of permaculture 
design. 

Overshoot and collapse: the origin of trauma 

Let's begin by comparing definitions. 
In the 1960s and 70s, scientists began to grasp that the 

biological concepts of population overshoot and collapse applied 
to human civilization. Overshoot is the process of drawing down 
the Earth's stocks of natural resources. This drawdown is eroding 
the Earth's long-term carrying capacity by destroying the 
biological diversity, relationship connectio ns, and accumulated 
organic matter built up since the last great mass extinction 65 
million years ago. As ecosys tems around the world are under
mined and as their webs of life are broken strand by strand, they 
become ever more vulnerable to collapse. Human civilization as 
we know it cannot survive planet-wide ecological collapse. 

Limits to Growth says that, "Ove rshoot comes from the 
combination of (1) rapid change, (2) limits to that change, and (3) 
errors or delays in processing." Even so, collapse is not 
automatic: "Being past many kinds of limits does not expose 
anyone to serious damage .... People learn to avoid them or 
minimize their conseq uences. For example, you test the water 
temperature with your hand before stepping into the shower ." 
Ecological overshoot occurs because feedback is delayed , or not 
noticed in time. For example, residents of affluent countries do 
not see the harm that their lifestyles cause in other bioregions and 
on other continents. The natural resiliency of ecosystems allows 
them to absorb a lot of abuse before they start showing signs of 
stress. Nature is not linear. Changes often occur suddenly and 
without warning as a population or system shifts to a new 
equilibrium state or collapses. 

Many scientists are now saying that we have waited too long 
to'pull back from the Earth's limits, and that a certain level of 
collapse is now inevitable. Peak oil and climate change, 
especially, will likely lead to multiple political, social, and 
economic crises. Furthermore, as we pass the global peak of oil 
production and begin the long decline down the far side of the 
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peak over the next 20 years, human carrying capacity will 
plummet. 

However, many people remain in deep denial about ecological 
degradation until a limit has been breached that directly affects 
their own lives. A fishery collapses and hundreds of fishermen 
are without a source of income. A person wakes up one moming 
and discovers that a sinkhole has developed in his backyard 
overnight due to years of overpumping from the local aquifer. 
Crude oil and gasoline prices suddenly shoot up and a family can 
no longer make ends meet. Because of our natural reluctance to 
face traumatic truths, global ecological collapse seems 
unthinkabl e to most people. The process has been gradual enough 
that culturally we do not yet have a sense of imminent 
emergency. 

Joseph Tainter reveals in his book The Collapse of Complex 
Societies that the ultin1ate source of societal collapse, regardless 
of the trigger, is increasingly diminishing returns on societal 
investments in complexity. Government and business leaders try 
to fix the multiplying problems by applying the same old 
solution s-i ncreasing size, increasing levels of bureaucracy, 
increasin g military force, and increasing social coercion. They 
don't try taking a different path until it is too late. Limits to 
Growth says rather starkly that the problem with our 

"It is also our own quality of life 
that is slowly ebbing away as we 
lose species and habitats, as well 
as more intangible yet vitaily 
important things like beauty, 
quiet, and democratic participation." 

accum ulating ecological prob lems is not that any one of them are 
insoluble, given enough time and resources, but that their rapid 
accumulation risks overwhelming society's collective ability to 
respond before real damage is done. In our case, our debt-based 
economic system requires continual, exponential growth to 
function. Hubbert recognized the incompatibility of our monetary 
system in an era of declining net energy 50 year~ ago. 

The psychiatric definition of PTSD is a reaction to an 
experience of overwhe lming trauma that is "outside the range of 
usual human experience." However, Herman notes that, 
"Traumatic events are extraordinary, not because they occur 
rarely, but rather because they overwhelm the ordinary human 
adaptations to life .... [T]raumatic events generally involve threats 
to life or bodily integrity, or a close personal encounter with 
violence and death ... . According to the Comprehensive Textbook 
of Psychiatry, the common denominator of psychological trauma 
is a feeling of ' inten se fear, helplessness, loss of control, and 
threat of annihilation. "' 



"Classic" PTSD refers to a single life-threatening experience, 
Researchers such as Herman, however, realized early on that 
many people with PTSD symptoms had not experienced an 
immediately life-threatening event. Rather, they had experienced 
an accumulation of stressors that may or may not have been 
enough to constitute a "clear and present danger." Just like 
ecosystems, people have the ability to endure years' worth of 
trauma before showing visible signs of stress. Herman calls this 
form of PTSD "Complex Post Traumatic Stress Disorder ." Other 
researchers refer to the condition as "Prolonged Duress Stress 
Disorder " (PDSD) or the clumsy "Disorders of Extreme Stress 
Not Otherwise Specified" (DESNOS). Herman also considers 
Borderline Personality 
Disorder to be a form of 
Complex PTSD. David 
Baldwin's Trauma lnfonnation 
Pages (www.trauma
pages.com) is a good source of 
information on the 
·psychological effects of 
traumatic stress. 

As with ecological 
overshoot, psychological 
trauma occurs because 
important physical or 
emotional limits have been 
breached. Stress has 
accumulated too rapidly to 
mitigate. Denial and delayed 
feedback often prevent a 
victim or witness from 
recognizing the danger. A 
parent may not be aware that a 
close family friend is sexually 
abusing his child. A student 
experiencing daily teasing and harassment in school may hear 
from teacher s and parents, "Just don't let them get to you." A 
soldier in a combat zone may not have been severe ly injured and 
thus believes that he or she is immune to psychological problems. 
An emotionally abused spouse may believe that what she or he is 
experiencing isn't even abuse. 

Like a government attempting to handle a political crisis using 
the same strategies it has relied on for generations, a victim of 
overwhelming trauma may not seek help for years, instead 
relying on lifelong methods of coping. However, the 
accumulation of stress over months or years builds up, until 
finally the person has a psychological breakdown and slides into 
a deep depres sion, starts experiencing panic attacks or other 
symptoms . The symptoms of PTSD often arrive rather suddenly, 
weeks, months, or even years after the traumatic experience. 
People who develop symptoms of PTSD often experience an 
erosion of their long-term mental and physical health, their 
individual "carrying capacity," if you will. 

From this vantage point, ecological overshoot and collapse 
can be seen as a large-scale experience of trauma leading to 
Complex PTSD of Gaia herself. 

There is a general pattern lurking behind these comparisons: a 
giant wave crashing into the surf. When a wave is out at sea, it is 
barely noticeable. As it travels closer to shore, however, the 
decreasing ocean depth causes the water to start piling up into a 
mound. The wave grows bigger and bigger. Finally, it reaches a 
breaking point and the weight becomes too great and the water 
folds over on itself and collapses. 

Ecological collapse causes human trauma 

Those of us living through this era must experience a life-long 
unfolding of ecological decline before our eyes. Every year, we 

get to watch as one more patch 
of forest is turned into another 
big-box store and parking lot. 
There are more traffic noises 
and fewer bird songs outside 
our windows. We read the 
newspaper and learn that 
glaciers are rapidly 
disappearing and that more 
species have become extinct. 
Trauma research indicates that 
bystanders to trauma can get 
PTSD simply from the 
exposure to others' suffering . 

It is also our own quality of 
life that is slowly ebbing away 
as we lose species and habitats, 
as well as more intangible yet 
vitally important things like 
beauty , quiet, and democratic 
participation. 

In less affluent parts of the 
world, of course, the suffering 
can be far greater: Mass 

migrations of environmental refugees have already begun, such 
as the inhabitants of Tuvalu , who are begging New Zealand to 
accept them as their small island disappears under the rising seas. 
There is an increasing frequency and severity of "natural" 
disasters due to climate change, deforestation, and other causes. 
Resource wars are killing and maiming millions of people and 
tearing apart the social fabric of communities worldwide. Natural 
disasters , war and forced migration have long been known to be 
causes of PTSD. 

When people are severely stressed, their social relationships 
become strained, leading to further stress. Trauma creates a 
"positive" feedback loop that becomes ever harder to reverse. 
When whole communities suffer from trauma, people develop a 
sort of mass-PTSD at the social level that makes it very difficult 
to heal. Alcoholism, domestic violence, and other problems 
become rampant. Conflicts between groups become intractable as 
exemplified by the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 

The two main symptoms of psychological trauma are 
intrusion alternating with constriction - that is agitation due to 
intrusive thoughts , feelings, and images alternating with 
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emotional numbing or depression. Many people have heard of 
PTSD "flashbacks." Dissociation and withdrawal are less well 
understood, althoug h knowledge of the extreme dissociation of 
people with Dissociative Identity disorder (formerl y known as 
Multiple Personality Disorder) is widespread. 

It is easy to see these symptom s among environmental and 
social justice activis ts. We experience feelings of dread , anxiety , 
helplessness and fear over the symptoms of ecological and 
political collapse . We have apocalyptic daydream s and 
nightmare s. Many of us also suffer bouts of burnout and 
depression. 

Among the general American population , the symptOIJlS of 
constriction tend to be paramount. People "cocoon" themselves 
in their homes, surround ed by their plasma televisions, stereos, 
and computer games. When they leave, they often go to the 
manufactured reality of a shopping mall. There is also 
widespread political apathy, even as our civil libertie s are being 
taken away and American soldier s are dying overseas. 
Periodically , there is a burst of intrusive violence, such as a 
school shooting or a mass killing in a shopping center. 

Psychological trauma, especially prolonged experience s of 
abuse at the hands of other human beings, usually leads to a loss 
of meaning and purpose. The bonds of connection between 
people have been broken. God did not intervene. Life is reduced 
to bare survival. 

The residents of affluent countries are currently undergoing 
the beginnings of a similar questioning. In the United States, our 
meaning and purpose as a nation rests on a very specific notion of 
"progress" that cannot continue far into the era of energy descent. 
As the descent unfolds, and people are forced by circumstance to 
give up many parts of their lifestyles that they hold dear, the 
questioning of life's mean ing and purpose will only become more 
insistent. Our irrational belief that "God is on our side" will 
evaporate . It may take generations to reestablish a new cultural 
sense of meaning and purpose. 

One of the worst aspects of witnessing ecological destruction 
is a sense of guilt and shame for our complicity. We, too, are 
perpetrators as we travel by motor vehicle or jet or accidentally 
eat a food item containing a genetically modified ingredient. 
Likewise, survivors of psychological trauma say that one of the 
most painful aspects of surviving human violence is their 
memorie s of when they feel they betrayed others in their 
desperation to survive: the torture victim who talks his way out of 
a beating, only to watch as another victim is chosen; the 
physically battered mother who was unable to prevent her spouse 
from beating her son; the concentration camp survivor who 
recalls stealing food from other hungry people in order to keep 
from starving to death. 

We have to try to remember that trauma usually occurs 
because one is unable to escape. Traumatic situation s limit our 
choices. That is why they are traumatic . Complex PTSD is the 
result of prolonged trauma in a situation of captivity. We see this 
sense of captivi ty today on a mass scale: suburbanites speak of 
not being able to escape "the rat race," for example. Those tied to 
degradi ng jobs and long commute s fantasize about moving away 
to the country. After the 2004 U.S. presidential election, many 
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American progress ives fantasized about moving to Canada (a few 
actually did so). However, while it is possible to minimize the 
damage we do to ecosystems and other human beings, we can 't 
escape Planet Earth, visions of extraterrestrial relocation not 
withstanding. 

Patterns of healing 

A brief comparison of the process of healing from PTSD and 
the process of healing from ecological/social collapse 
demonstrates that they are remarkably similar. The principles of 
trauma therapy and the principles of permacultur e design share 
the same basic outline. 

To begin with, psychological research shows that it is nearly 
impossible to heal from past trauma if one is presently in a 
traumatic situation. For example , a battered wife cannot heal 
from the effec ts of child abuse until she gathers the strength to 
leave her marriage. 

"Surviving trauma involves 
making a commitment to healing. 
Likewise, the prime directive 
of permaculture is its ethical 
system of Earth care, people 
care, limiting consumption, and 
sharing the surplus. Only by 
making this commitment to caring 
for one another will we ever 
manage to heal the Earth and its 
·peoples." 

Therapists who specialize in treating survivors of trauma say 
that we must be gentle with ourselves. We are trying to heal the 
Earth and heal our own psychological and political u·aumas at the 
same time. This is not an easy task. It has never been tried before 
on such a large scale. We don't know if it can be done . We must 
accept that human beings have limits. 

Permaculture design begins with a clear understanding of 
natural limits. Good design works within those limits to create 
functional systems. 

Political prisoners, unlike most victims of human violence, 
have often prepared themselves for withstanding the erod ing 
effects of captivity and isolation on the personality. They teach 
one another in prison how to survive the trauma with as few 



lasting psychological effects as possible. Their memoirs often 
describe what they have learned in great detail. Those of us living 
through this era of ecological and social trauma can learn from 
them hbw to fortify ourselves to survive th~se troubling times. 

Trauma survivors learn to make some sort of meaning out of 
their experiences, to take useful lessons about life away from 
what is otherwise a hopeless and degrading situation . The process 
can take many years, but eventually an alteration in one's 
perceptions does occur. Richard Zook speaks to the new 
opportunities present after a catastrophe in his article, 
"Catastrophe as Opportunity" in the Winter 2004 "Fire and 
Catastrophe" issue of Permaculture Activist: "In many ways 
catastrophe is the epitome of the permaculture principle, 'the 
problem is the solution.' This principle is about our relationship 
to what we perceive." 

The existence of trauma survivors demon strates that it is in 
fact possible to survive. People do heal from abuse, rape, torture, 
and grief. There are still Romans in Rome and Maya in the 
Yucatan . During the earth's previous mass extinctions, some 
species survived to carry on the evolution of life on earth . 

The practice of permaculture incorporates a sense of "deep 
time." While collapse returns a system to a less complex level of 
functioning, we know that ecological succession and evolution 
will continue on a geological time scale, if not on a human one. 
Forests will recover. Accumulations of humus and water and 
minerals will occur over eons. The web of life will eventually 
repair itself. 

Surviving trauma involves making a commitment to healing. 
Likewise, the prime directive of permaculture is its ethical system 
of Earth care, people care, limiting consumption, and sharing the 
surplus. Only by making this commitment to caring for one 
another will 'we ever manage to heal the Earth and its peoples. 

Herman describes the three steps to healing from PTSD as 
Safety, Remembrance and Mourning, and Reconnection. 

Survivors cannot begin to heal until they have established a 
basic level of physical and psychological safety. 

As permaculture designer s, safety must also be our first task: 
we must help to provide safety for people in a time of scarcity 
and conflict and safety for rare and essential ecosystems and 
endangered species. Some permaculturists are working to 
establish monastery-like oases to protect human knowledge in the 
form of books, manuscripts, artwork , and audio-visual recordings 
as well as essential biological resource s such as seed banks. 

Safety also requires stability, which on ecological and social 
levels includes climate stability, ecosystem restoration , and 
healing the fabric of human relation s to reestablish relatively 
stable human communities. The word permaculture itself means 
stability and permanence. 

In addition, safety requires the reestablishment of a sense of 
control over one's own life. Psychological trauma takes away 
control from the victim-it is the lack of control that leads to 
someone being unable to escape from a traumatic situation. 
Bioregionalists understand this principle well. They know that 
healthy societies must be organized at the local level. 
Participatory democracy requires face-to-face interactions with 
your neighbors. Decentralization of economic, social, and 

political life will also allow us to exercise local control over the 
extractio n and harvest of natural resources and to ensure that the 
harvests are sustainable . 

Moreover, safety includes protection from exploitation. 
Forcing people to do things against their will is one definition of 
abuse. Survivors of prolonged trauma at the hands of other 
human beings often come to believe that they must become 
someone else in order to survive. "The traumatic event thus 
destroys the belief that one can be oneself in relation to others," 
says Herman. 

One of the things that initially drew me to permaculture was 
its principle of working with the forces of nature and the inherent 
characteristics of all living beings. "Wow," I thought, "a system 
of design where no one, whether human or non-human, is forced 
to do anything against their will . One can be oneself in relation to 
others." 

"Environmentalists are like 
the Greek goddess Cassandra, 
who was condemned by Apollo to 
foretell the future but not to be 
believed." 

"In the second stage of recovery ," says Herman 
(Remembrance and Mourning), "the survivor tells the story of the 
trauma. She tells it completely, in depth and in detail, This work 
of reconstruction actually transforms the traumatic memory, so 
that it can be integrated into the survivor's life story." 

I find this process remarkably similar to modern attempts to 
construct new societal myths that incorporate ,the notions of 
ecologica l collapse and restoration, of war and peace, and of 
modem beliefs in growth and progress versus ecological and 
cultural stability. In traditional societies, mythology is also the 
process of creating and retelling stories of loss and redemption, 
stories of suffering and healing, cautionary tales of greed and 
ignorance, and the necessary restorative actions required to heal 
the fabric of human and non-human relations. 

There is a catch here: many people don't want to know what 
is going on in the world because it is simply too painful and they 
feel helpless to make meaningful change. When activists try to 
tell people what is happening, we are often turned away and told 
that no one wants to hear "pessimistic" news, even if we also 
present optimistic alternatives like permaculture. 
Environme ntali sts are like the Greek goddess Cassandra, who 
was condemned by Apollo to foretell the future but not to be 
believed. 

Likewise, PTSD sufferers also frequently find that no one 
wants to hear their story of trauma because that would prevent 
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the listener from pretending that the universe is a fair and just 
place where everyone gets what they deserve. "The ordinary 
response to atrocities is to banish them from consc iousness. 
Certain violations of the social compact are too terrible to utter 
aloud: this is the meaning of the word unspeakab le," says 
Herman. 

However, healing from trauma requires the presence of 
empathetic listeners. We must all develop the capacity and social 
support systems necessary to help us listen to one another's 
stories. 

" ... personal relationships and 
community building are the keys 
to healing . . .. this principle is at 
the very core of permaculture 
design. Permaculture is about 
the re-establishment of webs of 
mutually beneficial relationships. 
Relationship is the very definition 
of permaculture, ecology, and 
community. " 

• 
Finally comes the stage of Reconnection. Survivors of trauma 

must re-establish healthy relationships with other human beings 
by developing a renewed sense of trust. Survivors cannot heal in 
isolation. "Recovery can take place only within the context of 
relationships," says Herman. Ecopsycho logy extends this context 
to the need for human beings to reconnect emotional ly and 
spiritually with the rest of nature. In other words, personal 
relationships and community building are the keys to healing. 

Of course, this princip le is at the very core of permaculture 
design. Permacultu re is about the re-establis hment of webs of 
mutually benefic ial relationships. Relationship is the very 
definitio n of permaculture, ecology, and community. 

As a trauma survivor heals, she or he breaks out of her 
isolatio n and begins to reengage with the world. Finding a 
survivor mission, a renewed sense of meaning and purpose to 
life, is often vitally important to recovery. As activists, our 
survivor mission is nothing less than the establis hme

0

nt of a new 
human culture based on harmony with the rest of nature . Many of 
us have dedicated our lives to this cause. Our experiences of 
ecological trauma have given us a desire to prevent further 
suffering. 

Permac ulture was designed to be a culture of energy descent, 
a way to achieve that "soft landing" that we hope will happen. 
We do not know what will come after us, but while we are here 
we will make every attempt to heal the world on its way down
together. a 
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Lisa Rayner is the author of the book Growing Food in the 
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Carbon Outpost, a local chapter of Post-Carbon Institute, a 
nonprofit that educates the public about peak oil and the creat ion 
of a post-carbon world (www.postcarbo11.org). 
lisa@flagteaparty.org. 



Something Will Save Us 
Thom Hartmann 

' 'BUT HOW DID WE DO THIS? How could we drink 
up the sea? Who gave us the sponge to wipe away 
the entire horizon? What were we doing when we 

unchained this earth from its sun? Whither is it moving now? 
Whither are we moving? ... Do we hear nothing as yet of the noise 
of the gravediggers who are burying God?" 

- Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science 

Wendy Kaminer wrote a brilliant book titled I'm 
Dysfunctional, You're Dysfunctional. In it, she pointed to the 
pervasive assumptions of dysfunction inherent in the self-help 
movement, and the increasing obsession with emotional and 
psychological pathology in our culture . At the end of the book, 
she didn ' t offer any specific solutions: she had only defined the 
problem. (Although one could argue that her solution was really 
the most elegant of all: see the problem for what it is, and refuse 
to dance the dance. In this, she argued forcib ly for people 
reclaiming their own inherent power and emotional health.) 

Interestin gly, after publication of the book, Kaminer received 
numerou s letters from people indignantly demanding solutions to 
the problems she identified. She pointed out this irony in a later 
edition of the book: it was as if the people writing wanted her to 
suggest the creation of a self-help group or book to help those 
addicted to self-help groups or self-help books. 

Some of the initial responses to the early editions of my book 
(The Last Hours of Ancient Sunlight) were curious ly similar . I 
received letters, emails, and calls from people telling me with 
great certainty that the only solution to the problems outlined in 
the first third of the book would be found in smaller families, 
cold fusion, coaxing the flying saucer people out of their hiding, 
a worldwide conversion to Christianity (at least a half-dozen 
different people suggested, too, that only their particular sect of 
Christianity could bring this about, and all other Chris tians must 
ultimately recognize the error of their ways) or Islam or some 
other religion , or the immediate institution of a benevolent one
world government. The letters ranged from amazement to outrage 
that I'd failed to see and support their perspective . 

But these are all Something-Will-Save-Us solutions. This kind 
of thinking is a symptom of our Younger Culture-and fighting 
fire with fire is only rarely successfu l: usually, it just produces 
more flames. As Jesus, Gandhi, and Martin Luther King Jr. 
demonstr ated, often the most powerful and effective way to 
"fight back" against the pathological kings and kingdoms is to 
walk away from the kings: see the situation for what it is, and 
stop playin g the dominator's game. 

But that involves a shift of perspective that some people find 
very difficult. There are, for example, those who point to the 
foundational belief of our culture (and, particularly, to European-

ancestry citizens of the United States) that we can solve any 
problem if we just put our minds to it. Some even argue that the 
exploding human population is a good thing, becau se the more 
people there are, the greater the possibility we will find among 
them the next Ed ison or Jefferson or Einstein, who will figure out 
how to get us out of this mess. It is, of course, a simplistic, and 
ultimately cruel notion, but one that has been used for years, 
usually to advance a dominator religious or economic agenda. 

"The more commonly touted 
[solutions] include worldwide 
birth control, strong controls on 
corporate exploiters and polluters, 
five-dollar-a-gallon ( or more) taxes 
on gasoline and oil products, 
doubling or tripling of the cost of 
water and electricity by increased 
taxation, worldwide destruction of 
weapons of war . .. " 

In fact, it's somewhere between unlikely and impossible that 
children born into the contemporary slums of Islamabad or 
Haiti, or even Baltimore or East Los Angeles, will grow up to 
change the world or solve our problems. They may become very 
competent: any corrections officer can tell you there are geniuses 
among our cities' gang member s and in our prisons . But grinding 
poverty and pervasive violence-born of overcrowding, and a 
lack of resources and security- rarely produce more than a 
surfeit of ingenious criminals and competent jailhouse lawyers. 

On the other hand, Jefferson was a member of the land
owning elite, what we would today calJ the "very wealthy." 
Translated into today's do!Jars, nearly every signer of the 
Declaration of Independence was a millionaire or multi
millionaire. Einstein was never truly poor, and mostly lived a life 
ranging from comfortable to wealthy. And even Edison, penniless 
when he ran away from home at age 15, entered a world with a 
total population that was a fifth of what it is today, rich with 
cheap natural resources and virtually limitless opportunity for 
ambitious white young men who spoke American English. If any 
of them were to be born into the modem-day sewers of Bogota, 
they might end up being h9nted for sport-but it's unlikely that 
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they'd ever have access to the resources necessary to create 
lasting and meaningful changes in the world. 

True change is not a simple process 

There is, of course, no shortage of do-this-and-everything
will-be-OK solutions proffered in the press and in book s. The 
more commonly touted include worldwide birth control, strong 
contro ls on corporate exploiters and polluters, five-dollar-a 
gallon (or more) taxes on gaso line and oil products, doubling or 
tripling of the cost of water and electricity by increased taxation, 
worldwide destruction of weapo ns of war, more money for 
environmental remediation, and the creation and empowerment 
of new political parties not beholden to corporate powers. I even 
dance around the edge of such solution s in the chapter about 
using our current oil supplies to create non-oil-consuming energy 
sources such as solar; I also, how ever, make it clear that this is 
nowhere near a full solution, but merel y a stopgap. 

But those who are concerne d that I don 't emphasize 
technological or political solution s have-if I may say it gently
missed the point. 

Missing the point of a book like this is quite easy to do, 
because this book makes a radical departure from the normal fare 
of self-he lp and environm entalism. It presents the problems , 
delves into the cause of the problems, and then presents as a 
solution something that many may think couldn't possib ly be a 
solution because it seems unfathomably difficult: change our 
culture, beginning with yourself. 

Such a solution is among the most perplexing to grasp 
because culture, at its core, is invisible. Like the air we breathe 
and walk through, its presence is only felt when it 's resisted: at 
all other times it's part of the nothing-around-us that we rarely 
consider and almost never question. 

The idea of cultural change is also often unpalatable because 
any sort of real, individual, personal change in beliefs and 
behaviors is so difficult as to be one of the rarest events we ever 
experie nce in our own lives or witness among those we know. 
It's easy to send ten dollars off to the Sierra Club; it 's infinitely 
more difficult to reconsider beliefs and behaviors held since 
childhood, and then change your way of life to one based on that 
new understanding, new viewpoint , or new story. 

But if such deep change is what we really need, I see no poin t 
in pretending that something simpler will do it. 

The Something-Will-Save-Us viewpoin t 

We are members of a culture that asserts human s are at the top 
of a pyramid of creation and evolution. In our radio-talk-s how 
naivete, we reveal our fatal belief that anything we have done
for better or worse-<:an also be undone. We tend to think that 
every problem, includin g man-made ones, has a solution. 

"Don 't worry," our sitcom culture tell us: "Human ingenuity 
will save us." In the deus ex machina ending of Greek play s, the 
hero inevitab ly finds himself in an impossible situation. To close 
the show, a platform is cranked down from the ceiling with a god 
on it who waves his staff and makes everything well again. 
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Simi larly , we today have an ultimate faith that somehow things 
will turn out okay. 

From this perspective, we envision that our salvation will 
come from new technolog ies, or perhaps the rise of a new leader 
or political party, or the return/appearance of ancient founders of 
our largest religions. The more esoteri9 among us suggest that 
people from outer space will show up and either share their 
planet- saving technology or take us to another, less polluted and 
more paradisiacal planet. The Christian "rapture" envisions the 
world 's "good people " being removed from this mess we've 
created and reloc ated to a paradise created just for them. Among 
the New Age movement , a popular notion is that just in the nick 
of time the Ancient Ones, now only available in channeled form 
through our medium s and psychics, will make themselves known 
and tell us how to solve our problems. And, of course, there is no 
shortage of "just follow me, worship me, do as I say, and you'll 
be happy forever " gurus . 

"The most secular among us 
believe we will find, among our 
~wn human race, people who will 
save us from ourselves. Historically, 
this was the basis of the rule of 
dominator kings . .. " 

Wha tever form it takes, our culture whispers in our ears daily, 
"Something or someon e will save us." 

This is what I refer to as Something-Will-Save-Us thinking. 
It's built into our culture, at the foundation of our certainty 

about how life should be lived, how the world works, and our 
role in it. It originated, most likely, as a way for dominators in 
emerging Younger Cultures to control their slaves: "Just keep 
picking that cotton and praying, and you'll eventually be saved. It 
may be after you die, but it'll happen, don't worry about that. 
But, in the meantime, don 't stop picking that cotton!" 

And, far from being the solution, Something-Will-Save-Us 
thinking is at the root of our problems. 

Younger cultures and Something-Wi/1-Save
Us beliefs 

Something-Will -Save-Us beliefs are at the core of Younger 
Cultures , but startlingly rare among Older Cultures. This is not to 
say Older Cultures don't have spirituality, belief in deities or 
spirits, elaborate ritual , offerings or oblations to gods or spirits, 



personal mystical experience, and so on. 
But Younger Culture Something- Will
Save -Us beliefs require two essential 
elements which are lacking from most 
Older Cultures: the belief that there is only 
one Right Way To Live (which, of course, 
is "our" way) , and that when everybody 
on the planet figures this out and lives our 
way, then things will be good. Conversely, 
this belief says that if we fail to convert 
everybody to our way of life, we will be 
punished by the ·deity (or, for seculari sts, 
the science/technology) who defined this 
one right way of life. 

The punishment may be personal or it 
may involve the destruc tion of the entire 
planet. But in either case, those who fail to 
conform to the dominator's way will 
suffer , and the only way to be saved from 
doom is to conform. 

The belief that humans are essentially 
flawed , sinful , damned by a specific deity, 
or inttinsically destructive, and, therefore, 
they (we) can and must be "saved." 
According to this belief , this personal 
(and, thus, worldwide) salvation process 
can only happen by either intense personal 
effort and devotion to a particular program 
(yoga, rosary, prostrations, good c\.eeds, 
psychotherapy, j ihad, Prozac), or through 
the intervention of a divine being or 
beings who reside in a non-Earthly realm 
(aliens from space) or non-physical realm 
(gods, saviors, angels, prophets, gurus, 
channeled Wise Ones). 

The most secular among us believe we 
will find, among our own human race, 
people who will save us from ourselves. 
Historically, this was the basis of the rule 
of dominator kings: they had to have 
absolute power over their peop le, to save 
the people from themselves. This is also a 
core belief found among modem people 
who treat either politics or science as a 
Something-Will-Save-Us religion. 

Because members of Older Cultures 
assume there are many Right Ways To 
Live, each unique to a part icular place, 
time, and people, they avoid evange lism. 
Instead, they respect other cultures and 
beliefs (even when they disagree with 
them): in fact, most carefu lly protect their 
ways and beliefs from outsiders, and 
accept "converts" only in the most rare of 
circumstances. 

Belie ving in the flawed or "fallen" 
nature of humanit y allows people to 
rationali ze the various genocides, past and 
present, committed against human s and 
non-humans. According to this world
view, people are essential ly evil and 
cursed; it logically follows that some of us 
will act out what we all agree is basic 
"human nature" (whether it's biologically 
caused as the neo-D arwin ians suggest, or a 
curse from an upset god as some religions 
suggest) and commi t all sorts of crime s 
against the human and natural world. 

But if evil is fundam ental to human 
nature , how could it be that it doesn 't exist 
in all cultures ? Few ever pause to question 
whether the evil or dysfunction may be in 
the nature of our culture , rather than in the 
humans who live it. 

If we could just find the right 
lever 

Something-Will-Sa ve-Us beliefs
whether rooted in technol ogy or religion
suggest that our problems are always 
solvable by new and improved human 

A New Document ary on Cuba 

~!ower of unity 
How Cuba Survived Peak Oil 

As the world fast approaches Peak Oil, Cuba provides a living 
example of how a country can successfully address what we all will 
have to deal with sooner or later - the depletion of finite fossil 
fuel resources. 

When Cuba lost access to Soviet oil in the early 1990s, the country 
faced an immediate crisis - feeding the population - and an ongoing 
challenge - how co create a new low-energy society. This film tells the 
story of the Cuban people's triumph over their sudden adversity through 
cooperation, conservation and community, presented in their own words. 

Cuba's transition from large farms and plantations and reliance on 
fossil-fuel-based pesticides and fertilizers, to small organic farms and 
urban gardens, and from a industrial society to a sustainable one, is an 
example for the rest of the world. 

Seeing this film, you may also see the world on 
which we live, as another, much larger, island. · 

To order The Power of Community on VHS or 
DVD, go to www.communitysolution.org/cuba, 
call 937-767-2161, or write to P.O. Box 243, 
Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387. 

r~ '-A..Jllllllunity 
Solution .. 

A program of Community Servke, Inc 
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actions: they're things we can control and manipulate, if only we 
have the right levers/science or can figure out the right prayers to 
motivate the right god(s) or space aliens. 

The Technological Something-Will-Save-Us believers say 
that we haven't yet mastered the technology of efficient and non
polluting energy use, equitable economic and/or political 
systems, simple and widespread methods of food or birth-control 
(or distribution of them), better medicines, or efficient communi
cations. "If only there was more of..." or, "If only everybody 
would ... " the Something-Will-Save-Us refrain always begins, 
followed with the particular doxology of the particular solution 
being recommended. 

Religionists say we just haven't yet mastered the technology 
of pleasing the particular god of their sect: if every last tribe is 
found and converted to a particular institutionalized religion, or if 
all the ancient prophecies are fu lfilled, or if enough people would 
meditate with the right technique, then we'll be saved from 
doom. But we haven't yet gotten that system perfect, they feel, so 
we need to work harder on it. 

Older Cultures and the synergist world-view 

The true problem we're facing is a resu lt of our Something
Will-Save-Us way of viewing the world-a natural and predict
able result. The problem is the stories we tell ourselves, what we 
see and hear and feel as we move through the world. The true 
problem is our disconnection from the sacred natural world. The 
problem is our insistence on quick-fix/external-to-us solutions to 
natural-world crises which we ourselves created. 

Because our worldview is so much a part of us, subtly 
programmed into us since birth and reinforced a thousand 
whispered times every day, we take it for granted. We assume 
that the worldview we live with is inevitably, unchangeably real. 
Most of us can't even imagine what it would be like to live with a 
different worldview from our own. (We do, though, keep getting 
glimpses, most often in the words of our "enlightened ones"
and we usually ignore those glimpses because, being Older 
Culture wisdom, they're so inconsistent with our way of life). 

Essentially, the Younger Culture Something-Will-Save-Us 
perspective says, "Someth ing/somebody outs ide of us will save 
us," whereas the Older Culture perspective looks within the 
individual and the local culture for solutions. 

The Younger Culture says, "Grab all the gusto," or, "Eat, 
drink, and be merry, for tomorrow we may be dead." It hopes that 
no matter what we do or how bad we screw up, somehow we'll 
be saved from it, either in this life or the next. Who cares what 
our children's children will inherit: that's their problem, and they 
can work out their own salvation just as we must work out ours. 

The Older Culture perspective says, "We're here, now, and 
must deal with the practical realities of this life. And, most 
importantly, any decisions we make must consider their impact 
on our grandchildren seven or more generations from now." 

I find value in many of the Something-Will-Save-Us techno
logical suggestions people are exploring and promoting world
wide, and many must ultimately play a role in the transformation 
of our world if we are to avoid utter disaster. But none attacks the 
problem at its core. 
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We must begin to live a sustainable, egalitarian, peaceful way 
of life. 

The solution is not hidden from us: people have been doing it 
for over a hundred thousand years. A dwindling few million still 
do, to this day. 

These are not secrets: Older Cult~re people have been 
shouting them at us since we first began our genocide against 

"The good news is that this is 
a very clear solution, embodying, 
as it does, only a single issue 
and a single change in a single 
culture (ours) . The bad news is 
that that single issue is the most 
difficult and wrenching change I 
can envision ... but we must begin, 
now, to take the first steps toward 
the changes necessary ." 

them 7,000 years ago. Most of them are still trying as hard as 
they can to tell us, but we're ju st not ~apable of hearing, because 
our culture has plugged our ears against their message. 

Here is their message: 

"Return to the ancient and honest ways in which 
humans participated in the web of life on the Earth, 
seeing yourselves and all things as sacred and interpenetrated. 
Listen to the voice of all life, 
and feel the heartbeat of Mother Earth." 

Living from this place, all other decisions we make will be 
appropriate . 

The good news is that this is a very clear solution, embodying, 
as it does, only a sing le issue and a single change in a single 
culture (ours). The bad news is that that single issue is the most 
difficult and wrenching change I can envision ... but we must 
begin, now, to take the first steps toward the changes necessary. 

It's the same problem the prophets of old wrestled with: their 
core message was most often, "Change your way of seeing and 
living in the wor ld, because the path you're currently walking 
will lead to disaster." As secular and Bible history both show, 
such prophets were almost always ignored ... at least until the 
predicted (and inevitab le) disasters struck. (And even then, the 
responses to the disaste rs were reactive: more animal sacrifices, 
building bigger temples, developing new medicines, drilling 
deeper wells, seizing distant and more fertile lands, etc.) 



The worldview of Older Cultures rarely brought them to the 
inevitable and cyclic crises Younger Cultures have faced since 
their first eruption 5,000 to 7,000 years ago. Because people in 
these Older Cultures assumed that humans were intrinsically 
good, emphasis was placed on nurturing and healing, rather than 
controlling and punishing. Because they believed that humans 
and natural systems were not separate but, instead, interpen
etrated and interdependent-synergistic:.._they developed 
cultural, religious, and economic systems which preserved the 
abundance of their natural environment and provided for their 
descendants generation after generation. 

So what are the easy answers to difficult 
problems? 

Unlike many of our self-assured gurus, ecologists, and 
technologist Something-Will-Save-Us believers, I don't claim to 
know the exact details of our future. What I do know is that if we 
are to save some part of this world for our children and all other 
life, the answers won't simply rest in just the application of 
technology , economy, government, messianic figures, or new 
rebgions/sects/cults. 

Instead, true and lasting solutions will require that a critical 
mass of people achieve an Older Culture way of viewing the 
world: the perspective that successfully and sustainably main
tained human populations for hundreds of thousands of years. 

Because I'm so firmly convinced that our problem is rooted 
in our world view, the third section of The Last Hours of Ancient 
Sunlight is devoted to ways we can change that worldview, 
rather than the technological/political/economic details which 
may emerge from that new perspective. The concepts of this 
third section flow from a few simple assertions: 

1. History demonstrates that the deepest and most meaningful 
cultural/social/pob~cal changes began with individuals, not 
organizations, governments, or institutions. 

2. In helping 
1

to "save the world," the most important work 
you and I face is to help individuals transform their ability to 
perceive reality and control the stories they believe-because 
people do tend to live out what they bebeve is true. This has to 
do with people taking back personal spirituality, finding their 
own personal power, and realizing that most of our religious, 
pobtical, and economic institutions are Younger Culture domina
tors and must be transformed. 

3. Then, out of this new perspective, we ourselves will come 
up with the solutions, in ways that you and I right now probably 
can't even imagine. 

In the reality and experience of an Older Culture perspective, 
the mystical and life-connected world-view, we find a life rich 
and deep with wisdom, love, and the very real experience of the 
presence of the sacred in all things and all humans. A world that 
works for every living thing, including our children's children's 
children. I). 

Thom Hartmann is the award-winning, best-selling author of 14 
books, including The Last Hours of Ancient Sunlight.from which 
the for egoing chapter is excerpted with permis sion. A recurrent 
theme in his work is that all true and lasting cultural change 
begins with new insights propagating through enough people to 
reach a critical mass. In the media field , Hartmann has worked as 
a radio deejay, reporter, news anchor, and program director, 
Today he hosts a nationally syndicated talk show that reflects 
what he calls "Uncommon sense from the radical middle." His 
thoughts on ecology, democracy, and other issues can be read 
and heard at www.thomhartmann.com. 

Books, Videos, links & Resources 

for a sustainable Culture 

www.permacultureactivist.net 
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Global production of petroleum 
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and yet world consumption patterns are still 
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A Critical Look at Peak Oil Catastrophism 

Apocalypse, Not 
Toby Hemenway 

T HE PHRASE "THE END OF THE WORLD as we know 
it" has been uttered so often in the last decade that some 
peak oil advocates simply use its acronym , 

TEOTW A WKI. This awkward shorthand was once employed by 
Y2K catastrophists, and that heritage alone-the most 
unnecessary "sky is falling" panic in my lifetime-is enough to 
make me skeptical of the negativism embraced by many of my 
fellow peak oil believers. Peak oil is as inevitable as death and 
taxe s. But for every convert that peak oil's doom-and-gloom 
extremism sweeps up , it alienates plenty of people who might 
otherwi se climb down from their SUVs. Peak-oil ca tastrophi sm's 
repetition of doubtful facts and its sometimes muddied thinking 
betray a lack of critical analysis that discredits the peak oil 
movement. 

I'd like to delve into some of the errors and half-truths 
surrounding peak oil catastrophism, not as encouragement for 
those who want to part y on blindly into the end of oil, which 
would be tragic , but as a way of refining and bolstering those 
arguments around peak oil that are valid. 

There is no doubt that oil is running out. But to believe that it 
will surely bring the end of the world , you must believe that: 

1. Our demand for oil is unchangeable and is riot significantly 
affected by price. 

2. We are so badly addicted to oil that we will watch our 
civilization collapse rather than change our behavior. 

3. Significant oil con servati on is not possible in the time 
frame needed. 

4. Even with conservation, demand will be more than oil plus 
alternatives can possibly meet. 

5. Society is so fragile that it cannot withstana large shocks. 
These are the significant beliefs needed to be a peak oil 

catastrophist. Each is false. Let's look at them. 
The starting point for most peak-oil catastrophism is 

Hubbert ' s curve. M. King Hubbert was a petroleum geologist 
who published papers in 1956 (1) and 1974 (2) showing that U.S. 
and world oil production should follow a simple bell curve. He 
believed US production would peak around 1970, and world 
output around 1995, followed by a drop as steep as the rise. He 
offered no equations and little mathematical basis for his 
hypothesis, but showed data for the rising side of the US curve. 

The U.S. peak predi ction was accurate, and the decline 
initially followed his curve. It has lately deviated significantly 
(see Figure 1). World production has not followed Hubbert 's 
curve since the late 1970s (Fig. 2). Production levels for other 
countries have followed Hubbert 's curve in only 8 of 51 cases 
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(Fig. 3). (3) Those facts have not bothered the catastrophists, but 
some theories are so attractive that it' s hard to abandon them 
when facts disagree. 

Falling Off Hubbert's Curve 

Let's engage in a little critical thinking about Hubbert 's US 
curve. Domestic oil production began to fall sharply around 
1970. Why the steep drop? If we ' re blinded by theory, we'd say 
"because supply dried up" and leave it at that. But a careful 
thinker must look for other explanations that may have had an 
effect. There are several: A major oil spill off California in 1969, 
the first Earth Day in 1970, and many other events spawned a rise 
in environmental consciousness in the 1970s, and soon, public 
outcry forced the US to block off-shore drilling and other sources 
of domestic oil because they damaged our environment. The 
1973 Arab oil embargo sent prices skyward, and Americans 
bought small cars and turned down thermo stats , squelching 
demand and thus domestic production. And, the 1960s and 1970s 
saw both the rise of the multinational corporation and Britain's 
retreat from its Middle-Eastern colonies, a combination that 
encouraged the oil major s to abandon US oilfields and to 
enormously boost Mideast operations, where regulations were 
lax , labor cheap, and supplies huge. 

Thus the sharp fall in US production, while affected by the 
depletion of some easy-to-drill domestic depo sits, had many 
other causes. Today , lapsed US oil leases are being bought back 
by the oil major s and depo sits developed with new techniques. 
Congress has re-authorized off-shore drilling, and US production 
has stopped falling. We 're not on Hubbert's curve any more. To 
think that domestic oil production declined only because the US 
began to run out of oil in the 1970s is simplistic and ignores a 
strong drop in demand, while focusing wrongly on a much milder 
decrease in supply. 

Price Dictates Demand 

Oil production level s are shaped by more than supply. Price 
has an enormous effect, and production levels reveal that story. 
From 1960 to 1973, as oil prices declined, production ramped up 
by over 6% each year. (4) Then came the Arab oil embargo ' s 
high prices , and production growth slowed to 1.5% per year from 
1973 to 1979. The world began to conserve. Prices rose further in 
1979, and production growth slowed again, to 0.75 % per year 
and below, where it has remained since. In other words, we cut 



our annual growth in oil use by 87.5% in about 6 years (1973 to 
1979) and kept it down, which shows how malleable, and 
sensitive to price, oil consumption levels are. 

Catastrophists use scary statistics like "if world oil 
consumption increases by only 5% per year, we'll use all the 
world's oil in 15 years." Since world consumption has grown 
only 0.75% per year for 25 years, it is irresponsible to pretend 
such inflated numbers are likely. 

Per-capita oil use is cited by some catastrophists, such as 
geologist Richard C. Duncan, (5) as a measure of our plight. 
They note, correctly, that per-capita use has begun to drop world
wide, and they leap to the conclusion that this can only mean 
we're headed back to the Stone Age: Less oil per person must be 
just like less food or money per person, so civilization is going to 
end, this sloppy thinking goes. However, US consumption per 
capita has declined &ubstantiaUy since 1979 and we've got more 
toys than ever. From 1979 to 2003, our economy grew by more 
than 100% and population by 30%, but US oil use only rose by 
9%, or 0.25% per year. Per-capita oil use declines are not just due 
to supply tightening, but because we now use vastly less energy 
to get the same results, a major, very positive reason ignored by 
catastrophists. The lesson, again: Don't stop thinking at the first 
explanation that comes to mind. 

In 1973, US cars averaged 13 miles per gallon (mpg). In the 
wake of price increases, mpg shot up to 24 by 1981, a near
doubling in eight years. (6) Prices have been steady or lower 
since then, and average mpg has been unchanged (there's that 
tight link between price and consumption again). Higher prices 
reduce demand, and they spur us to make more efficient use of 
oil, further slowing demand. That double damping of demand can 
buy a lot of time to retool. 

We currently have technology that can double or quadruple 
gas mileage; and as prices rise, we'll use it broadly and 
consumption will drop, stretching out the right side of Hubbert's 
curve substantially. We've already shifted the curve in the U.S., 
by doubling gas mileage and slowing our increase in oil use from 
6% a year to 0.25%. And most of the developed world has 
conserved better than we have. 

The following statement, typical of that on many peak-oil web 
sites, reveals a sad lack of economic knowledge: "[Hubbert] also 
predicted global production would peak in 1995, which it would 
have had the politically created oil shocks of the 1970s not 
delayed the peak for about 10-15 years." (7) But that's precisely 
the point: price increases dramatically reduce demand, and 
extend the number of years of oil reserves left. And high prices 
don't just make us look for alternatives; overall energy use 
declines as we conserve. The right side of Hubbert's curve gets 
longer each year. 

Thus beliefs one and two above, that prices don't affect 
consumption, and that we'd rather watch civilization collapse 
than change our habits, aren't true. 

A Just-in-Time Species 

Humans are activated by crisis, and often do little until it 
arrives. We waffle and deny as a bad situation builds, such as 
during Hitler's repeated aggression in Europe in the late 1930s. 
Then we pass a trigger point and leap into all-out efforts; we are , 
galvanized into war or its equivalent. Look at aircraft production 
in World War Two: In 1939, the US built 180 airplanes per 
month. (8) By 1940 we made 1600 each month, and by 1944, 
8000. That's a 4500% increase in five years. I've not heard any 
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White Hou se statement s about "the war on oil depen den ce ," but 
when they come, I am certain we'll make a simi lar effort, even if 
it is one of learning to make less rather than more. 

Warnings about peak oil abound, but catastrophe enthusiasts 
believe that since few are heedin g the warnings now, soc iety 
won ' t do anything until it' s too late, and will collapse. Yet 
already, the major oil companies are running full-page ads about 
peak oil. Ford is hypin g hybrid cars, sales of which are 
skyrocke ting. General Motor s' Washington spokesperso n says 
we must move away from petroleum . Toyota is lobbying 
lawmakers to make energy independen ce and multiple energy 
source s an election issue. SUV sales are way down. We are 
already reacting, and each bit of conserv ation now buys us more 
time in the future . Hubbert 's curve is broadening each year.. 

Though we have slowed the growth of oil consumption, we 
still consume more each year. Can we consume less? And how 
much would consumption need to drop to avoid disaster? Here 
are some numbers. In 1965, world oil production was 12 billion 
barrels. It may peak soon at 30 billion. Estimates project that in 
2040, production will have slipped to 12 billion barrels-back to 
1965 levels . To descend to that point would require a drop in 
consump tion of 2.2% per year for 35 years. Can we do this? I 
think so. From 1973 to 1975, and again from 1979 to 1983, 
consumption fell by roughly this much per year. When prices fell, 
consumptio n rose again . For a glimpse of the futur e, note that 
when oil prices briefly spiked 30% due to Hurricane Katrina, US 
usage dropped 6% over two weeks. Saving 2.2% each year is 
well within reach. 

Price and demand are tightly linked . We change our behavior 
dramatically when prices rise. Tho se are basic facts that peak-oil 

catastrophism ignore s. China and India may be industrializing , 
but they are doing so into an era of expensive oil. Their relatively 
low per-capita income means most peop le there cannot afford 
much oil. This will make economizing and conservation 
unavoidable , and these countries ' attempts to mimic Western 
profligacy may simply be choked off as their own demand forces 
prices to rise. 

"Everything may be connected 
to everything else, but only 
loosely. Scenarios of a lock-step 
march to disaster betray a poor 
understanding of the complexi ty, 
loose linkage, and resilience of 
global systems." 

Can we conserve enough to make a difference ? Energy 
consultants such as Amory Lovins point out that manufacturer s 
and power plants waste as much as 90% of resource s and energy. 
The cheapest way to save oil is to insulate and use lighter 
material s. Simply doubling gas mileage would reduce oil 
consumption by 25%, shifting Hubbert 's curve far to the right in 
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a single action. We could easily reduce oil use by 50% w_ith no 
change in our standard of living, just by simple conservation. 
And 70-80% reductions are well within reach. 

Catastrophists often point to all the other incipient disasters 
we face besides peak oil- global warming, aquifer depletion , soil 
loss, active volcanoes near cities, killer storms- and say, "Take 
your pick; one of them is bound to get us." They undere stimate 
the resilience of culture and ecosystems. If we recite the list of 
disaster s just in the US in the last 25 years they seem awfully 
daunting: A series of Class 4 and 5 hurricanes, the eruption of 
Mount St. Helens , years of surging inflation, a stock market 
crash, two major earthquakes in California, huge floods, 
September 11th, a stolen election or two, multi-state blackout s, 
the destruction of New Orleans - and yet the US, and the world , 
stumble along somehow. 

Adaptive and complex 

Cultures and ecosystems are incredibly resilient because they 
are made of large numbers of loosely coupled, compartmental 
ized sub-systems. One or more compartments-such as a chunk 
of the power grid-c an go down, but in response other compo
nents ramp up or down and otherwise adjust, and the whole 
system re-stabilize s at a new, or often the same level. Hurricane 
Katrina illustrate s this. We lost up to 30% of our oil and gas 
production, and a major city, overnight. Petroleum prices spiked, 
but other compartments in the system compensated ; gasoline 
prices quickly settled and slipped to belo\.\l their pre-Katrina 
levels. Natural gas, more difficult to ship, with many sources still 
off-line, has not fallen in price since Katrina. If its price stays 

high, we'll see conservation measures such as insulation and 
better window s, and a shift to other fuels, including a demand for 
more nuclear power (a move I don't relish but view as inevi
table). And we ' ll see a drop in natural gas demand, some of 
which will be made up by other source s, but some will simply 
disappear due to higher efficiency and an adaptive cultural 
ecosys tem that shifts its emphasis to more effective areas. 

Everything may be connected to everything else , but only 
loosely. Scenario s of a lock-step march to disaster betray a poor 
understanding of the complexity, loose linkage , and resilience of 
global systems. 

If oil were to disappear overnight , we 'd be in big trouble. But , 
we have 35 years to descend merely to 1965 levels of consump
t ion. Nineteen-sixty-five wasn ' t so bad. Even though world 
population is greater, energy efficiency increases are greater still. 
We are an adaptable species - it is our hallmark trait-and the 
world has and will change much in 35 years. My bet is on the 
hairless monkey. 

Peak-oil catastrophists have performed an important service 
by scouting out the worst parts of the terrain ahead , and by being 
noisy enough to have alerted many complacent people to the 
possibilitie s we face if we act stupidly. And my own scenario s 
aren 't exactly rosy. Even if we conserve , even if China builds 
more one-cylinder cars , and each family only has one child , the 
end of the oil age is going to be rough. Worldwide depression 
and soaring unemployment are almost inevitable as oil gets 
expensive. Yet even that very dark cloud is lined with silver. 
Depression, by definition, is a shift from economic growth to 
contraction, and that in itself means less oil consumption. More 
importantly , a culture addicted to economic growth will find its 
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absence painful at first, but the end of "bigger is better" can leave 
room for other types of growth where value is not measured by 
money-cultural, artistic, intellectual, social-all those thing s 
that our crude fixation on economics as the centerpiece of life 
tends to destroy. 

High unemployment could be transformed into fewer people 
making, buying, and needing to earn money for unnecessary 
widgets; spending less time at jobs they hate; and producing, 
alone and in community, a larger share of what they actually 
need-which does not talce 40 or more hours a week. It is an 
opportunity for the role of economics in our lives to shrink, and 
for an expansion of time for the many things money cannot, or 
should not, buy. 

Humanity has reached the stage, finally, where basic survival 
is not in doubt for many people. Not yet grasping that the 
struggle for survival is essentially over, however, we have 
overshot. Instead of noticing that as a species we no longer need 
to labor all our waking hours for the basics of food and safe 
shelter, and to fight off disease and predators, we keep running 
on the survival treadmill. So we just keep making more stuff, 

· rather than looking up, taking a breath, and enjoying all the 
wonders that come from being a conscious, intelligent animal. 
Perhaps peak oil, and a return to a time when resources are dear 
and labor is abundant, will remind us that there is much more to 

life than the manufactured desire to have more toys. Perhaps we 
can lose our small-minded obsession with getting and spending, 
and finally grow into maturity as a species. 11 
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Guide to Home-Scale Permaculture. His workshops and other 
articles are listed at www.patternliteracy .com. 

Ecovillage and Permaculture Certificate Program 
At Lost Valley Educational Center, Dexter, Oregon 

Summer 2006: June 26-August 18 
Hew for 2006/ Fall Program: October 2-27* 

Rick Valley permaculture designer, teacher 
Diana Leafe Christian editor, Communities 
magazine, author Creating a Life Toyether 
Joshua Smith author of Botanical Treasures 
of the West 
Jude Hobbs landscape designer 
Mark Lakeman founder, City Repair 
Marisha Aurbach herbalist, permaculture 
designer 
Rob Bolman ecobullder, founder of 
Maitreya Ecovillage 
Tree Bressen facilitation and consensus 
trainer 

more at www.lostvalley.orf 

Full Permaculture Design 
Course plus ••. 
• More hands-on 

activities 
• Ecovillage Design 

• Organic Gardening 
• Eco-forestry 
• Green Building 

• Renewable Energy 
• Community Building 

• Personal Growth 
• Consensus Training 
• live in community 

College Course and Internship Credit possible 
Contact: Events at Lost Valley 

541-937-3351 x112 events@lostvalley.org 
www .. lostvaUey~ora 

*Fall Program Instructors may vary. See website for details. 
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The Curse of the Were-Rabbit as a 
Post-Apocalyptic Utopia 
Albert Bates 

I T'S NOT EASY putting together a vision of the world after 
petroleum. When Jimmy Carter did, three months into his 
too-short hire as President of the United States, it looked a 

bit too much like the world during petroleum. 
Carter's historic speech began with dire predictions if we 

failed to make 1977 our turnaround year: 
"If we do not act, then by 1985 we will be using 33% more 

energy than we do today. [In 2005 the USA will use nearly 100 
quads, up 35% from 1977.) 
We can't substantially increase 
our domestic production, so we 
would need to import twice as 
much oil as we do now. [In 
1977 the USA imported 35%, 
today it imports 56%.) Supplies 
will be uncertain. The cost will 
keep going up. Six years ago, 
we paid $3.7 billion for 
imported oil. Last year we spent 
$37 billion- nearly ten times as 
much-and this year we may 
spend over $45 billion. [In 2005 
the USA will spend approx. $90 
billion.] · 

"Unless we act, we will 
spend more than $550 billion 
for imported oil by 1985- more 
than $2,500 a year for every 
man, woman, and child in 
America. [Today it is roughly 
$320 per capita; $98 per person 
per year in 1977 dollars.] Along 
with that money we will 
continue losing American jobs and becoming increas ingly 
vulnerab le to supply interruptions .... 

"We will feel mounting pressure to plunder the environment. 
We will have a crash program to build more nuclear plants, strip
mine and burn more coal, and drill more offshore wells than we 
will need if we begin to conserve now. Inflation will soar, 
production will go down, people will lose their jobs . Intense 
competition will build up among nations and among the different 
regions within our own country. 

"If we fail to act soon, we will face an economic, social and 
political crisis that will threaten our free institutions. 
But we still have another choice. We can begin to prepare right 
now. We can decide to act while there is time." 

Carter then proceeded to run through a ten-point plan to cut 

oil imports by two-thirds, insu late 90% of US homes, and put 
solar panels on mirnons of roofs, beginning with 1600 
Pennsylvania Ave. But he warned people that it wouldn't be all 
pea~ts and Billy Beer. 

"I am sure each of you will find something you don't like 
about the specifics of our proposal. It will demand that we make 
sacrifices and changes in our lives. To some degree, the sacrifices 
will be painfu l- but so is any meaningful sacrifice. It will lead to 
some higher costs, and to some greater inconveniences for 

everyone. But the sacrifices 
will be gradual, realistic and 
necessary. Above all, they will 
be fair. No one will gain an 
unfair advan tage through this 
plan. No one will be asked to 
bear an unfair burden. We will 
monitor the accuracy of data 
from the oil and natural gas 
companies, so that we will 
know their true production, 
supplies, reserves, and profits. 

"The citizens who insist on 
driving large, unnecessari ly 
powerful cars must expect to 
pay more for that luxury. 

"We can be sure that all the 
special interest groups in the 
country will attack the part of 
this plan that affects them 
directly. They will say that 
sacrifice is fine, as long as 
other people do it, but that their 
sacrifice is unreasonable, or 

unfair, or hannful to the country. If they succeed, then the burden 
on the ordinary citizen, who is not organ ized into an interes t 
group, would be crushing. 

"There should be only one test for this program: whether it 
will help our country." (From The President's Proposed Energy 
Policy - Apri l 18, 1977.) 

Carter was hinting at cultural changes, and he was definitely 
pissing off the muscle car generation and big steel by taxing gas
guzzlers, but fundamental ly he was hoping to preserve, rather 
than reverse, the consumer way of life. Carter was a green 
consumer. He was rearrang ing deck chairs on a sinking ship. 

Carter also said , "We need to shift to plentiful coal while 
taking care to protect the environment , and to apply stricter safety 
standards to nuclear energy." George W. Bush has said the same 
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thing. John Kerry and Al Gore did too. So did Britain's Tony 
Blair, Paul Martin in Canada, and the Liberal and National parties 
of Australia. 

It 's as if they never heard of climate change . Or Chernobyl. 
There are not dim bulbs everywhere. After deciding to phase 

out nuclear power in 2000, Germany installed 12,000 megawatts 
of wind power and 500 megawa tts of photovoltaic solar panels in 
three years. With green power collect ing the difference, Germany 
was able to shut down the first of its 19 reactors in 2003. The 
other 18 will be shut down over the next 15 years, replaced 
entirely by renewab le energy. 

"The village portrayed in the 
cartoon is ecological and 
economical. Cars are few, small, 
utilitarian, and evidently 
alternat ively fueled. Every house 
has a vegetable garden and 
greenhouse. People get around 
mostly by foot or by bicycle, and 
distances are not large. An annual 
vegetable-growing competition is 
a Big Deal." 

China announced in November, 2005 that it would spend 
about 180 billion dollars to double its use of renewable energy (to 
15 percent) by 2020 . While this includes solar-PV, wind, and 
hydropower, China is developing biofuels to replace ten million 
tons of petroleum with renewab le energy annually. China also 
plans to expand solar heating to 300 million cubic meters, 
replacing the use of about 40 million tons of coal each year. 

After moratoriums and public debate, Swede n, Spain, Italy, 
and Austria all chose to go non-nuclear. Even Belgium, which 
depends on nuclear power for 57% of its electricity, has 
committed to phasing out nuclear power by 2025. All of these 
initiatives came about after governments allowed the issue to go 
to a general referendum . Given a straight up or down vote, the 
people chose down. It's nice to see democracy work. 

If you have been to the movies lately, perhaps you have seen 
Wallace and Gromit : The Curse of the Were-Rabbit. This is a 
pleasant-enough divertissement for a Sunday afternoon outing 
with the small fry. It is also a post-apocalypt ic utopian vision that 
plants hope where other visions of petrocollapse leave only 
frightened despair. 

The plot in a nutshell: Wallace and his loyal dog, Gromit, set 
out to discover the mystery behind the garden sabotage that 
plagues their village and threate ns the annual giant vegetable 
growing contest. They encounter a huge were-rabbit. 

Claymation animator Nick Park's home town of Preston, 
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Lancashire provided the inspiration (the paint color on Wallace 
and Gromit's van is designated Preston Green in homage). The 
setting is the bucolic North of Englatid straight out of the 1930s. 
And in fact Lancashire is where the idea of national walking 
paths originated. 

The village portrayed in the cartoon is ecological and 
economical. Cars are few, small, utilitarian, and evidently 
alternatively fueled. Every house has a vegetable garden and 
greenhouse. People get around mostly by foot or by bicycle, and 
distances are not large. An annual vegetable-growing competition 
is a Big Deal. · 

Wallace is not a Luddite. He is a tinker. There is a 
proliferation of wacky gadgets, ranging from a Knit-O-Matic 
machine via a porridge gun to a device that catapults dollops of 
jam onto a piece of toast as ?t springs out of a pop-up toaster. Just 
because there is no petroleum to make poly sheathing and natural 
gas to make fertilizer doesn't mean you can't have greenhouses 
full of cucumbers. Even the fuddy-duddyest residents of Wallaby 
Lane get it. 

Fast forward from 1930 England to a Galaxy Far Away. Over 
a span of 49 years Isaac Asimov penned a science fiction classic. 
The Foundation series started as eiglit short stories published in 
Astounding Science Fiction magazine between May 1942 and 
January 1950. Eventually it expanded into ten volumes-about 
one million words. 

The premise of the series is that mathematician Hari Seldon 
has spent his life developing a branch of mathematics known as 
psychohistory, which uses the law of mass action to predict the 
future. Seldon foresees the fall of the Galactic Empire and that 
there will be a 30,000-year dark age before the next great empire 
rises. He decides to pack his graduate students off to a distant 
corner of the galaxy to preserve knowledge after the collapse so 
that people will have something good to read. They compile the 
Encyclopedia Galactica, a sort of Hitchhiker 's Guide ... , and 
knowledge being power, are viewed as sort of a shamanic cult or 
grunge band, The Magicians. 

Rewind to 1999, and a fair number of us were really worried 
about the computerized world, as we knew it, meeting an 
untimely end because of a very simple but ubiquitous 
programming error that began around the same time Asimpv was 
writing Astounding Science Fiction. So what did we do to 
prepare? We stockpiled a few month's worth of canned goods 
and dried corn. We shopped yard sales for old-fashioned hand
tools. We committed our most valuable computer files to paper. 
Or maybe we downloaded the great masterpieces of literature to 
our laptops and bought solar cells to run them by. Call it 
Encyclopedia Gafactica Lite. 

These days a few of my friends are emigrating to New 
Zealand, Costa Rica, Canada, or Mexico. As if hopping a 
spaceship to another planet , they downloaded the great 
masterpieceos of literature to their laptops and bought iGo 
adapters so they can recharge on nearly anything. 

Wallace and Grornit have a better plan. Where the Y2Kers 
were trying to sustain their way of life- in effect surviving 
through the Dark Age to rebuild the Empire - and where Jimmy 
Carter was trying to conserve a path into technology -driven 



prosperity, Wallace and Gromit are building a low-tech utopia , 
one happy squash at a time. They have discovered a sense of 
place and invested in it. There is a gleeful mechanical hubris still 
present in their whooshing rabbit vacuums and ?ed-slide alarm 
clocks, but it is more nostalgic and improvisational than climate
altering or radioactive. It is compos t modernism. There are 
mirrors, but no smoke. Ethical attitudes guide their tool choice s. 
They have chosen home-grown pedestrian utopia, and they make 
it better a little more each day. 

But wait! Even the Shire is no longer safe. Dragons lurk at the 
edge of our map. 

Five years ago Bill Joy published a lengthy screed about the 
trajectory of recent technology in Wired Magazine. Rememberin g 
Finagle's law, "Anything that can go wrong, will," (the fact that 
this is commonly known today as Murphy's Law illustrates the 
point ), he recounted our overuse of DDT and antibiotics and the 
emergence of super-resistant viruses and bacteria, and went on to 
describe our forays into genetics and the building blocks of life. 
He said, "The cause of many such surprises seems clear: the 
systems involved are complex, involving interaction among and 
feedback between many parts. Any changes to such a system will 
cascade in ways that are difficult to predict; this is especially true 
when human actions are involved." 

"So what are our Anti-Pesto 
heroes to do? Do they invent a 
whoosing nano-germ vacuum
blender? Hunker down and hope 
for the best? Or do they try to 
employ the last distilled drops 
of ancient sunlight to try to 
cajole the genie back into 
the bottle?" 

The most frightening scenarios to Joy were those that came as 
unintended consequences of his own life 's work. Co-founder of 
Sun Microsy stems, he was designer of three microprocessor 
architecture s-SPARC, Java, and MAJC. Said 'Joy, "The nuclear , 
biological , and chemical (NBC) technologies used in 20th-century 
weapons of mass destruction were and are largely military , 
develop ed in government laboratories. In sharp contrast , the 21st
century GNR technologies have clear commercial uses and are 
being developed almost exclusively by corporate enterpri ses ... 
The new Pandora's boxes of genetics, nanotechnology, and 
robotic s are almost open, yet we seem hardly to have noticed. 
Ideas can't be put back in a box; unlike uranium or plutonium , 
they don 't need to be mined and refined, and they can be freely 

Live in an Ecovillage 
in Eugene, Oregon 

Triplex for Sale at Maitreya Ecovillage 

Extraordinarily beautiful custom-crafted three
unit, two-story apartment building with common 
laundry room on a 10,000 sq. ft . lot five minutes 
by bicycle from downtown Eugene. Parcel includes 
a 450-sq. ft. strawbale/earthen meeting room/ 
community space, bicycle parking structure and 
additional outdoor bath/toilet facilities. Triplex 
front doors open onto a common courtyard and 
large community garden at Maitreya Ecovillage. 

• Cedar-shake exterior, massive exposed log 
beams, lots of natural wood throughout • 
Custom-crafted windows, cabinets, and exterior 
doors • Earthen floor in southwestern adobe 
tradition • Superior insulated, wood-burning 
stoves, heat recovery ventilators. 

• Two units approximately 1000 sq. ft. 
• One approx. 1200 sq. ft. • Combined rental 
income $2500/month •· $500,000. 

• Nine housing units on adjacent lots • Easygoing 
landlord & tenant situation • Residents value 
sustainable community lifestyle: organic garden , 
potlucks, work parties , group meditations • 
Restrictions on deed to preserve community/ · 
ecovillage charm. 

Seeking Community-minded 
buyer to help Maitreya EcoVillage 

become a model of sustainable 
living for the 21st century. 

Robert Bolman: 541-334-7196, robtb @efn.org 
Melanie Rios: mrios@juno.com 
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copied. Once they are out, they are out." 
I would suggest that the four horse s 

standin g lathered and snorting at the edge 
of Wallace and Gromit' s village bear 
riders carrying 2 1st-century technologie~ 
into the post-petroleum era. The Four 
Horsemen are Bio, Robo, CO

2
, and Nuke. 

"I watched as the Lamb opened the first 
of the seven seals. Then I heard one of the 
four living creatures say in a voice like 
thunder, 'Come!' I looked, and there 
before me was a white horse ! Its rider held 
a bow, and he was given a crown, and he 
rode out as a conqueror bent on conquest." 
- Revelatio ns 6: 1-2 

"B io" wields the threat of chemical and 
genetic terror, be it escape d nanobug s, 
genes-gone-haywire, unmonitored or 
unlisted Superfund sites or myriad other 
time-bombs. With replicating genetic 
assemblers, we are just one accident away 
from reducing all forests to photovoltaic
generated crabgras s. 

"Robo" could be simply the inability to 
produce enough reliable electricity to 
propel elevators to the upper floor s of 
high-rise buildings, or it could be the 
threat of unimpeded access to WMD via 
the Internet. Robotics need not be 
mechanical, it can be mere mathematics , 
like a formula for high explosives, or 
photovo ltaic-genera ted crabgrass. 

"CO/ is the petro-bi nge hangover we 
have bequeathed to the next hundred 
generations of Earth's inhabitants. That 
would include spreadi ng desertification in 
mid-continent regions and greater storm 
destruction and erosion in coastal areas , as 
well as a dazzling array of new pestilence s 
and diseases brought about by ecosystem 
destruction and frantic migrations. 

Instead of providing reliable, abundant 
energy "too cheap to meter," our nuclear 
power investments represent perpetual 
requirements for vigilance , lest they either 
poison us by random genetic engineering 
or fall into the hands of Zealots with the 
ability to turn them into weapons. "Nuke" 
is where our techno-hu bris gets bitten 
back. 

So what are our Anti-Pesto heroes to do? 
Do they invent a whoosing nano-germ 
vacuum-blender? Hunker down and hope 
for the best? Or do they employ the last 
distilled drops of ancient sunlight to cajole 
the genie back into the bottle? 
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I am in the process of compiling a post
petroleum guidebook (New Society 
Publishers 2006) , and it seems prudent not 
to omit any possibilitie s. Alongside of 
design s for rooftop city gardens and bio
fuel cooperative s in ecovillages , I am also 
includin g some instructions in first aid and 
camp-craft, and tips for surviving any 
emergency. I don't have any suggestion 
about photov oltaic-generated crabgrass, 
other than to pull it up, but I'll have some 
useful advice about buying Geiger 
counters and microfilt ers for drinking 
water. 

As prepared as we may think we are, 
there will likely be many surpri ses. ~ 

Illustration: Wallace and Grornit, courtesy 
of wallaceandgromit.com . 

Albert Bates is an instructor at the 
Ecovillage Training Center at The Farm 
community in Summertown, Tennessee . 
His Post-Petroleum Survival Guide and 
Cookbook (working title) will be released 
by New Society Publishers in the fall of 

2006. 

Get the credit you deserve for 
carjng about the planet at the 

Perrnaculture 
Credit Union 

We are making loans that make a difference 
to the people who make a difference. 

We offer a O♦ 750/o ·sustainability discount on 
loans for earth-friendly projects,including: 

• Solar heating and electricity systems 
• H()me energy efficiency upgrades 
• Fuel~ffident veh 1cles 
• Efficient wfodows & insulation 
• Rainwater catchment systems 

Call us for loan programs and current rates. 
(505 )954-34 79 or toll-nee (866) 954-3479 

YNIW.pcuonline,org 
4250 Cerrillos Road,P. 0~Box 29300 

Santa Fe,NM 87592-9300 

Do something nice for yourself,your community, 
and the Earth ... call the PCU today 



Unleashing Abundance as a Community Response to Peak Oil 

Designing Energy Descent Pathways 
Rob Hopkins 

Traveller, there are no roads. Roads are made by 
travelling. 

-Spanish proverb 

THERE IS AN EMERGING CONSENSUS now that we 
are either very close to or have passed the peak in world 
oil production. As someone who has been involved in 

environmental issues for 16 years, and permaculture for 13 years , 
I have to ask myself how I didn't see this one coming (although I 
know some of you did!). The implicatio ns are profound. No 
longer is it in any way appro priate to say "we need to recycle ," 
when the processes of recycling require transporting recyclable 
waste long distances . We have to look much deeper at the whole 
waste question . An exce llent recent report by Tim Lang and Jules 
Pretty, "Farm Costs and Food Miles: An Assessment of the Full 
Cost of the UK Weekly Foo d Basket," argued that food could 
only be called sustainab le when it is grown and consumed within 
a 20-mile radius . We have to buil d a local food economy from an 
almost tota lly non-existent base. There has been no time in 
history when anything less than 70% of the population were 
involved in some way in the production of food. Nowadays it is 
more like 6% (here in Ireland, for examp le), and of those, a high 
proportion would have lost much of that knowledge. "Green" 
building that rel ies on imported "ecological" materials from other 
countries will no longer be viable, leading to our needing to 
rethink how we will actually construct energy-efficient shelter in 
a lower energy near future. We are looking at the need for a rapid 
process of re-localisatio n, of looking at wha t is essential to our 
lives (food, warmth, shelter, water) and rebui lding the local 
economy in such a way that it is actual ly able to supply these. 
The process of disma ntling our diverse and complex local 
economies over the last 50-60 years was a disastrous one. It was 
easy to take apart but it will be incredib ly hard to rebuild. 

The recent award winning film The End of Suburbia 
(reviewed in the Activist issue #58) takes a very sobering look at 
the whole peak oil issue. It makes very clear that the problem is 
of a scale that is almost unimaginab le, and that the solutions are 
really not in place at all, or indeed anywhere near being so. We 
are so dependent on oil for every aspect of our lives, that its 
gradual (or rapid, depend ing on who you listen to) but steady 
disappearance from our lives will force us to redesign everything 
about our comm unities and our own lives. We need to relearn the 
skills that sustained our ancestors : crafts, local medicines , the 
great art of growi ng food. This is the biggest challenge. 

Becoming Aware 

My introd uction to all this came thro ugh meeting Dr. Co lin 
Campbell. He lives in Ballyde hob in West Cork, where I was 
living until recently, and sets up and runs the Association for the 
Study of Peak Oil. He worked in the oil industry for more than 30 
years, and since his retiremen t has devoted himself to researching 
the real picture in term s of oil availabi lity-how much is left, 
where it is and so on-thro ugh the vehicle of the Association for 
the Study of Peak Oil (ASPO), which he founded. It is Colin who 
has really brought the aware ness of Peak Oil to the world's atten
tion, tireless ly trave lling the globe, lecturing governments, invest
ment bankers, energy experts, telling them all the same thi ng, 
"We are about to pe ak, and you need to re-evaluate what you are 
doing, because it is going to change everyt hing." His life story 
and his case for pe ak oil are set out in his latest book, Oil Crisis. 

"Holmgren makes the point that 
we need to plan for this descent, 
rather than simply allowing it to 
unfold in a series of random and 
chaotic events." 

Last Septe mber Colin came into Kinsale FEC where, until last 
June I taught the Prac tical Sustainabil ity course, the first two 
year, full-time permac ulture course in the world (as far as I 
know), which I set up in 2001. He came to talk to my second
year permac ul ture students, who had seen The End of Suburbia 
the previous day . Coli n gave them an introduction to petroleum 
geology, how and where oil forms, and then went on to look at 
how much is left and where it is. His presentation was so 
thorough and well founded in his deep knowledge of the oil 
industry that his findings were compelling. It was a real eye 
opener for me and for the students and a great topical and 
practical enhancement to the permaculture curriculum. I met a 
friend the follow ing week who asked, "What did you do to your 
students? They all looked ill for the rest of the week! " 
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First Steps 

This led on to our planning of the Kinsale Energy Descent 
Action Plan project. The term 'Energy Descent' was originally 
used by ecologist Howard T. Odum in his book, A Prosperous 
Way Down, and was picked up and used by David Holmgren in 
his Permaculture Principles & Pathways Beyond Sustainability. 
It refers to the time beyond the peak, the downward trend in 
energy availability. Holmgren makes the point that we need to 
plan for this descent, rather than simply allowing it to unfold in a 
series of random and chaotic events. This point is also made by 
Richard Heinberg in his book Powerdown-Options and Actions 
for a Post-Carbon Future, in which he calls for a planned 
descent, an international response to peak oil on the same scale as 
a wartime mobilisation, to begin building a low energy future. 

A cross -section of community members invested a day planning 
energy descent for the next 16 years in Kinsale, Ireland. 

· Another inspiration for me around this time was a talk I went 
to by a woman from a very dynamic community development 
group for a small town in decline in the north of Ireland. They 
felt farming was dying, and they wanted a new direction for the 
town with a sustainability focus. What they did was bring in a 
sustainability "expert" who told them that they needed to develop 
"eco-tourism," and that that would be a sustainab le replacement 
for farming. I was horrified by this; it seemed to me to be taking 
all the community's eggs out of one basket and putting them into 
another, which was somehow better because it had an "eco-" tag 
on it. Also, all the ideas had come from the "expert" rather than 
the community itself. I thought that actually a lot more would 
have been achieved by running a permaculture design course for 
the people in the village and letting the ideas come from them. 

As the students and myself started looking around at the 
books available on the subject we decided that what was lacking 
were examples of towns that had actually started to look at this 
issue. Had anyone actually started to design pathways down from 

· the peak for a settlement anywhere in the world? Cuba is an 
often-cited examp le, but we have to remember that Cuba was 
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forced to localise by circumstance (the Russian oil that had 
supported the country until tpat point being no longer available), 
and a friend who visited there recently expressed a feeling that 
there was no great enthusiasm for it among many people. There 
are also some very interesting comparisons with the period 
immediately before and during the Second World War in the 
U.K. and elsewhere . This was a national powerdown on a huge 
scale, with 10% of the nation's food being grown on allotments 
and private gardens. Although much has changed since then, 
there are some very important lessons that can be learned from it. 
What we wanted was to create an example (as we were unable to 
find one in practice ) of a town looking at what peak oil will 
actually mean to them, and to vision how they want a low-energy 
future to be. As there was no pathway for this in place, we had to 
make one up. 

Starting from Scratch 

The first thing we did was to visit a number of good 
permaculture/organic projects in the West Cork area for ideas and 
inspiration, but also to talk to their proprietors about what they 
saw as being practical responses to energy descent that they felt 
were tried and tested. That proved to be very interesting, and 
gave us some useful insights. We heard about the practical 
realities of making a living growing organic vegetables for local 
markets and how a changing economy would make that more 
viable . We heard about the realities of living off the grid, and the 
financial implication s of doing so. We saw the practicalities of 
people trying to put the first building blocks in place, and their 
visions for how things might change. We began to envision a 
three- to four-year process of community consultat ion , education, 
and awareness-raising, combined with practical implementation 
of projects on the ground and the formulation of a timetable plan 
for making this transition. This plan was christened the Kinsale 
Energy Descent Action Plan. The idea was that this year's second 
year students would produce the first draft, which would then be 
put out to the community for consultation. Then the following 
year's students would revise the document and update it. We felt 
that it would take about three years to produce something nearing 
a definitive document, although there would always be a need for 
the plan to adapt to deyelopments, to be "tweaked." 

We had brainstorms on each of the different areas we 
identified for the Action Plan. These included food, youth & 
community, education, housing, economy and livelihoods, health, 
tourism, transport , waste, energy, and marine resources. Future 
years may add new categories to this, but it seemed a good 
starting list. We made mind maps of the issues raised and 
possib le solutions to them. We also invited speake rs into the class 
who had a lot of knowled ge on some of these topics. 

Kinsa/e 2021 

On Saturday, February 12, 2005 we held an event in Kinsale 
called "Kinsale in 2021-Towards a Prosperous, Sustainable 
Future Together," which took place at Kinsale Town Hall. The 
event was presented as a "community think-tank" in order to hear 



the community's ideas about how energy 
descent would affect it and what might be 
done in response. Before the event we sent 
personal invitations to the people in 
Kinsale whom we had identified as being 
the movers and shakers in the town, drawn 
from the sectors identified above. We also 
left the event open to the public and put 
posters up around the town. From the 60 
people invited, about 35 turned up on the 
day. The event itself was opened by the 

subjects: food, rebuilding communities , 
youth group/education, business and 
technology, tourism, and renewa ble 
energy. 

The groups came up with a wealth of 
ideas and possibilities that were then fed 
back to the rest of the participan ts 
afterwards. The feedback after the day was 
very good. We learned a few lessons from 
the event that would be helpful for people 
doing it again. First, a lot of people sent 

people loved, an9 which kept the energy 
of the event high. We wondered if it might 
have been better to have had a few 
screening s of the film in the community 
first, so some people could have seen it in 
advance one evening, and thus wouldn't 
have had to give up so much of their time 
to attend the discussion. We found open 
space an excellent tool for getting people 
talking in a relaxed and informal way. 

The Action Plan 

Part of the challenge with perrnaculture 
is how we convey to people the concept 

After the event, we collated the , 
information that had come in from the 
day, and pairs of student s selected from 
among the different subject areas. I 
supplied a wealth of reading material for 
background research, and the students did 
a lot of Internet research qf useful ideas 
and examples from around the world . The 
final result is the Kinsale Energy Descent 
Action Plan-Version 1.2005, which is 
our first attempt at a year-by-year plan for 
the town. Each section of the report begins 
with a section called "The Present." This 
attempts to summarise the problem now, 
in 2005, with regard s to the subject in 
question. This is followed by 'T he 
Vision," which is written in such a way as 
to give the reader an idea of how Kinsale 
could be, if all the recommendations up to 
that point had been implemented. Part of 
the challen ge with permaculture is how we 
convey to people the concept that a lower 

that a lower energy futu·re could be preferable, 
more fulfilling , and more abundant than the present. 

Mayor of Kinsale, Mr. Charles Henderson, 
who spoke of the importance of energy as 
an issue and how it affects all aspects of 
our lives and our economy. This was 
followed by a screening of The End of 
Suburbia. 

After the film, Thomas Riedmuller, 
· who teaches community leadership at 
Kinsale FEC , introduced the concept of 
open space as a tool for facilitating such 
events. Open space is based on the 
idea that the most productive discussion 
and idea sharing at any event happens 
during the tea breaks. Open space is, in 
essence, a long tea break, where groups 
are formed to discuss certain issues, and 
everyone is free to move between 
discussion groups , based on the four 
principles of open space: Whoever comes 
are the right people; Whatever happens is 
the only thing that could have; Whenever 
it starts is the right time; and When it's 
over it's over. Those assembled took to 
the open-space model with great 
enthusiasm, and it was extremely 
productive. People were invited to identify 
the specific problems and issues that the 
film raised for them. These were then 
recorded on large sheets of paper and 
pinned up on the wall. These were then 
collated into subject areas, and each of 
these became the basis for a discussion 
group. The groups covered the following 

apologies that they would have liked to 
have come, but they were ju st too busy to 
give up a whole day. We found it difficult 
to come up with another model though, 
because for us it worked very well to show 
the film and then have the discussions 
straightaway while the feeling of urgency 
that the film engenders was still fresh in 
our minds. We were able, thanks to the 
generos ity of many cafes and restaurants 
in Kinsale who sponsored the event, to put 
on a sumptuous spread for lunch , which 
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energy future could be preferable, more fulfilling, and more 
abundant than the present. This section aims to do that, so that 
people ca~ see in their minds' eye what it would look like. 

This is then followed by a list of suggestions and 
recommendations in chronological order. These are meant to be 
ambitious but also achievable, given a good deal of motivation 
and support. Each section is then rounded off with a collection of 
resources and Internet links. The last section of the Action Plan is 
a proposal for a Kinsale Sustainability Centre. The idea is that the 
Centre would be formed with the brief of implementing the 
Action Plan. The Sustainability Centre would act as a focus for 
the work, running courses and training, but would also provide a 
service, offering initiatives such as an urban market garden. (A 
pdf of the final report can be downloaded from 
www.transitionculture.org). 

Next Steps 

Our intention is for this year's second-year students to take 
the Plan as it is and develop it further. We hope to set up a series 
of think-tank events, like the Kinsale 2021 day, but which are 
more specific to different areas of the Plan-for example one on 
health, where they would invite all the people in Kinsale working 
in the field, and another on education, inviting teachers, parents 
and other people with an involvement. These events would be 
based around what has already been proposed in the Plan, but 
getting feedback as to how practical our suggestio ns might be. 
These events would serve a dual purpose. First, they'd act as an 
essential community sounding board for the Plan's ideas, and 
second, they would open doors into the community for the 
project. All kinds of new practical projects would be proposed 
and contacts made. They would also serve to bring this work to 
the community, rather than expecting it to come to us, or sitting 
around thinking "Why is no one doing anything?" The great thing 
about being based in a college doing this work is that you can call 
on 30 pairs of hands if the feeling is to go and build a garden 
somewhere. Thirty pair of hands get a lot done! 

Final Thoughts 

The Kinsale Energy Descent Action Plan has been very well 
received. Reviewing it for Pennaculture Magazine, Patrick 
Whitefield described it as a "remarkable piece of work" and 
continued "I recommend their plan to people everywhere who 
would like to see some positive action happen in their own 
community." Despite its not been conducted by professionals or 
by a respected research organisation, it has touched a chord and 
excited lots of people with its possibilities. It had no external 
funding other than the ability to use the college facilities. 
However, I thfnk what was created in the Plan is a very important 
and far-reaching piece of work. It does something that I think is 
very bold and powerful. It invites people to look beyond where 
we are now, and beyond simply allowing events to unravel, and 
to look towards where they would like to be. It allows people to 
dream, but not in a woolly, ungrounded way. It is rooted in 
practicality; we are creating the building blocks, and we can't put 
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the second one in place before the first. In the same way that in 
permaculture design we aim to make our mistakes on paper first 
so as to avoid costly mistakes in the landscape, with the Energy 
Descent Action Plan we aim to clarify a step-by-step way down, 
so as to best focus our energies. 

I also think it is irnpo$11t to be realistic. For example, I don't 
imagine that anything approaching a majority of the population 
would embrace this approach yet. However, what we can do is 
start putting in place the infrastructure that will be needed (seed 

John Thuillier (holding citation at center) receives the Cork 
Environmental Forum's Roll of Honour Award from Tomas 
O'Brien (to the right ofThuillier), Mayor of Kinsale. 

saving clubs, protectin g a certain proportion of land in urban 
areas from development, preserving skills and knowledge, 
teaching skills to younger people, creating community compost 
schemes so we have a resou,rce of compost for growers). When 
people say "but where will our fruit come from?", we can say 
"from the five-acre orchard over there that we planted seven 
years ago." We can begin to build systems around people. At the 
same time we need to engage them as much as possible, and see 
our work as being of service. This is fascinating work and should 
be started in every settlement. It is big-picture thinking, town
scale permaculture, and needs to be rolled out across the country 
as a matter of great urgency. 

New Pathways 

The Action Plan was completed and printed in June 2005. 
Around that time we held a conference at Kinsale FEC called 
Fuelling the Future-the Challenge and Opportunity of Peak Oil. 
It was very successful, and brought together speakers such as 
David Holmgren, Richard Heinberg, Colin Campbell, Richard 
Douthwaite , and myself. It looked at peak oil, but also at the 
solutions. As well as the main speakers there were a number of 
smaller breakout sessions on permaculture, food, energy, 
building, local economics, and so on (all of the main speakers can 
be heard at www .fuellingthefuture.org). Many people said they 
had never been to a conference on peak oil that they had left 
feeling so positive. Two of the students who graduated from the 



penhaculture course at Kinsale are looking to set up a 
consultancy called Transition Design, working with communitie s 
and councils to set up energy descent action plans. Their idea is 
that towns are helped to work through certain criteria to earn the 
accolade of being a "Transition Town." Work has also begun on 
Version 2 of the Action Plan . 

And me? After ten years living in Ireland I handed the 2006 
perrnaculture course over to colleague Graham Strout s and 

"This is fascinating work and 
should be begun in every 
settlement. It is big-picture 
thinking, town-scale permaculture, 
and needs to be rolled out across 
the country as a matter of 
great urgency." 

returned to Devon in the UK to pursue a Ph.D. on this whole 
topic. It feels to me like the most essential work I can be doing at 
this point in history. Also I feel it is important to counter some of 

zoo6 Courses at 

the more lurid catastrophe scenarios being put out by some in the 
peak oil movement. I see peak oil as the great opportunity, the 
chance finally to create the world we have been talking of for 
years. In my re search now, I am putting together a book (as well 
as the Ph.D .) which will explore what I call the head, the heart 
and the hands of energy descent. The head means the factual 
understanding of peak oil , what it is and what it means, as well as 
the economics and politics of localisation. The heart refers to an 
area pretty much unexplored in the peak oil literature: how do we 
tell people and communities about this stuff without them 
retreating further into fear and denial? How do we present 
something so potentially catastrophic as a positive choice and 
opportunity? Some of the answers to this question can be found 
in eco-psychology, some in the works of Joanna Macy, Ken 
Jones, Tom Atlee, and others, people exploring the area of 
turning trauma into action, despair into empowerment. I feel it is 
an essential part of this work, as giving people bad news and 
expecting them to do something has clearly not worked for the 
environmental movement in the past. We need a new approach. 

The hands refers to the practical work of grassroots led 
responses to peak oil. Energy descent action planning could be 
the model, but the Natural Step and the Global Action Plan have 
something to contribute as proven methods for inspiring 
communities to change their practices. Also, how much food will 
the settlement need and where will it come from? What structure s 
arc best for promoting energy independence? Once you start to 
think about them, the practical implications and the list of 
questions are huge. What I hope to do is produce a set of 
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Speakers at the Fuelling the Future confe rence included (L to R): Richa rd Heinberg, Richard Douthwait e, Colin 
Campbe ll, Eamo1111 Rya11, Quentin Gargan, Duncan Stewart, David Holmg ren, Rob Hopkins, and Gavin Harte. 

prin ciple s and a toolkit of technique s that can be used anywhere. 
The focus of the work will be the designing and unde1takin g of a 
transition process for the town of Totnes , in Devon , where I now 
live. As part of this work I have set up a website, 
www.tran sitionculture.org, where I will post findin gs, links, 
ideas, and references as I proceed with this research. The site also 
has archiv~s of other useful information. I hope to have the book 
fini shed by next Autumn. The Totne s proc ess will begin around 
the same time, once the process has been carefu lly designed. 

The adve nt of peak oil offers those people who have long 
envisioned a more sustainable world the opportunity to step 
forward and start building the world of their dreams. To retreat 
into an attitude of "Well it' s not worth it, we're doom ed," is to 
deny our own potential. In the speech that Nelson Mandela gave 
when release d from prison , he said, "Our deepest fear is not that 
we are inad equat e. Our deepe st fear is that we are powerful 
beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkn ess, that most 
frighten s us." Energy descent action plan s, or whatever approach 
to this challe nge we ultimately devi se, offer us a vision for 
embarki ng on a great journey and for unleashin g both 

• permaculture's and our own untapped potential. It is time now 
that we roll up our sleeves. 

For more i11formation visit www.fuellingthefuture.org . I!.. 
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The Power of Community 

How Cuba Survived Peak Oil 
Megan Quinn 

H AV ANA, CUBA -At the Organiponico de Alamar, a 
neighborhood agriculture project, a workers' collective 
runs a large urban farm, a produce market, and a 

restaurant. Hand tools and human labor rep lace oil-driven 
machinery. Worm cultivation and composting create productive 
soil. Drip irrigation conserves water, and the diverse, multi-hued 
produce provides the community with a rainbow of healthy 
foods. 

In other Havana neighborhoods, lacking enough land for such 
large projects, residents have installed raised garden beds on 
parking lots and planted vegetable gardens on their patios and 
rooftops. 

Since the early 1990s, an urban agricu lture movement has 
swept through Cuba, putting this capital city of 2.2 million on a 
path toward sustainability'. ' 

A small group of Australians assisted in this grass-roots effort, 
coming to this Caribbean island nation in 1993 to teach 
pennaculture, a system that uses far less energy than other 
practices . . 

This need to bring agricu lture into the city began with the fall 
of the Soviet Union and the loss of more than 50% of Cuba's oil 
imports, much of its food, and 85% of its trade economy. 
Transportation halted, people went hungry, and the average 
Cuban lost 30 pounds. 

"In reality, when this all began, it was a necessity. People had to 
start cultivating vegetables wherever they could," a tour guide 
told a documentary crew filming in Cuba in 2004 to record how 
Cuba survived on far less oil than usual. 

The crew included the staff of The Community Solution, a 
non-profit organization in Yellow Springs, Ohio that has adopted 
a mission to inform the public about peak oil-the time when oil 
production world-wide will reach an all-time high and head into 
an irreversible decline . Some oil analysts believe this may happen 
within this decade, making Cuba a role model to follow . 

"We wanted to see if we could capture what it is in the Cuban 
people and the Cuban culture that allowed them to go through 
this very difficult time," said Pat Murphy, The Community 
Solution's executive director . "Cuba has a lot to show the world 
in how to deal with energy adversity." 

Scarce petroleum supplies have not only transformed Cuba's 
agriculture. The nation has also moved toward small-scale 
renewable energy and developed an energy -saving mass transit 
system, while maintaining its government-provided health care 
system whose preventive, locally-based approach to medicine 
conserves scarce resources. 

Toe · era in Cuba following the Soviet collapse is known to 
Cubans as the Special Period. Cuba lost 80% of its export market 
and its imports, likewise, fell by 80%. The Gross Domestic 
Product dropped by more than one third. 

"Try to image an airplane suddenly losing its engines. It was 
really a crash," Jorge Mario, a Cuban economist, told the 
documentary crew. A crash that put Cuba into a state of shock. 
There were frequent blackouts in its oil-fed electric power grid, 
up to 16 hours per day. The average daily caloric intake in Cuba 
dropped by a third. 

When the Soviet Union pulled the plug on its oil supplies to 
Cuba, the island nation was forced to revamp infrastructures 
including transportation and food produciton. 

According to a report on Cuba from Oxfam, the international 
development and relief agency, "In the cities, buses stopped 
running, generators stopped producing electricity, factories 
became silent as graveyards. Obtaining enough food for the day 
became the primary activity for many, if not most, Cubans." 

In part due to the continuing US embargo, but also because of 
the loss of foreign markets, Cuba couldn't obtain enough imported 
food. Furthermore , without a substitute for fossil-fuel based, 
large-scale farming, agricultural production dropped drastically. 

So Cuban s started to grow local organic produce out of 
necessity , developed bio-pesticides and bio-fertilizers as 
petrochemical substitute s, and incorporated more fruits and 
vegetables into their diets. Since they couldn 't fuel their aging 
cars, they walked, biked, rode buses, and carpooled. 
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"There are infinite small solutions," said Roberto Sanchez 
from the Cuban-based Foundation for Nature and Humanity. 
"Crises or changes or problems can trigger many of these things 
which are basically adaptive. We are adapting." 

A New Agricultural Revolution 

Cubans are also replacing petroleum-fed farm machinery with 
oxen, and their urban agriculture reduces food transportation 
distances. Today an estimated 50% of Havana's vegetables come 
from inside the city, while in other Cuban towns and cities urban 
gardens produce from 80% to more than 100% of what they need. 

In turning to gardening, individuals and neighborhood 
organizations took the initiative by identifying idle land in the 
city, cleaning it up, and planting crops into it. 

Today more than half of Havana's produce is grown, distributed, 
and used within the city. In rural areas, the same total is at least 
80% and represents a substantial reduction in use of fossil fuels. 

When the Australian permaculturists came to Cuba they set up 
the first permaculture demonstration project with a $26,000 grant 
from the Cuban government. 

Out of this grew the Foundation for Nature and Humanity's 
urban permaculture demonstration project and center in Havana. 
"With this demonstration, neighbors began to see the possibilities 
of what they can do on their rooftops and their patios," said 
Carmen Lopez, director of the urban permaculture center, as she 
stood on the center's rooftop an1ongst grape vines, potted plants, 
and compost bins made from tires. 

Since then the movement has been·spreading rapidly across 
Havana's barrios. So far Lopez' urban permaculture center has 
trained more than 400 people in the neighborhood in 
permaculture and distributes a monthly publication, El 
Permacultor. "Not only has the community learned about 
permaculture," according to Lopez, "we have also learned about 
the community, helping people wherever there is need." 
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One permaculture student, Nelson Aguila, an engineer
turned-farmer, raises food for the neighborhood on his integrated 
rooftop farm. On just a few hundred square feet he has rabbits 
and hens and many large pots of plants. Running free on the floor 
are gerbils, which eat tlie waste from the rabbits, and become an 
important protein source themselves. "Things are changing," 
Sanchez said. "It's a local economy. In other places people don't 
know their neighbors. They don't know their names. People don't 
say 'hello' to each other. Not here." 

Since going from petrochemical-intensive agricultural 
production to organic farming and gardening, Cuba now uses 21 
times less pesticide than before the Special Period .. They have 
accomplished this with their large-scale production of bio
pesticides and bio-fertilizers, exporting some of it to other Latin 

American countries. 
Though the transition to organic production 

and animal traetion was necessary, the Cubans 
are now seeing the advantages . "One of the good 
parts of the crisis was to ·go back to the oxen," 
said Miguel Coyula, a commu nity development 
specialist, "Not only do they save fuel, they do 
not compact the soil the way the tractor does, 
and the legs of the oxen chum the earth." 
"The Cuban conventional 'Green Revolution' 

agricultural system never was able to feed the 
people," Sanchez said. "It had high yields, but 
was oriented to plantation agriculture. We 
exported citrus, tobacco, and sugar cane and we 
imported the basic things. So the system, even in 
the good times, never fulfilled people's basic 
needs." 

Drawing on his permaculture knowledge, 
Sanchez said, "You have to follow the natural 
cycles, so you hire nature to work for you, not 
work against nature. To work against nature, 
you have to waste huge amounts of energy." 

Energy solutions 

Because most of Cuba's electricity had been generated from 
imported oil, the shortages affected nearly everyone on the 
island. Scheduled rolling blackouts several days per week lasted 
for many years. Without refrigerators, food spoiled . Without 
electric fans, the heat was almost unbearable in a country that 
regularly has temperatures in the 80s and 90s. 

The solutions to Cuba's energy problems were not easy. 
Without money, the country couldn't invest in nuclear power and 
new conventional fossil fuel plants or even large-scale wind and 
solar energy syste_ms. Instead, Cuba focused on reducing energy 
consumption and implementing small-scale renewable energy 
projects. 

Ecosol Solar and Cuba Solar are two renewable energy 
organizations leading the way. They help develop markets for 
renewable energy, sell and install systems, perform research, 
publish newsletters, and do energy efficiency studies for large 
users. 



Ecosol Solar has installed 1.2 megawatts of solar photovoltaic 
in both small household systems (200 watt capacity) and large 
systems (15-50 kilowatt capacity) . In the United States 1.2 
megawatts would provide electricity to about 1000 homes, but in 
Cuba, where appliances are few, conservation is the custom, and 
the homes are much smaller, it can supply power to significantly 
more houses. 

About 60 percent of Ecosol Solar' s installations happen 
through socia l programs to power homes, schools, medical 
facilities, and comm unity centers in rural Cuba. The organization 
recently installed solar photovoltaic panels to electrify 2,364 
primary schools throughout rural Cuba where it was not cost
effective to take the grid. In addition, Ecosol is developing 
compact solar water heaters that can be assembled in the field, 
water pumps powered by PV panels, and solar dryers. 

A visit to "Los Tumbos," a solar-powered community in the 
rural hills southwest of Havana demonstrates the positive impact 
th.at these strategies can have. Once without electricity, each 
household now has a small solar panel that powers a radio and a 
lamp. Larger systems provide electricity to the schoo l, hospital, 
and community room, where residents gather to watch the 
evening news program called the "Round Table." Besides 
keeping the residents informed, the television room has the added 
benefit of bringing the community together. 

"The sun was enough to maintain life on earth for millions of 
years," said Bruno Beres, a director of Cuba Solar. "Only when 

we [humans] arrived and changed the way we use energy was the 
sun not enough. So the problem is with our society, not with the 
world of energy." 

Transportation-a system of ride sharing 

Cubans also faced the problem of providing transportatio n on 
a reduced energy diet. Solutions came from ingenious Cubans, 
who often quote the phrase, "Necessity is the mother of 
invention." With little money or fuel, Cuba now moves masses of 
people during rush hour in Havana. ln an inventive approach, 
virtually every form of vehicle, large and small, was used to build 
this mass transit system. Commuters ride in hand-made 
wheelbarrows, buses, other motorized transport, and animal
powered vehicles. 

One special Havana transit vehicle, nicknamed a "camel," is a 
very large metal semi-trailer, pulled by a standard semi- truck 
tractor, which holds 300 passengers. Bicycles and motorized two
passenger rickshaws are also prevalent in Havana, while horse
drawn carts and large old panel trucks are used in the smaller 
towns. 

Government officials in yellow garb pull over nearly empty 
government vehicles and trucks on Havana's streets and fill them 
with people needing a ride. Chevys from the 1950s cruise along 
with four people in front and four more in back. 

A donkey cart with a taxi license nailed to the frame also 

The two-humped "camel"-Havana's version of a monster tractor-pull-is an efficient and fuel-saving way to transport hundreds of 
communters at a time throughout the city. Bicycle taxis and ride-sharing also contribute to Cuba's radical reduction in oil use. 
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travels Cuba's streets. Many trucks were converted to passenger 
transport by welding steps to the back so riders could get on and 
off with ease. 

Health Care and Education - National 
Priorities 

Even though Cuba is a poor country, with a per capita Gross 
Domestic Product of only $3,000 per year (putting them in the 
bottom third of all nations), life expectancy is the same as in the 
US, and infant mortality is lower. The literacy rate in Cuba is 
97%, the same as in the US. ·cuba's education system, as well as 
its medical system, is free. 

When Cubans suffered through their version of a peak oil 
crisis, they maintained their free medical system, one of the 
major factors that helped them to survive. Cubans repeatedl y 
emphasize how proud they are of their system. 

" ... the Cuban government 
changed its 30-year mo~o from 
"Socialism or Death" to "A 
Better World is Possible." 
Government officials allowed 
private entrepreneurial farmers 
and neighborhood organizations 
to use public land to grow and 
sell their produce." 

Before the Cuban Revolution in 1959, there was one doctor 
for every 2,000 people. Now there is a doctor for every 167 
people. Cuba also has an international medical school, and trains 
doctors to work in other poor countries. At any one time, there 
are 20,000 Cuban doctors abroad doing this kind of work. 

With meat scarce and fresh local vegetables in abundance 
since 1995, Cubans now eat a health y, low-fat, nearly vegetarian 
diet. They also have a healthier outdoor lifestyle: walking and 
bicycling have become much more common. "Before , Cubans 
didn't eat that many vegetab les. Rice and beans and pork was the 
basic diet," Sanchez from the Foundation for Nature and 
Humanity said. "At some point necessity taught them, and now 
they demand [vegetab les]." 

Doctors and nurses live in the community where they work 
and usually above the clinic itself. In remote rural areas, three-
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story buildings are constructed with the doctor's office on the 
bottom floor and two apartments on the second and third floors, 
one for the doctor and one for the nurse. 

In the cities, the doctors and nurses always live in the 
neighborhoods they serve. They know the families of their 
patients and try to treat peop le in their homes. "Medicine is a 
vocation, not a job ," exclaimed a Havana doctor, demonstrating 
the motivation for her work. In Cuba 60% of the doctors are 
women. 

Education is considered the most important social activity in 
Cuba. Before the revolution, there was one teacher for every 
3,000 people. Today the ratio is one for every 42 people, with a 
teacher-student ratio of 1 to 16. Cuba has a higher percentage of 
professionals than most developing countries, and with 2 % of the 
population of Latin America, Cuba has 11 % of the region's . 
scientists. 

In an effort to halt migration from the countryside to the city 
during the Special Period, higher education was spread out into 
the provinces, expanding learning opportunities and 
strengthening rural communities. Before the Special Period there 
were only three institutions of higher learning in Cuba. Now 
there are 50 colleges and universities throug hout the country, 
seven in Havana. 

The Power of Community 

Throughout its travels, the documentary crew saw and 
experienced the resourcefulness, determination, and optimism of 
the Cuban people, often hearing the phrase "Si, se puede" or 
"Yes it can be done." 

People spoke of the value of resistir or "res istance," showing 
their determination to overcome obstacles. And they have lived 
under a U.S. economic blockade since the early 1960s. viewed as 
the ultimate test of the Cuban ability to resist. 

There is much to learn from Cuba's response to the loss of 
cheap and abundant oil. The staff of The Community Solution 
sees these lessons as especially important for people in 
developing countries, who make up 82% of the world's 
population and live more on life's edge. But developed countries 
are also vulnerable to shortages in energy. And with the corning 
onset of peak oil, all countries will have to adapt to the reality of 
a lower energy world. 

With this new reality, the Cuban government changed its 30-
year motto from "Socialism or Death" to "A Better World is 
Possible." Government officials allowed private entrepreneurial 
farmers and neighborhood organizations to use public land to 
grow and sell their produce. They pushed decision-making down 
to the grassroots level, and encouraged initiatives in the 
neighborhoods. They created more provinces. They encouraged 
migration back to the farms and rural areas, and reorganized their 
provin ces to be in line with agricultura l needs. 

From The Comm unity Solution's viewpoint, Cuba did what it 
could to survive, despite its ideology of a centralized economy. In 
the face of peak oil and declining oil production, will America do 
what it takes to survive, in spite of its ideology of individual ism 
and consumeri sm? Will Americans come together in community , 



as Cubans did, in the spirit of sacrifice and 
mutual support? 

"There is climate change, the price of 
oil, the crisis of energy ... " Beres from 
Cuba Solar said, listing off the challenges 
humanity faces. "What we must know is 

that the world is changing and we must 
change the way we see the world." ~ 

Megan Quinn is the outreac h director for 
The Community Solution, 
(www.communitysol ution.org). a program 

of Community Service Inc., a nonprofit in 
Yellow Springs, Ohio. For information 
about its documentary, The Power of 
Community : How Cuba Survived Peak Oil 
call 937-767-2161, or e-mail her at 
megan@communitysolution .org. 

The Community Solution to Peak Oil 
"The solution to peak oil is in the 

community ," according to Community 
Service, Inc., based in Yellow Springs, 
Ohio since its founding in 1940. Through 
its Community Solution™ program, this 
non-profit organization has educated the 
public for more than three years on the 
challenges and opportunities of the 
corning peak and decline of worldwide oil 
production. 

The Community Solution publishes the 
quarterly newsletter New Solutions on 
peak oil and related issues. The 
organization has held two annual 
international conferences on Peak Oil and 
Community Solutions since 2004, drawing 
a combined total of more than 600 peop le. 
Its 2005 conferenc e was the largest in the 
world to date. The next annual conference 
is scheduled for September 22-24, 2006 in 
Yellow Spring s. The non-profit 's website 

Books, Videos, 

links, and Resources 

tor a Sustainable 

Culture 

www.uermaculture 

activist.net 

(www.community solution.org) is among 
the most popular and comprehensive 
Internet sites on the subject. 

The Community Solution also 
organizes Peak Oil Workshops for 
Community Leader s. The first was held in 
Chicago in December 2005. The three-day 
intensive workshop is designed to train 
people how to educate their communities 
about peak oil , and then work with those 
communities in developing local solutions. 

The Community Solution also 
researches and develops solutions for a 
post-peak oil world. Its new documentary 
The Power of Communi ty: How Cuba 
Survived Peak Oil explores how Cubans 

reshaped their communities and created a 
new way of life when its oil supply was 
reduced by more than 50 percent in 1991 
with the collapse of the Soviet Union. 

Other Community Solution projects 
include Community Car, a ride sharing 
system based on cell phone reservations, 
Agraria, the development of a post-peak 
oil neighborhood community in Yellow 
Springs, Ohio, and the development of the 
Conserver Energy Data Book, a user 
friendly guide to personal energy use. 

To get a free sample issue of New 
Solutions, order the Cuba documentary , or 
get more information call 937-767-2161, 
or visit www.communitysolution.org. 

Sarita Cruz F ermaculture Guild 

Summer f ermaculture Design Course 

T eac hing T ea rn: 

Jul3 15 -Jul3 -;o, 2006 

Special focus on Agriculture , 
Sustainable E:>usiness Models , 

E_ducation, and E..co-Landscap ing 

L oca l instr ucto rs- Ken faster, Weston Mille r, and oth e rs 
Gu es t instructo rs-Tom Ward and t)rock D o lman 

V e nue: M o unt M ad onna School in Watsonvill e, Ca 

Fr ice is $ 1256t ortuition, vegetarian meals, and camping 
o r donnit o r_y housi ng 

fl eas e ca ll (8 J I) 840-6 045 or go to 
www.sa nt ac ruzp e rmacultur eguild .com 
t or more info rmat ion a nd to sign up 
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Riding the Rails 

An Amtrak Peak~Oil Tour 
Jan Lundberg 

A FIBR A GOING-AWAY PARTY on September 6, 2004 
I took a train from Emeryville, California bound for 
Wa shington , DC. The capital was my base for five 

conferences, mostly in the eastern U.S., where I had been hired to 
speak on peak oil and petrocollapse. Here 's some of what I said, 
and what I learned during my odyssey: 

Meeting intere sting people, making new friends, and seeing 
wonderful place s is a good life. Travel is second nature to me , 
having visited dozen s of countries mostly by sailboat back when 
environmental consciousness was not even in its infancy. (Today 
it's in its infancy , which explains how the fortunes of car 
manufacturers are allowed to be treated as a bigger news story 
than the crashing of ecosystems.) 

Encountering so many Americans and making conversation in 
the dining car while the land scape rolls by allows one to take a 
reading on the national mood. It was clear to me that there is 
almost no support for the Iraq War , among any secto r of the 
population . The mo st support I found for the soldiers was that the 
stateside loved ones had a sense of quiet pride clouded by fear for 
the soldiers' safety . A rising number of citizens seem to grasp the 
foolhardiness of killin g for oil far away as we consume our way 
to an uncertain greenhou se futur e . 

Train travelers are a bit more aware of the absurdity of car 
domination, and generally would be more likely to be anti-Bush. 
But hardly anyone is embracin g much of a lifestyle change. Few 
people in the US seem to understand their own culture. After my 
ten week s of travel around the country, I reaffirm that this lack of 
understandin g and inaction include s my home town of Berkeley, 
California: environmental awareness and leftism and are only a 
bit more common here than in the rest of the nation. 

Such insight s might be as worthw hile as the other aspects of 
my trip. On many occasions I enhanced my own enjoyment by 
getting a rise out of people when I answered their question 
"Where do you live?" by responding, "I live on Amtrak. " It is 
tolerable to criss-cross the continent on Amtrak if one brings 
alon g alternatives to the corporate food and water on the train. I 
also brought along a good, fat book, Crossing the Rubicon, by 
Michael Ruppert. 

On this tour I exhibited and distributed the award-winning 
film , Our Synthetic Sea, about the shocking amount of plastics 
pollution in the Pacific Ocean. I play up the fact that plastics
while being dangerou s, non -biodegradable toxi c petroleum
repres ent a grea t opportunity to educate people about both 
needle ss consumption and the bigger picture of peak oil. The 22-
minute film has an impact that can eve11 distract from basic issues 
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at peak oil conferences, but I figure it's vital to wake people up 
regarding any and all petroleum issues. Thanks mostly to the 
efforts of researcher Captain Charles Moore who stars in the film, 
you will soon see Santa Barbara, CA become the first 
municipality in North America pass an ordinance levying a fee on 
plastic bags at supermarke t checkout counters. 

The plastic plague and petrocollapse 

In my previous campaigns fighting road-construction and as 
publisher of the Auto-Free Times, simply repeating facts, 
however shocking -such as, 'one million animals slaughtered on 
US roads daily ' -did not appear tc;i change behavior, even among 
animal-rights activists. So I am left with thin hope that news of 
the pla stic plague and petrocollapsc will be able to hit home 
today. Even after Alliance for a Paving Moratorium's decade of 
activism, the di sastrous and corrupt land-use and transportation 
patterns continue as if the Earth is limitle ss . 

Following a stay in DC highlighted by meeting Congressman 
Roscoe "Peak Oil" Bartlett and his staff, I gave my first speech 
on September 18 in Philadelphia at the "Beyond Oil" co~erence. 
It turned out that I was really there to give two short talks on 
different panels, and I found my self in a mix of voices that did 
not all understand peak oil, let alone petrocollapse. One speaker , 
associated with the Nigerian movement to remember the 
executed activist Ken Saro-Wiwa, spoke on two panels and 
claimed that Iraqi oil is so plentiful on the market that the world's 
supply is not an issue. Uninforme d viewpoints can get attention 
at peak oil conferences if the organizers are rather open to getting 
social-justice activists represented. It is easy for activists, 
including some environmental leaders, to imagine they fully 
under stand oil and that oil is mainly just another issue threatening 
poor people. 

Another panelist, a green economist, bemoaned the possibility 
of post-peak oil prices going down enough so as to revive 
demand and thus warm the globe further . Hazel Henderson 's 
famous quote, "Economics is a form of brain damage," applies 
more than ever today. Listen up economists: peak oil and geology 
are not subject to later revision based on theory of supply and 
demand! 

In Philad elphia , as in all my talks and interviews , I pointed 
out that my former firm predicted the Second Oil Shock in 1979 
based on our data revealing a 9% shortfall of gasoline for March 
of that year. Most significantly, the 1970s oil crises were in a 
context of rising global oil extractio n and a much smaller 



population of humans and cars. Our present contrasting 
circumstances prompt one to ponder what the imminen t gap 
between supply and demand will do to a world economy based 
on growth. And, no matter the hype or promise of alternative 
energies and materials, they are not ready and cannot be gotten 
ready on a meaningful scale in time to avoid petroco llapse. 

Even Amtrak, the most energy-effic ient and least pollutin g 
mode of motorized transport in the U.S., with a huge exis ting 

" ... the few who are aware of 
peak oil and are getting together 
with kindred scared spirits are 
pursuing practical survival 
strategies. Some are acquiring 
skills useful in rural and wild areas, 
some are buying gold to weather 
economic collapse, and some 
hope to set sail for lower populated 
areas beyond the United Paved 
Precincts of America (the USA)." 

system, cannot b~ easily expanded rapidly. Its tracks are already 
limited by freight-train priority. There is little possib ility of 
renewab le-energy powered engines in the near future. 

Leaving behind new friends, Quakers and other kind folks 
whom I tried to enthuse with the good tidings of post-collapse 
sustainable culture, I rode the rails to Cincinnati, the nearest stop 
to Yellow Springs, Ohio, where the second U.S. Conference on 
Peak Oil and Community Solutions was being held September 
23-25. Partly because of the greater length of the event, speeches 
could allow for full presentation of ideas . The star of the 
conference, who provided three presenta tions, was author 
Richard Heinberg. His PowerPoint presentation on peak oil is 
always first-rate, and his violin playing is excefient too-w e 
performed "Have a Global Warming Day" and other ditties I 
wrote, with scant rehearsal. 

I was happy with my speech, even if I really had to stretch to 
give the audience of 350 some good news: Advocating activism 
to bring about local-based economies, I brought up the 
pepperspray torture trial having ended in favor of the protesters in 
the redwoods (Culture Change Letter #94) . One of my readers 

· from New Zealand had approached me the night before and said, 
"We don't have an energy crisis, we have a culture crisis." So I 
trotted this out for the audience in giving my good news/bad 
news analysis of petrocollapse and what may ensue as a revival 
of commun ity for a sustainable culture . 

My analysis was large ly confirmed by the new film shown at 
this conferenc e, called The Power of Community : How Cuba 
Survived Peak Oil . This excellent documentary, filmed by Greg 
Greene (The End of Suburbia), was produced by the Yellow 
Springs conference organizers (Community Service, Inc.) and 
was kindly lent to us for the Petrocolla pse Conference in New 
York. The film was recen tly shown at ASPO-USA (Assoc iation 
for the Study of Peak Oil and Gas) in Denver last month, by 
Megan Quinn of Yellow Springs . 

I next traveled to Colorado's western slope where the High 
Country Citizen Alliance has its annual Sustainable Communiti es 
Symposium in the Gunni son Valley. The scenic highlight is the 
village of Crested Butte at 9,000 feet. Unlike some at the Yellow 
Springs peak oil confere nce wb.o believe they can survive 
petrocollapse by doing small farming as a community near large 
population centers, Gunni son Valley residents really question 
surviving a suddenly energy-poor world where economics as we 
know it has gone out the window. Instead of a big population 
center nearby , offering the prospect of many migrating, hungry 
former consumers, Gunnison Valley has extreme cold along with 
more extreme cold every winter . Numerous people pointed out to 
me that the Indians never tried to live year round in the high 
country. Wherever one is when petrocollapse hits, every place 

Bui/cling Living 

Soil 
(', "What a fabulous reference!" 

TOM \I., ATHENS, GA 

This booklet gives a basic 
understanding of and approaches to: 

• Soil Fertility • Keyline Soil Building 
• Earthworms • The Rhizosphere 
• Cover Crops • Silt as a Resource 
• Mulch • Rooftop Gardens 
• Compost • Pesticide Detox 

Gathered from the best minds in Permaculture. 

The 2nd in our Quick
Start series-
Simple, low-tech solutions 
in a 32-page booklet. 

Order Water in the Home Landscape 
Each Booklet is $6. Order both for $10. 

Please add shipping to all orders: 
(10%US, 15%Canada/Mexico, 20%Other) 

Permaculture Activist• POB 1209 • Black Mountain , NC 28711 
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will have its strengths and drawbacks: climate, remoteness, 
population size, citizens' awareness and knowledge, energy 
sources, etc. 

The highlight of visiting Colorado was hearing my co-speaker 
Wes Jackson of The Land Institute. A legendary and visionary 
agriculturalist who understands energy inputs and the need to do 
things very differently from today's conventions, he paid me the 
ultimate compliment after my ad-lib talk: "I could take my next 
hour speaking by just saying Amen, Amen." He proceeded to 
blow everybody's mind with his amazing lecture. 

The hospitality and charm of the locals in Gunnison Valley, as 
with Philadelphia and Yellow Springs, was endeaiing to me and 
made me consider carefully such places as to viability for living 
through petrocollapse. In the case of such places as Philly, the SF 
Bay area, and New York, they are to be appreciated prior to their 
energy/resources termination-in other words, enjoy them before 
people start yelling "Get out if you can!" 

The September 26 event in New York featured Matthew. 
Simmons, whom I hoped to meet and debate on future economic 
growth . His belief that collapse could be imminent with a 50% 
probability is akin to my own, but he also speaks of bridging the 
energy gap to accommodate growth. 

I rode Amtrak to New York's Penn Station and was met by 
my new friends and fellow organizers for our Petrocollapse 
Conference. The Peak Oil Meet-up Group, affiliated with Post 
Carbon Institute, had been thinking of holding its own conference 
but kindly jumped in to make the Culture Change-sponsored day
long event on October 5th a success. (You be the judge by 
listening to the talks; the link is at the end of this story.) The 
group there is putting on another peak oil conference this spring . 

As New York City, with 25 million people in the metro area, 
is unsustainable, the few who are aware of peak oil and are 
getting together with kindred scared spirits are pursuing practical 
survival strategies. Some arc acquiring skills useful in rural and 
wild areas, some are buying gold to weather economic collapse, 
and some hope to set sail for less populated areas beyond the 
United Paved Precincts of America (the USA). 

The Petrocollapse Conference was a wonderful experience, a 
first for us all: a few hundred people from all sectors of society 
attending in a supportive, civil manner. It was fun to play music 
afterwards and see speakers such as Jim Kunstler chatting with 
Jason "Plan B" Meggs at the bar. The mainstream media were 
well aware of our conference, but our best exposure turned out to 
be the alternative press such as Free Speech Radio. One piece of 
coverage turned out to be a hatchet job stemming from a speaker 
who was privately criticized for not addressing petrocollapse. 
The incident brought to light that the impotence of the reformist/ 
technofix approach makes its proponents angry at those who 
point out that the emperor has no clothes; i.e., that petrociety has 
no future . And discussing die-off honestly as a reality of our 
biological and energy predicament can elicit ad hominem attacks 
by any journalist overcome by emotional bias. 

I enjoyed the Big Apple with more friends landing from afar, 
soaking in the museums, thinking it could be our last time there 
together. Such a notion that the pearl of Western Civilization 
could become a hell-hole where urban remnant gangs roast rats 
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over furniture fires makes a mainstream believer in civilization 
red with rage or doubled over in incredulous laughter. 

On to DC again and Virginia again. I walked the halls of 
Congressional offices with John Darnell of Congressman 
Bartlett's office as we distributed The Oil Age Poster and the 
book The End of Fossil Energy and The Last Chance for 
Sustainability by John G. Howe. Roscoe Bartlett asked me if I 
perceived rising interest in peak oil by the general public, and I 
rep lied that I did. He shared with me that a shipping magnate had 
expressed to him the idea that greatly increased oil prices spell 
"disaster." 

Panelists from the Petroco/lapse NYC conference (L to R): Dave 
Room of the Post Carbon Institute, the author, Mike Ruppert of 
From The Wilderness, and moderator Jenna Orkin. 

Showdown over "The Hydrogen Highway" 

Amtrakking back to the West Coast, I took a more southerly 
route, as I had one more appearance: Santa Bai·bara. The Institute 
of ~everential Ecology, The Community Environmental Council, 
and the Santa Barbara Pennaculture Network presented a 
"Community Design and Energy Forum" on November 19th. 

Almost 37 years ago tbe president of Union Oil Company 
frantically called my father in Greece to ask for public relations 
advice on the infaq1ous 1969 oil spill off Santa Barbara. Today, 
after the players have changed but the problems of oil remain and 
are much more advanced, some of us are struggling to turn the 
situation around armed with much more information and 
experience. The approach is going to have to involve radical 
conservation, as I told the November 19 forum. 

This was clearly grasped by one speaker, the recent director of 
the Community Environmental Council, Bob Ferris. He admitted 
that peak oil means needing to relocate personally so as to survive 
socioeconomic collapse. Essentially, the day-long event was a 
show down between well-paid technofixers touting the "Hydrogen 
Highway" and the mostly poorly funded anti-car activists. The 
low-tech solution for post-peak oil survival was probably best 
portrayed by the Cuba film which I presented during lunch. 



Milken Institute senior fellow Woody 
Clark, who works with Jeremy Rifldn for 
a "Hydrogen Economy," was a major 
draw , but he was delayed on Highway 101 
by an overturned oil tanker truck . This 
ironic demonstration of our wonderful 
transportation system should have settled 
any argument, as the county is divided 
over whether to allow more lane-widenin g 
or build a rail system to supplement 
Amtrak. A local non-profit group, For the 
Future, best deflated the technofixers' 
fantasy by pointing out that their "new 
paradigm" of newer cars was really th·e old 
paradigm and would solve nothing. 
Woody Clark disagreed with me, 
presumably about the impact of peak oil 
and our future low-energy culture, but he 
did not specify. 

Thanks to Robert Hirsch's latest report 
in World Oil, I was able to inform the 
Santa Barbara audience that the Hubbert 
bell curve on peak oil extraction appears 
to have a sharp, unseen crest. As Culture 
Change has been saying all along, post
peak extraction will be a steeper decline 
than most people assume. Hirsch 
confirmed this by tracking available 
country-data on past peak-oil experience, 
and postulated that the world's upcoming 
experience could reflect nations' and 
regions' histories. 

Although I was in town to give my talk 
on "Energy and Community Design in a 
Catastrophic Future ," and I was billed as 
"a former oil industry insider and peak oil 
theorist," my main accomplishment might 
have been presenting a few days later at 
the Community Environmental Council 
the film Our Synthetic Sea. Although it is 
about plastic pollution in the middle of the 
Pacific Ocean and a main source, mega
urban runoff, let's look to Santa Barbara 
to give Berkeley, San Francisco, and 
Arcata a run for their money at being the 
first North American municipality to put a 
fee on plastic bags distributed at 
supermarkets. 

End of a low-petroleum
consumption odyssey 

Overall, the learning and the adventure 
via poor old Amtrak are far better than 
sitting in one's pseudo-community 
anywhere in The United Paved Precincts 

of America-no matter how many DVDs, 
CDs, selection of herbal teas, drums, and 
whatever else surrounds us in a four
walled box we may call home. That's just 
the perspective of a single man with a 
mission. But no matter what our 
differences and struggles are today, our 
real home and community await us in the 
near future, and I hope to meet you there 
or on the way. t. 

This article first appeared in 
Culturechange.org on December 1, 2005, 
and is reprinted here with pennission. To 
receive weekly Culture Change Letter's by 
Jan Lundberg in your email inbox, sign up 
at http://lists.mutualaid.org/mailman/ 
listirifo/culturechange 

Resources 
• For a grasp of what wind energy can 
really contribute, listen to Michael Kane's 
speech at the Petrocollapse Conference at 
http://www.petrocollapse.org/#audio 
• Listen to the Petrocollapse Conference's 
introduction by Jenna Orkin and Jan 
Lundberg's opening address, at http:// 
www .petrocollapse.org/#audio 
•Robert Hirsch's "Shaping the peak of 
world oil production" from World Oil, 
Oct. 2005: http://www.worldoil.com/ 
magazine/ 

D 

MAGAZINE_DETAIL.asp?ART_ID 
=2696&MONTH_ YEAR=Oct-2005 
• Get The Oil Age Poster at http:// 
www .oilposter.org/ 
• Our Synthetic Sea DVD available from 
http://algalita.org/videos.html 
• For assurance that you cannot be tortured 
in the U.S. for protesting, read this 
syndicated Culture Change Letter: http:// 
www .culturechange.org/e-letter
pspraytorture.html 
• Second U.S. Conference on Peak Oil and 
Community Solutions Conference: http:// 
www.comrnunitysolution.org/ 
p2confl .html 
• Richard Heinberg 's Museletter: http:// 
museletter.com/ 
• Santa Barbara 's Community 
Environmental Council website : http :// 
www .communityenvironmentalcouncil.org/ 
• Santa Barbara Permaculture Network 
and So. Calif. Permaculture Guild: http:// 
www .sbpermaculture .org/resources.html 
• The Institute of Reverential Ecology : 
http://www.reverentialecology.org/ 
• High Country Citizens Alliance: http:// 
www .hccaonline.org/ 
The Land Institute: www .landinstitute.org/ 
• Beyond Oil Philadelphia conference 
website: http://phillybeyondoil.org/ 

SIX Thousand Pounds of Food 
arvested on 1/5 Acre City Lot in '04 ,1. · 

-...__,."'-' · ~~ . 
In our society growing food yourself has become the most 

radical of acts. It is truly the only effective protest. one that 
can--and wi/1--overturn the corporate powers that be. 

Jules Dervaes, Founder 

Path to Freedom -- An Urban Homestead 
631 Cypress Avenue • Pasadena, CA 91103 

www.PathtoFreedom.com 
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Oil and Food: 
A Rising Security Challenge 
Danielle Murray 

F ROM FARM TO PLATE, the modem food system relies 
heavily on cheap oil. Threat s to our oil supply are also 
threats to our food supply. As food undergoes more 

processing and travels farther, the food system consumes ever 
more energy each year. 

The U.S. food system uses over ten quadrillion Btu (10,551 
quadrillion Joules) of energy each year, as much as France's total 
annual energy consumption. Growing food accounts for only 
one-fifth of this. The other four-fifths are used to move, process, 
package, sell, and store food after it leaves the farm. Some 28% 
of energy used in agriculture goes to fertilizer manufacturing, 7% 
goes to irrigation, and 34% is consumed as diesel and gasoline by 
farm vehicles used to plant, till, and harvest crops. The rest goes 
to pesticide production, grain drying, and facility operatio ns. (See 
data at www.earth-policy.or~pdates/2005/Update48 data .htm.) 

Increased production and increased demand 

The past half-century has witnessed a tripling in world grain 
production-from 631 million tons in 1950 to 2,029 million tons 
in 2004. While 80% of the increase is due to populatio n growth 
raising demand, the remainder can be attributed to more people 
eating higher up the food chain, increasing per capita grain 
consumption by 24%. New grain demand has been met primarily 
by raising land productivity through higher-yielding crop 
variet ies in conjunction with more oil-intensive mechanization, 
irr igation, and fertilizer use, rather than by expanding cropland . 

Crop production now relies on fertiliters to replace soil 
nutrients, and therefore on the oil needed to mine, manufacture, 
and transport these fertilizers around the world. Rock deposits in 
the United States, Morocco. China, and Russia meet two thirds of 
world phosphate demand, while Canada, Russia, ans Belarus 
account for half of potash mine production. Nitrogen fertilizer 
production, which r~lies heavily on natural gas to synthesize 
atmospheric nitrogen, is much more widely dispersed. 

World fertilizer use has increased dramatically since the 
1950s. China is now the top consumer with use rising beyond 40 
million tons in 2004. Fertilizer use has leveled off in the United 
States, staying near 19 million tons per year since 1984. India's 
use also has stabilized at around 16 million tons per year since 
1998. More energy-efficient fertilizer production technology and 
precision monitoring of soil nutrient needs have cut the amoun t 
of energy needed to fertilize crops, but there is still more room 
for improvement. As oil price~ increase and the price of fertilizer 
rises, there will be a premium on closir,5 the nutrient cycle and 
replacing synthetic fertilizer with organic waste. 
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The use of mechanical pumps to irrigate crops has allowed 
farms to prosper in the middle of the desert. It also has increased 
farm energy use, allowed larger water withdrawals, and 
contributed to aquifer depletion worldwide. As water tables drop, 
ever more powerful pumps must be used, perpetuating and 
increasing the oil requirements for irrigation. More efficient 
irrigation systems, such as low-pressure and drip irrigation, and 
precision soi l moisture testing could reduce agricultura l water 
and energy needs. But in many countries, government subsidies 
keep water artificially cheap and readi ly available. 

"Food today travels farther than 
ever, with fruits and vegetables 
in western industrial countries 
often logging 2,500-4,000 kilo
meters from farm to store. 
Increasingly open world markets 
combined with low fuel prices 
allow the import of fresh produce 
year-round , regardless of season 
or location. " 

Countering the historical trend toward more energy-intensive 
farm mechanization has been the adoption of conservation tillage 
methods- leaving crop residues on the ground to minimize wind 
and water erosion and soil moisture loss. Soil quality is improved 
through this technique, while farm fuel use and irrigation needs 
are lowered . Zero-till farming is practiced on 90 million hectares 
worldwide, over half of which are in the United States and Brazil. 
Reduced tillage is now used on 41 % of U.S. cropland. 

Although agriculture is finding ways to use less energy, the 
amount consumed between the farm gate and the kitchen table 
continues to rise . While 21 % of overall food system energy is 
used in agricultural production , another 14% goes to food 
transport, 16% to proces sing, 7% to packag ing, 4% to food 
retailing, 7% to restaurants and caterers, and 32% to home 
refrigeration and preparation. 



Food today travels farther than ever, with fruits and 
vegetables in Western industrial countries often logging 2,500-
4,000 kilometers from farm to store. Increasingly open world 
market s combined with low fuel prices allow the import of fresh 
produce year-round, regardless of season or location. But as food 
travel s farther , energy use soars. Truc~ng accounts for the 
majority of food transport, though it is nearly ten times more 
energy-intensive than moving goods by rail or barge. 
Refrigerated jumb o jets-60 times more energy-intensive than 
sea transport-<:onst itute a small but growing sector of food 
transport, helpin g supply northern hemisphere market s with fresh 
produce from places like Chile, South Africa, and New Zealand. 

"The biggest political action 
individuals take each day is 
deciding what to buy and eat. 
Preferentially buying local foods 
that are in season can cut transport 
and farm energy use and can 
improve food safety and security . ... 
Eating lower on the food chain 
can reduce pressure on land, water, 
and energy supplies." 

Processed foods now make up three-fourths of total world 
food sales. One pound (0.45 kilograms) of frozen fruits or 
vegetables requires 825 kilocalories of energy for processing and 
559 kilocalories for packaging, plus energy for refrigeration 
during transport, at the store, and in homes. Processing a one
pound can of fruits or vegetables takes an average 261 
kilocalorie s, and packaging adds 1,006 kilocalories, thanks to the 
high energy intensity of mining and manufacturing steel. 
Processing breakfast cereals requires 7, 125 kilocalories per 
pound-easily five times as much energy as is contained in the 
cereal itself. 

Fresh vs. processed on the energy scale 

Most fresh produce and minimally processed gra ins, legumes, 
and sugars require very little packaging, particularly if bought in 
bulk. Processed foods, on the other hand, are often individually 
wrapped, bagged and boxed, or similarly overpackaged. This 
flashy packaging requires large amounts of energy and raw 
material s to produce, yet almost all of it ends up in our landfills. 

Food retail operations, such as supennarkets and restaurants , 
require massive amounts of energy for refrigeration and food 
preparation. The replacement of neighborhood shops by "super" 
stores means consumers must drive farther to buy their food and 
rely more heavily on refrigeration to store food between shopping 
trips. Due to their preference for large contracts and homogenou s 
supply, most grocery chains are reluctant to buy from local or 
small farms. Instead, food is shipped from distant large-sca le 
farms and distributors-adding again to transport, packaging, and 
refrigeration energy needs. 

Rather than propping up fossil-fuel-intens ive, long-distance 
food systems through oil, irrigation, and transport subsidies, 
governments could promote sustainable agriculture, locally 
grown foods, and energy-efficient transportation. Incentives to 
use environmentally friendly farming methods such as 
conservation tillage, organic fertilizer application, and integrated 
pest management could reduce farm energy use significantly. 
Rebate program s for energy-efficient appliances and machinery 
for homes, retail establishments, processors, and farms would cut 
energy use throughout the food system. Legislation to minimize 
unnecessary packaging and promote recycling would decrease 
energy use and waste going to landfills. 

Direct farmer-to-consumer marketing, such as farmers' 
markets, bypasses centralized distribution systems, cutting out 
unnecessary food travel and reducing packaging needs while 
improving local food security. Farmers' markets are expandi ng 
across the United States, growing from 1,755 markets in 1993 to 
3,100 in 2002, but still represent only 0.3% of food sales. 

The biggest political act ion individuals take each day is 
deciding what to buy and eat. Preferentially buying local foods 
that are in season can cut transport and farm energy use and can 
improve food safety and security. Buying fewer processed, 
heavily packaged, and frozen foods can cut energy use and 
marketing costs, and using smaller refrigerators can slash 
household electricity bills. Eating lower on the food chain can 
reduce pressure on land, water, and energy supplies . 

Fossil fuel reliance may prove to be the Ach illes heel of the 
modern food system. Oil supply fluctuations and disruptions 
could send food prices soaring overnight. Competitio n and 
conflict could quickly escalate. Decoupling the food system from 
the oil industry is key to improving food security. /1 

Danielle Murray, a Staff Researcher with Earlh Policy Institute, 
uses her background in hw~wn health, international affairs, and 
environmental science to examine current environmenta l issues. 
Over the past three years, Danielle has spent time working, 
teaching biology, and planting trees in West Africc1. 

(c) 2005 Earth Policy Institute. This article was re-prin ted with 
permission of Earth Policy Institute. For additional data and 
original citations, visit www.earth-policy.org/Updates/2005/ 
Update48.htm. 
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A. Way Out of Iraq 

Relocalize Economic Life 
Aaron G. Lehmer 

A NY LINGERING DELUSIONS about the nobility of 
the Iraq War were shattered in late October with former 
State Department Chief of Staff Lawrence Wilkerson's 

, admission that the Bush team had seriously considered launching 
military operations to seize oilfields throughout the Middle East. 
Thankfully, only Iraq has managed to be the test case for such 
insanity -at least for now. Wilkerson has been getting a lot of 
media buzz in recent months-along with plenty of pummeling 
from right-wing pundits-for calling former boss Colin Powell's 
Weapons of Mass Destruction speech to the United Nations "the 
lowest point" in his life. Wilkerson's latest comments reveal just 
how precarious the White House regards America's present 
energy situation. 

At a recent foreign policy event put on by the New America 
Foundation in Washington, DC, retired colonel Wilkerson stated: 
"No one ever likes to talk about SUVs and oil consumption. 
Well, we have an economy and a society that is built on the 
consumption of those resources. We better get fast at work 
changing the foundation-and I don't see us fast at work on that, 
by the way, another failure of this administration, in my mind
or we better be ready to take those assets." 

That last statement revealed Wilkerson's kinship with the late 
George Kennan , a chief foreign policy architect during the Cold 
War . Acknowledging that the US's disproportionate control over 
and access to the world's wealth at the time was without 
histori cal parallel, he argued that the government of America's 
real task was "to maintain this position of disparity ," by force if 
necessary. 

Little has changed, it seems, since the fall of the Soviet Union. 
Wilkerson continued: "We had a discussion in policy planning 
about actually moynting an operation to take the oilfields in the 
Middle East, internationalize them, put them under some sort of 
U.N . trustees hip and administer the revenues and the oil 
accordingly. That's how seriously we thought about it." 

It would be easy to dismiss such commentary as ludicrous 
were it not for the ominou s energy backdrop against which such 
dark policy options are being imagined. 

If the views of an increasing number of energy analysts, 
geologists, and ecologists hold any merit, the end of our oil
binging day s are corning fast, perhaps far sooner than we 'd like 
to admit. According the latest estimates of the Association for the 
Study of Peak Oil, we have until 2010 before the world reaches 
maximum global production. That's the point at which we've 
pumped exactly half of the world's oi l out of the ground-the 
easy-to-get-at, easy-to-refine stuff-after which the cost of 
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increasingly scarce oil will continue to rise. Foreve r. 
The idea that the end-game of fossi l-fueled industrialization is 

near at hand is no longer a fringe concept, having been 
spotlighted recently in National Geographic, The New York 
Times, Rolling Stone, and USA Today. You can even get bumper 
stickers! 

Environmentalists like me like to think that some combination 
of efficiency and renewable energy technologies will take us into 
some post-foss il fuel nirvana where our daily consumerist lives 
will change very little. We'll just be happily motoring around in 
hydrogen cars (never mind that hydrogen is just an energy 
carrier, not a source, and that it presently comes almost entire ly 
from natural gas). We'll continue to power our ever-expanding 
suburbs with rooftop solar pane ls and windmills (never mind that 
these require energy-intensive mining and large-sca le industrial 
manufacturing). Oh yes, and we' ll be eating a comparably 
diverse range of foodstuffs shipped from around the globe like 
we do now, only they'll be grown organically! 

Of course, all of these hopes and dreams, at-bottom, would 
still require a fossil fuel- or nuclear-powered infrastruc ture to 
sustain them. What's worse is that our entire society is built upon 
this unsteady energy platform, leaving us little time to prepare for 
an energy-constrained future. 

Report urges time to change 

A report commissioned this year by the U.S. Department of 
Energy analyzed the social and political changes ahead for 
Amer ica as we pass the world oil production peak. The report's 
principal author Robert L. Hirsch, an energy analyst at Science 
Applications International Corp., concluded that it will take more 
than a decade for the US economy to adapt to declining oil 
production. And that would be if a "crash program" to develop 
alternative fuels and reduce our energy consumption were 
undertaken right away. Fai lure to embark upon such a crash 
program in time would create a "liquid fuels deficit for more than 
two decades" that would "almost certainly cause major economic 
upheaval." 

The implications for American consumer soc iety are colossal. 
Even major energy corporations like Chevron are admitti ng that 
they're not finding any more major reserves to power our 
skyrocketing consumption. Given that cheap fossil fuels are 
dwindling, the jig is up. 

Needless to say, China's and Ind ia's hundreds of millions of 
aspiring car owners won' t help alleviate the energy crunch that's 



coming. Seen in this context, our military misadventures in Iraq 
are the inevitable, shameful result of our addiction to a way of 
life with no long-term future. 

Some say we're just greedy creatures finally receiving our 
ecological comeuppance. Sure we're greedy. We've struck black 
gold. Oil's power and allure was so great that any people would 
have taken advantage of it. But is that the end-all, be-all of 
human behavior and destiny? 

Thus far, there have been literally thousands of recorded 
cultures and civilizations during the course of human history. 
And as Jared Diamond, renowned author of Collapse, reminds us, 
those that survived for mi1lennia did so just fine without all the · 
energy-intensive technological grandeur to which we've grown 
accustomed . Some of these societies even lived in relative 
harmony with one another and with the earth . Most importantly, 
they lived within their means. 

It may be that there's simply no way that we're going to avoid 
a dramatic reduction of our population in the transition to a post
oil-powered world. At the very least we'll need to reduce our 
consumption dramatically. In the short term, this probably means 
more conflict over dwindling resources, more religious 
fundamentalism, more scapegoating of disempowered groups, 
and plenty of mass hysteria. 

That's the bad news. The upside is that the current group of 
oil-coated bandits that's now in power won't be able to offer 
anything positive in terms of real solutions to this unfolding 
crisis, a yawning gap that affords the rest of us an opportunity to 
embark upon a journey of cultural transformation toward social ly 
inclusive, ecologically balanced, and locally-rooted ways of life. 

Time heals 

C.J. Campbell, author of The End of the First Half of the Age 
of Oil has remarked: "The World faces a discontinuity of 
unprecedented magnitude, undermining the very fabric of society 
and economic wellbeing. In short, it faces a Second Great 
Depression, triggered not by Peak Production itself but by the 
perception of the long downward slope that follows ... The 
transition will be a time of great tension and difficult adjustment, 
with a strong possibility of more resource wars. But as the 21st 
Century passes, the survivors will come to terms with their new 
environment. It may herald a new regionalism as world trade 
declines, and people again come to live within their own 
resources. It might indeed be a time of happiness, giving people a 
new-found respect for themselves, each other, and the 
environment within which Nature has ordained them to live ." 

Knowing this offers hope that there can be balance, 
connection, and genuine peace for humankind, qualities of being 
and interaction that we've lost in the rush to get more things at an 
ever-faster pace . Sooner or later, we were bound to run into the 
brick wall of eco-reality. David Room, Director of North 
American Operations for Post Carbon Institute, asks : "Are we but 
crash-test dummies? Will we brace for impact and watch our 
wasteful lives flash before our eyes? Or will we ditch the aging 
script that's been written for us by the 'oil-a-garcbies' and begin 
relocalizing?" 

Should we choose to accept it, our task now is preparing for 
energy descent, which will require us to relocalize our lives and 
economies. We must re-seed our regional landscapes with locally 
grown (and locally eaten!) food, re-connect work and family life, 
and re-create strong, enduring communities that honor and affirm 
everyone's inherent value . 

We can begin by producing and distributing more of what we 
need locally, creating plenty of meaningful vocations and 
interconnected business opportunities that increase community 
self-reliance . In time, this re-weaving of locally centered lifeways 
will also allow us to retrench from imperial scheming for control 
of the world's resources and veer us off our dangerous collision 
course with "economic upheaval." 

The eventual rewards to be gained from relocalizing our 
economies in ways that bring us all closer to one another and 
with all life on this planet are as yet unfathomable. Indeed, they 
may be the most exciting, spiritually fulfilling days thus far in 
human experience. ~ 

Aaron G. Lehmer is a volunteer program associate with Post 
Carbon Institute (http://www.post carbon.org) and is also the 
program director for Circle of Life (www.circleoflife.org), 
founded in 1999 by Julia Butterfly Hill. This article first 
appeared in Culturechange.org in October, 2005 and is reprinted 
here with permission. 
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Biofuels: Peak Oil Silver Bullet 
or Ecological and Humanitarian Disaster? 
Alec Johnson 

NOT TOO LONG AGO I shared the widely prevalent 
view that biofuels were strictly a "win-win" proposition: 
good for the environment, good for farmers, and an 

important means by which we might wean ourselves from our 
dangerous addiction to Middle Eastern oil. This rosy view of 
fuels derived from biomass was first challenged when I read an 
article by George Monbiot entitled, "Feeding Cars, Not People," 
originally publi shed in the Guardian (Novembe r 22, 2004) 
[available on his website: http://www.monbiot.com]. His subtitle 
really grabbed my attention, "The adoption of biofuels," he 
declared, "would be a humanitarian and environme ntal disaster." 

I won't summarize his whole article here, but will focus 
instead on a few aspects I found particularly relevant to those 
concerned with peak oil. Trained as a progressive economist, I 
appreciated Monbiot 's attempt to counter wishful thinking with 
concrete modeling of "the realm of the possible." In the face of 
broad political consensus in favor of biofuels and rather 
aggressive UK and EU prdduction targets, Monbiot wanted to 
know how realistic it was to hope that biofuels might actually 
scale up to replace fossil fuels for the UK's transportation sector. 

Applying the model to the US 

To ensure that his model erred on the side of the conservative, 
Monbiot chose canola (known as rape or rapeseed in England) 
because it is the most productive biofuel crop compatible with the 
UK's climate. He demonstrated that each hectare of arable land 
could optimistically hope to produce 1.45 tons of transport fuel. 
Then he calculated how much land would be required to meet 
England' s requirement: 25.9 million hectares. This turns out to be 
4.5 times the available land mass! From a different perspective he 
pointed out that, "Even the EU' s more modest target of 20% by 
2020 would consume almost all our cropland." 

While I was satisfied that biofuels were clearly not a satisfac
tory solution for the UK, I wasn't so sure the same result would 
pertain to the US, which is, after all, considerab ly larger than 
England. I reasoned that it might be instructive to adapt his model 
to US parameter s and see if the results were more encouraging. 
Since much of our climate is similar to England's, I decided to 
retain canola as the biofuel crop of choice allowing me to use 
Monbiot 's fuel production figures . With the help of data made 
publicly available by the CIA, among other sources, I was able to 
fairly easily adapt Monbiot's model. I should mention that the 
CIA website reports that the US consumes 19,650,000 barrels of 
oil per day, which is lower than other reports that have it weighing 
in at 21 million barrels per diem. Once again, to make the model 
more conservative, I decided to stick with the CIA's assessment. 
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The results were far from encouraging for biofuels. I found 
that if we devoted every arable acre of land to biofuel production, 
we would annually produce 267,161,088 tons of fuel. While that 
might sound like a lot, we consume 896,531,250 tons currently 
and each passing year, we consume more. In other words, we 
would only produce 29.8% of our annual need and we'd have to 
import all our food! 

" ... it would make sense for 
permaculture communities to 
brew limited quantities of 
biofuels for various requirements, 
like running tractors or electrical 
generators on biomass that 
might otherwise go wasted." 

Fortunately I'm not the only one scrutinizing the feasibi lity of 
biofuels. Peak Oil luminaries like Richard Heinberg and James 
Kunstler, among others, have strongly disputed claims made by 
biofuel proponents. Not only do they agree that we simply don't 
have sufficient land mass, they also argue convincingly that the 
negative EROEI (energy returned on energy invested) makes 
biofuels a bad choice as well, citing the work of David Pimentel 
of Cornell University. In other words , Pimentel's finding 
indicates that biofuels require more energy inputs than they yield. 

Of course this being the US, corporate and other vested 
economic interests have deployed their experts, loudly extolling 
the virtues and feasibility of biomass fuels, fulfilling the truism 
that "for every expert there is an equal and opposite expert." 
While others might not share my view that corporations are, for 
the most part , psychopathic profit-maximizing entities not to be 
trusted, even those with less jaundiced views of the corporate 
world must concede that data produced by think tanks they fund 
must be scrutinized very carefully. 

For the record, I am not opposed to biofuels altogether. I even 
applaud those, like Heinberg, who have adapted vehicles to run 
on biofuels, finding creative uses for otherwise discarded cooking 
oil from restaurants. I also believe that it would make sense for 
permaculture communities to brew limited quantities of biofuels 



for various requirements, like running tractors or electrical 
generators on biomass that might otherwise go wasted. 

Those who are willing to concede that biofuels probably 
aren't a "silver bullet" solution for the growing peak oil energy 
predicament may still honestly wonder about Monbiot ' s other 
claim that they constitute, "a humanitarian and environmental 
disaster." 

Feeding cars while people starve 

I think few would disagree that the critical view of biofuels 
presented here echoing Monbiot, Heinberg, and others is 
distinctly that of a minority, however well-informed and vocal. 
Much of the rest of the world has already boarded the "biofuel 
express." As I mentioned earlier, the EU has set aggressive goals 
for biofuels and if they are achieved Monbiot is convinced that, 
" ... the impact on global food supply will be catastrophic : big 
enough to tip the global balance from net surplus to net deficit." 
While it might be hard to imagine cars getting "fed" while people 
starved, a realistic assessment of market forces must recognize 
that people who own cars have more money than people facing 
starvation. "The market," Monbiot correctly contends, "responds 
to money, not need." Indeed this is no longer even hypothetical. 
A recent article posted on the Watt website (October 10, 2005, 
http:llwww .thewatt. com) reports that sugar prices in Brazil have 
hit a ten-year high as that country's ethanol production has begun 
to displace land formerly devoted to sugar cane. 

"The potential for environmental 
disaster is strongly suggested 
by Africa's likely fate if it is 
transformed into the world's 
biofuel depot, but beyond its 
borders, consider what agriculture 
will look like worldwide when oil 
companies manage it." 

Here in the US even "progressive" politicians like Barak 
Obama felt moved to vote for Cheney's abominable and oil
friendly energy bill because it offered some encouragement for 
ethanol. Or consider a meeting that occurred in September 2004 
where, according to Monbiot," . . . scientists and greens studying 
abrupt climate change decided that Tony Blair's two big ideas
tackling global warming and helping Africa-could both be met 
by turning Africa into a biofuel production zone. This strategy, 
according to its convenor, 'provides a sustainable development 
path for many African countries that can produce biofuels 

cheaply.' I know the definition of sustainable development has 
been changing, but I wasn't aware that it now encompasses mass 
starvation and the eradication of tropical forests." 

Pursuing carefully considered solutions 

The potential for environmental disaster is strongly suggeste d 
by Africa ' s likely fate if it is transformed into the world's biofuel 
depot, but beyond its borders, consider what agriculture will look 
like worldwide when oil companies manage it. And claims that 
biofuels burn cleanly are easily dispatched. "Burning wood for 
heat," Heinberg points out, "releases not only carbon dioxide but 
a cocktail of toxic substan9es including nitrogen oxides, carbon 
monoxide, organic gases, and particulate matter. In India, 200 
million tons of cow dung are burned annually as cooking fuel; the 
practice deprives the soil of needed nutrients and also blankets 
cities in a pollutant haze ." 

Peak oil presents us with huge challenges and time is not on 
our side. We can ill afford squandering scarce resources on poor 
and dangerous "solutions ," however attractive they might first 
appear. The best independent experts all agree that simple 
solutions for the impending energy famine simply don't exist. We 
must pursue a mix of carefully considered renewable energy 
solution s and work to reduce energy demand dramatically. 
Although I am a recent permaculture enthusiast, I'm confident 
that permaculture activists are savvy enough to realize how 
limited a solution biofuels really are and I expect this commu nity 
to continue to dazzle me with its ingenuity and resolve. /!1 

Alec Johnson is an HVAC service technician and peak oil 
community activist living in the Dayton, Ohio area. He can be 
reached atjohnsona@woh.rr.com. 
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Cultivating Algae 
for Liquid Fuel Production 
Thomas F. Riesing, Ph.D. 

WITH THE INCREASING INTEREST in biodiesel as 
an alternative to petrodiesel, many have looked at the 
possibility of growing more oilseed crops as a 

solution to the problem of peak oil. There are two problems with 
this approach: first, growing more oilseed crops would displace 
the food crops grown to feed mankind. Second, traditional 
oilseed crops are not the most productive or efficient source of 
vegetable oil. Micro-algae is, by a factor of 8 to 25 for palm oil, 
and a factor of 40 to 120 for rape seed, the highest potential 
energy yield temperate vegetable oil crop. Michael Briggs at the 
Univ. of N. Hampshire Biodiesel group estimates that using open, 
outdoor, racetrack ponds, only 15,000 square miles could produce 
enough algae to meet all of the USA' s ground transportation 
needs. Transportation accounts for 67% of US oil consumption 
according to the Atlaniic Monthly, July/August 2005. We'll say 
more about the 15,000 square mile number below. If all of this 
land were in one rectangular piece, it would be 120 miles by 125 
miles-about lnth of the area of the state of Colorado. 

Gallons of Oil per Acre per Year 
Com 18 
Soybeans 48 
Safflower 83 
Sunflower 102 
Rapeseed 127 
Oil Palm 635 
Micro-algae 5,000-15,000 

In this article we will first look at some of the publicly 
available research that has been done on the use of algae as a 
source for biodiesel. We will then examine some current project s 
that are usin g or trying to use algae to produce biodiesel. Finally, 
we will look at the implications of these for our energy future . 

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

During the oil crisis of the 1970s, Congress funded the 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) within the 
Department of Energy to investigate alternative fuels and energy 
source s. Between 1978 and 1996, the Aquatic Species Program 
(ASP) focused on the production of biodiesel from high lipid
content algae grow ing in outdoor ponds and using CO2 from coal
fired power plants to increase the rate of algae growth and reduce 
carbon emissions. Prior to this program, very little work had been 
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done to understand the growth process and metabolic 
composi tion of algae. As a result of the ASP there are now some 
300 species , mostly diatoms and green algae, in a collection 
stored at the Marine Bioproducts Engineering Center that is 
available to researchers intere sted in developing algae as an 
energy source. (2) 

Some results listed in the Close Out Report of the ASP are: 
• Under optimum growing conditions micro-algae will 

produce up to 4 lbs./sq. ft/year or 15,000 gal lons of oil/acre/year. 
Micro-algae are the fastest growing photosynthesizing organisms. 
They can complete an entire growing cycle every few days. 

• One quad ( 1015 BTU or 7 .5 billion gal.) of biodie sel could be 
produced on 200,000 ha of desert land (equivalent to 772 sq. mi., 
roughly 500,000 acres). (To produce one quad from a rapeseed 
crop would require 58 million acres or 90,000 sq. mi.) 

• The outdoor race-track pond production system is the only 
economically feasible approach given the cost of petroleum in 
1996. (One of the problems with growing algae in any kind of 
pond is that only in the top 1/4" or so of the water does the algae 
receive enough solar radiation. So the ability of a pond to grow 
algae is limited by its surface area, not by its volume.) 

• Algae contains fat, carbohydrates, and protein. Some of the 
micro-algae contain up to 60% fat. Once the fat is 'harves ted' -
some 70% can be harvested by pressing - what remains becomes 
a good animal feed or can be processed to produce ethanol. 

• The desert test location in New Mexico had sufficient 
sunlight, but low nighttime temperature s limited the ability to 
achieve consisten~y high productivity. 

• There were problems getting lab-cultured algae to grow in 
the outside pond environment. 

• No tests were carried out on mechanisms and procedur es for 
harvesting the algae nor on the extraction of oils from the algae. 

GreenFuel bioreactor in field test 

GreenFuel Technologies in Cambridge, MA is field testing a 
closed system that uses the CO

2 
in power plant flue gases (13% 

of flue gases in the test) to feed algae. (3,4) In so doing , it 
sign ificantly reduced the CO 2 concentration in the exhaust-by 
82.3% (+/-12.5%) on sunny days and by 50.1% (+/- 6.5%) on 
cloudy days during the beta-test at the Cogeneration Plant at 
MIT. (5) The process also removed 85.9% (+/- 2. 1 %) of nitrogen 
oxides. And, not only will the GreenFuel Bioreactors reduce 
carbon and NOx emissions, but the company estimates the cost of 
a full-scale system installation to be 20% to 40% less than that of 
a comparable SCR system (pollutant scrubbers). 



Using technology licensed from a NASA project, GreenFuel 
constructs triangular-shaped bioreactors from polycarbonate 
tubing two to three meters long and 10-20 cm in diameter. The 
hypotenuse of the triangles face the sun. Flue gases are 
introduced at the bottom of the hypotenuse and flow up while the 
media containing the algae flow in the opposite direction. From 
15% to 30% of the algal media are harvested each day. The use 
of tubes in which to grow the algae overcomes the usual surface 
area limitation of ponds. In this case the turbulent mixing of the 
algal media with CO, in the tubes and the speed at which the 
fluid moves determine how fast the algae grow. 

"Until now, it was proving that the technology works. Now, 
basically, it's proving that the economics behind the technology 
work," said Isaac Berzin, chief technology officer. "The idea 
behind all this is that it's not a charity. If it makes sense econo
mically, it will happen." "I read descriptions of all this (previous) 
research, and it was clear to me that the limiting factor was the 
engineering side of the system," he said. "Algae can take (carbon 
dioxide), eat it, and produce algae, that's a known fact. But if 
your system fails, it's a problem with the system, not the algae." 

A GreenFuel Technologies bioreactor in operation. Photos 
courtesy GreenFuel Technologies. 

GreenFuel estimates that 70% of the power plants in the 
United States have enough space and 'food' to install a full 
complement of Bioreactor arrays. In the United States about 60% 
of the oil we use is for ground transportation--cars, vans, and 
trucks-while only about 25% is used as electricity . Potentially 

this means that GreenFuel reactors might be able to provide 20-
25% of the fuel needed to meet our transportation needs. 

The GreenFuel Bioreactors could be used to fuel the power 
plant from which the algae are being fed. So you could build a • 
power plant-including the reactor s-and only have to provide it 
with enough fuel to get the bioreactors going! These reactors 
could also be used in brewerie s, fed from the excess CO

2 
that 

most breweries just waste. 

Large-Scale Algae Production 

Michael Briggs, a physicist in the University of New 
Hampshire (UNH) Biodiesel group, calculated the annual 
equivalent amount of biodiesel needed to meet all US ground 
transportation needs. (6) He assumes that all gasoline-powered . 
yehicles could be replaced over time-the average life of a car in 
the US is 20 years-by biodiesel vehicles. He assumes no change 
in the current average fleet mileage, but. does factor in that diesel 
engines are more efficient. With these assumptions - and a 
correction for the 2% lower mileage for biodiesel-he arrives at 
140.8 billion gallons of biodiesel a year to meet US ground 
transportation needs. He does note that if people began to buy 
diesel hybrids (Mercedes showed its diesel hybrid concept car in 
June and it gets 70 mpg), the tot.al fuel required might be reduced 
by a factor of three or more. (7) 

"For small-scale operations to 
be effective, local co-operative 
biodiesel processing plants would 
also have to be constructed to 
convert the raw oil into biodiesel 
fuel." 

Briggs used the numbers from NREL's Aquatic Species 
Program- that one quad (7.5 billion gallons) ofbiodiesel could 
be produced on 200,000 ha (roughly 500,000 acres) or about 780 
square miles- to compute that 140.8 billion gallons of biodiesel 
would requre 19 quads (140.8 + 7.5).This would require about 
15,000 square miles (19 x 780), or about 9.5 million acres-which 
he notes is only about 12.5% of the area of the Sonoran desert of 
the Southwest. So using algae as a source of oil for biodiesel with 
the NREL productivity assumption, the acreage required is less 
than 3% of the 450 million acres now used to grow crops. 

Based on a UNH research project, (8) Briggs then estimates 
the total cost of producing 140.8 billion gallons of oil (unrefined) 
for biodiesel at $46.2 billion- substantially less than the $100-
150 billion that the US currently spends to purchase foreign crude 
oil. Thus the large-scale algae farms envisioned by NREL would 
generate many jobs and substantially reduce the US trade deficit. 
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Other researchers have proposed a mammoth-scale algae 
production scheme to meet US requirements at fully amortized 
costs ranging from about $19 to $57 per equivalent barrel of 
pep-oleum. (9) This project assumes that an aqueduct could be 
built from the Pacific ocean to the Salton Sea and another from 
there to Death Valley and more aqueducts to other desert 
location s in Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico. Such a scheme 
might have been possible in another era, but it hardly seems 
likely today. 

Small-Scale Production 

Small-scale algae production in SolaroofTM greenho11ses ( 10) 
could allow small-scale farmers to produce their own fuels. 
SolarooffM greenhouses dramatically reduce the amount of heat 
required to operate a greenhouse through the winter. Most new 
commercial greenhouses use two layers of greenhouse plastic. 
The two layers are separated by an air space which is inflated by 
a small fan to provide more rigidity to help the roof deflect wind 
and shed rain and snow . The SolaroofTM greenhouse has two 
complete skins-one outside and one inside. During the daytime, 
this space may also be filled with air, but when the nights are 
cold or when the days are excessively hot, the space between the 
two skins is filled with soap bubbles. 

The thermodynamics of heat transfer are such that any 
airspace more than about 1/4 inch has an R-value of I. As a 
result, when the 12 to 18 inch space between the skins on a 
Solaroof greenhouse is filled with soap bubbles, it has an R-value 
between 20 and 40. During a hot summer day, the soap bubbles 
act like a cloud over the sun, leaving the inner skin of the roof 
cool, and appearing to the plants as if it were open sky. This can 
actually increase growth rates. 

In high snow areas, the conventional two-layer plastic 
covering sheds snow because the greenhouse heating system 
keeps the inner skin at 50°F (10°C). This temperature is high 
enough to melt the snow fast enough so that there is no structural 
loading due to the snow. The system uses a bubble generator to 
fill the space with bubbles generated from water and soap that are 
at the ambient temperature of the greenhouse, which would also 
be about 50°. But unless the bubbles are continuously regenerated 
during a snow storm, it is doubtful that the snow would melt and 
relieve the structural loading. 

Greenhouses can be modified to produce algae all year round. 
The surface area limitation which applies to ponds could be 
overcome in a greenhouse by adding a third layer of plastic inside 
the other two layers over which the pond water could flow in a 
thin enough film that it would receive enough solar radiation to 
grow algae. This should allow the SolaroofTM greenhouse to 
produce more algae than the surface area of a normal pond 
would. This mechanism for exposing the pond water to sunlight 
is similar to that employed by GreenFuel Technologies. 

The greenhouse would also overcome two problems observed 
in the ASP trials in outdoor ponds- the greenhouse allows for 
better contro l of both the temperature and the air in the 
greenhouse. This should allow optimum growth as well as 
eliminate the possibility of contamination with local algae. 
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For small-scale operations to be effective, local co-operative 
biodiesel processing plants would also have to be constructed to 
convert the raw oil into fuel. A biodiesel cooperative in LaPlata 
County , Colorado, just completed a feasibi lity study that found it 
feasible to construct a I-million gallon processing facility there to 
provide biodiesel for the county and a handful of other large 
users. 

Conclusions 

The research work carried out by the National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory seems to be on the verge of paying off. The 
bioreactors developed by GreenFuel Technologies could 
substantial ly reduce power plant carbon emissions. The biodiesel 
that these reactors produce could potentially replace 20-25% of 
the petroleum-based fuel used for transportation. If the GreenFuel 
technology can be adapted to greenhouses, they could become a 
small-scale, highly distributed source of fuel oil and perhaps 
prevent the emergence of a new fuel monopoly like Big Oil. ~ 
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Tom Riesing, a former investment banker, with his partner 
Christie Berven , a retired elementary school teacher, operate 
Oakhaven Pennaculture Center. Both trained in Permaculture 
Design at Central Rocky Mountain Permaculture Institute and in 
Pemiaculture Teaching at Earthaven Ecovillage. They designed 
their own home near Durango, Colorado and garden extensively 
throughout the year thanks to their 2,200 sq.ft. greenhouse. 



Movement Musings 
Thoughtfully Protracted Observations 

Reflections on 20 Years in Permaculture 

Ron Webb 

I TWAS WITH MIXED EMOTIONS that I read the 20th 
anniversary issue of the Activist (#57, Fall 2005). Seeing 
myself among the other members of the "Class of '82" 

brought back a lot of memories-most of them good. I've always 
been grateful that I was part of that experience. The skills and 
inspiration that I came away with led me to a commitment to 
practice permaculture on a particular site for the long term. 
Reading articles by some of the more illustrious member s of the 
'82 design course as well as the other reflections and musings on 
the current state of perrnaculture also brought back into focus 
some longtime concerns about how best to increase the influenc e 
of Permaculture in our overall culture. 

After 20 years, my memory of events is a little hazy, but at 
one of the early gatherings of Maritime Permaculture Institute 
(MPI) or the Permaculture Institute of North America (PINA) a 
number of us were puzzling about why permaculture was not 
having a greater influence, not only in the larger culture but also 
within the alternative culture. He may not want to take credit (or 
blame) for it, but I remember that Tom Ward pretty much hit the 
nail on the head. Tom said it was his observation that the people 
who had the means to implement perrnaculture generally didn't 
have the time or desire to do so, and the people that had the time 
and desire to do so, generally didn't have the means. It' s my 
unfortunate observation that this remains one of the main reason s 
that perrnaculture is not more visible in the larger culture. 

So why haven't we dealt wi_th this issue over the last 20 years? 
Many reasons have been suggested. Michael Kramer gave his 
analysis several years ago and Eric Stewart gave his in the 20th 
anniversary issue. David Holmgren gave us his insightful 
analysis a number of issues back as well. Most of the concerns 
seem to be focused on either organizational (or lack thereof) 
issues , or on issues related to teacher and/or student training , or 
on issues related to design course content. These are all valid and 
necessary points to deal with. 

What little I have to add to the discussion comes from an 
ongoing commitment to practice Perrnacultur e in a particular 
place through time. There are two issues that I think we as a 
movement have been reluctant to address: Resources - more 
specifically , financial resources , and commitment to the long 
term development of a particular design. 

It takes a lot of resources - financial resources in particular -

to acquire access to a "place" and to plan, implement, and 
maintain a specific permaculture design. It's been my observation 
over the years that perrnies are generally short on financial 
resource s. I agree with David Holmgren' s observation that one of 
the reasons permaculture is not taken as serious ly as we would 
like is due to a relative dearth of hands-on, on-the-ground, 
functioning projects to point to. Organic farming and biodynarnic 
farming are taken more seriously because there are numerous 
functioning examples. 

I would hazard a guess that there would be a lot more working 
examples of permaculture if there were more financial resources 
available for that purpose. Also, by not dealing with the issue of 
money, we leave ourselves open to creating permaculture designs 
that don't accurately reflect the specific financial realities 
available to implement those design s. It seems to me that one of 
the main design challenge s the movement needs to address is 
how to enable people financially. We have the Permaculture 
Credit Union as a potential base from which to begin the design 
process, and a wealth of designers that could be engaged in 
developing a program/proce ss to get more people involved in the 
work of realizable long-term design implementation. 

"I think we have allowed the image 
of permaculture to be that of 
someone going out and putting 
some plants in the ground in some 
specific pattern and then all we 
need to do is sit back, let nature 
take its course and enjoy the 
harvest." 

The other issue that I think we need to deal with is commi tment 
to the long-term development/evolution of particular 
permaculture designs. I think we conveniently ignore the amount 
of time and energy- both physical and psychic- that it takes to 
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implement and maintain a perma culture 
design over the long term. I think we have 
allowed the image of permaculture to be 
that of someone going out and putting 
some plant s in the ground in some specific 
pattern and then all we need to do is sit 
back , let nature take its cour se, and enjoy 
the harve st. It doesn ' t take much hands-on 
time to dispel that notion, but I'm afraid 
we haven ' t done a very good job of 
making the hard work involved in design 
implementation a critical consideration in 
our design course curricula. Another 
design challenge for the permaculture 
movement, then , is how to give this reality 
a more prominent place in our training 
courses . I would think we could come up 

with an intern program as part of our 
design course curriculum that would give 
students some hands-on experience and 
give those of us working on the ground a 
chance to share our experiences and 
insights, I'm sure as part of that process 
that we'd be challenged by the 
observations of a new set of eyes. I think 
it's time then to update the old 
permaculture axiom to read: "Traditional 
agriculture is based on thoughtless and 
protracted labor while permaculture is 
based on thoughtful and protracted 
observation implemented with thoughtful 
and protracted labor." 

As permaculturists know, everything is 
interconnected. To deal with the issues of 

Remembe-ring John Wallace 

Michael Kramer 

A S MANY OF YOU KNOW, John 
Walla ce passed away recently. I 
wish I could have been in Santa 

Fe to attend whatever memorial there was 
for him , but in lieu of that, I wanted to 
share a little about this very wonderful 
man. 

Other s knew him better and longer , but 
I really resonated with John for a number 
of reasons. The world needs more people 
like John. He was full of integrity, 
consciou s action , spiritual centeredness, 
and the desire to improve the human 
condition. The world is much better off 
because of his contributions. 

John was an adventurer and innovator. 
I remember his Terma LLC , which 
produ ced "The Box ," a fabulous spiritual 
awarene ss kit with all sorts of exerci ses, 
insights, and tools. It was a great kit, hand
crafted , a work of art in itself, and one of 
the first really great New Age products 
designed to help people connect. It was an 
example of permaculture applied to the 
intrapersonal realm, what John and close 
friend Vicki Marvick later called "Zone O" 
(expandin g the permaculture zonation 
concept) . I loved the way John was 
committed to intrapersonal process; his 
whole notion was that we could not be of 
service to others · helping them to connect 
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to nature unless we were internally 
connect to the "guild within," namely the 
relationships between our emotions , 
psyche, intellect , soul, spirit, and body. 
John was very eloquent in discussing these 
realms and he was very committed to 
bringing "presence" to any aspect of 
business. 

John was Treasurer of Permaculture 
Drylands Institute when I was Executive 
Director and he was a terrific mentor. We 
wou ld always start every business meeting 
with some form of grounding meditation. 
He loved to have "council," a sharing 
circle where each person could speak from 
the heart, uninterrupted, as long as they 
held the talking stick or whatever other 
sacred object was available. 

John always thought that a group of 
people couldn't really make good business 
decisions unless they were fully grounded 
in the present moment, and so he did what 
he could to bring countless groups to that 
sacred place, whether through visiting the 
kiva he built and stewarded in northern 
New Mexico or just through offering to 
cleanse the circle with sage smoke. I loved 
that about him . 

When John spoke , he used very precise 
language and I got a kick o_ut of a lot of it. 
I particularly loved how he used "juicy" to 

financial access and the realities of design 
implementation requires that we also deal 
with organizational, curriculum, and 
teacher training issues. But for any design 

· that attempts to deal with these issues to 
be successful and ~ustainable requires, it 
seems to me, that they be designed from 
the "ground up." It's my observation that 
at present , we have , relatively speaking, 
far more students, designers, and teachers 
than we have people involved in design 
implementation. We need to redesign 
permaculture to get more people "on the 
ground," and to have the experiences of 
those people guide our curriculum and 
training. All this is, of course, easier said 
than done. But therein lies the challenge. I),, 

describe people, ideas, or events he was 
jazzed about. But no matter what, you 
always got the truth from John-no b.s., 
just the straight honest truth-even if it 
wasn ' t easy to hear. That courage to be 
direct is something I always respected in 
John, and I tried to emulate it. He 
suggested to me that there is nothing to 
fear by being straightforward, especially if 
you speak from your heart and try to be 
respectful and non-judgmental while 
doing so. This was a truly powerful lesson. 
John was there with Tim Murphy , Ben 

Haggard , and me at a great advanced 
permaculture design course in the 
Chiricahua Mountains of southeastern 
Arizona back in 1995, and he was very 
interested in how patterning applied to 
human relations. In driving down to the 
course from Santa Fe, I remember 
thinking , "Thi s guy really wants to get 
right to the thick of human experience," 
and I think that's true. 

John spent a lot of time facilitating 
vision quest s for people, and his passion 
seemed to permeate his leadership skills. 
At Permaculture Drylands Institute (PDI) , 
John was my chief counsel and confidant, 
and I really valued his vision, insights, and 
busines s planning experti se. After 10 
years, PDI faded , but John gave it his all , 



and I cannot help but think that in some 
ways he and PDI were a little ahead of 
their time. Pioneer species often are , and I 
think the seeds he planted have 
germinated now. I'm glad he was alive 
long enough to see some of them bear 
fruit. His dream to create an ecological 
retreat cente r in the desert based on the 
theme of water was a tremendous idea, 
and unfortu nately he didn't see it through, 
but I always admired his passion for trying 
to do something bold like that. remember 
a great meeting with John, Christopher 

Peck (who was also on the Board of PDI 
during John 's tenure), Hal Brill, and me 
discussing our emerging concept of 
"regenerative investing" to funnel 
investment capital to local sustainability 
ventures like John 's. John was right there , 
encouraging us to do it. 

All this goes to show that John was a 
true visionary , but he also had this 
amazing ability to manifest, which is 
something rare in this day and age. John 
could dream, but he could turn his dreams 
into reality , and being in his presence you 

- -------------

2007 Intl. Permacu lture 
Converge nce in Brazil 

RECOGNIZING that the equator ial 
and subtropical rainforests of 
Brazil hold many lessons and 

opportunities for permaculturists 
worldwide, the 8th Intl. Permaculture 
Convergence (IPC-8) has been slated for 
May 2007 in Sao Paulo, Brazil. The 
biennial event is held on a different 
continent at each conve ning, and past 
locations have included Australia, the 
United States, New Zealand, Nepal , 
Scandinavia, and most recently, Croatia in 
2005. For information about the 2007 
Convergence, visit www .ipc8.org. 

Hosting the eve nt for 2007 will 
be Permacultura America Latina (PAL), a 
non-profit organization headed by Ali 
Sharif , which has been working in Central 
and South America since 1989. The 
Brazilian Permaculture Network, 
com prising four organizations, will handle 
the Brazilian and on-site coordinatio n of 
the event. 

According to Sharif, the theme of the 
2007 event will be "Gree ning Our 
Economy with the Principles of 
Permaculture." Workshops, lectures, field 
trip s, and case studies will highlight the 
public policies needed to encourage 
sustainable economies at the local , state, 
and national levels through local 
currencies, cooperatives, micro-financing, 
global envrronmen tal marketing, 
ecological restoration, economic 
democracy, certification, green 

accounting, and related theme s. 
The IPC program has trad itionally 

consisted of four components: Conference, 
Convergence , Tour, and Permaculture 
Design Course. The Conference will be a 
three-and -a-half day event in Sao Paolo. 
The Convergence is a private four-day 
gathering of permaculture design 
certificate holders for the purpose of 
setting continental and global agendas, 
making connections, and sharing 
experiences. Convergence working 
committees will be organized into major 
climate groupin gs with special attention 
paid to green technolo gy, genetic 
resource s, trade , and urban se lf-reliance. 

The Tour will provide opportunities for 
international participant s to visit Brazilian 
permaculture program s around the country 
including central and southern Brazil and 
the Amazon. Details of the permaculture 
design course will be annouced. 

Permac ulture: A Garden of 
Eden Strategy 

Why an Intern ational conve rgence in 
the Brazilian Amazon ? Convergence 
organizer Ali Sharif writes: 

The practice and ongoing promise of 
p ermacultura, particularly in the Amazon, 
has its roots firmly planted in indigenous 
wisdom and practical experience. Contrary 
to the belief that the Amazon has always 
been a huge natural system supporting 

felt that you were part of something big, 
important , and spiritually significant. 

I honor John Wallace , a permaculture 
pioneer and a true warm-hearted spirit 
with a lens on the interconnected reality of 
the universe. 

Blessings and gratitude i9 this time of 
tran sition for him. 

A hui hou, John. !:,. 

Michael Kramer can be contacted at 
Michael @Naturalln vesting.com 

only a small human population, there 
were, in fact, far more people living there 
with a far richer standard of living than in 
Europe when the conquistadores first 
rocked up in the 15th century. 

Over millennia, Amazonian 
indigenous cultures methodically changed 
the natural ecology to suit their purposes ; 
they in fact transformed it. They took the 
richest ecosystem in the world and made it 
into a fabulou s indigenou s garden capable 
of indefinitely supporting huge 
population s. To do this they cultivated 
thick belts of useful spec ies surrounding 
their settlement s. The specie s they grew 
provided for their everyday needs: 
clothing ,·food, shelter , arms, medicine , 
and ritual requirements. The forest beyond 
was their ecological univer sity system. 

To support and sustain thi s cornucopia 
it was necessary to build up and enrich the 
poor texture of the soil base. It took 
generations to do this , but what has 
emerged is the famous terra preta (black 
soil) of the Amazon , which by any 
standard is a remarka ble display of 
agricultural sophistication and foresight. 
Thi s modification of the environment 
magnified existing diversity into 
unimaginable levels of abundance . 

Whether these belts surrounded 
indigenou s habitation s or rather enclosed 
the adjacent natural systems depend s on 
how you look at it. What is certain is that 
the belts were extended along hunting 
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trails and provided for their needs on long 
nomadic journeys. These routes crisscross 
the entire Amazon in an incredible mosaic 
of human engineered diversity. 

Of course, today's models of 
civilization and progress run to the likes of 
tiber-death machines such as Monsanto 
and Weyerhauser. To counter this 
nihilistic approach, the conservation 
response has been to make parks and 
reserves in a desperate strategy to preserve 
islands of natural systems. Ironically, the 
finest compliment that could perhaps be 
paid to these long passed gardeners is the 
modem misunderstanding of how natural 
or managed these systems actually are. 

We in the permaculture movement not 
only remember our predecessors on a 
need-to-know basis but aspire to mimic 
their strategies. We believe theirs to have 
been the only proven model of sustainable 
land use in the Amazon . Massive, diverse, 
pre-designed installations formed in belts, 
buffer s, or otherwise are simply the best 
applied multifunctional tool to protect the 
rainforest and simultaneously create the 
conditions for wealth development in 
rainfore st communities. In development 
jargon they certainly are the only safe bet 
to cover food security, social stability, 
reforestation, and natural systems 
protection in one shot. No doubt about it, 
it's a must do for anyone working to 
protect the Amazon. ll 

Urban Permaculture 
Graphics Clarified 

The illustrations accomanying Bart 
Anderson's excellent and visionary article, 
"Zones and Sectors in the City" (Activist 
#58) were printed unclearly. We 
apologize to readers and to Bart for this 
technical problem. Bart's article in its 
entirety and the illustrations may be 
viewed at: 

www.permacultureactivist.net/ 
articles/urbnzonsectr. htrn 

and at Bart's site : 
http://cwo.com/-bart/essays/ 

z_s_urban.htm <http://cwo.com/% 7Ebart/ 
essays/z_s _urban.htrn> 

-Editor 
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Reviews 
Three for a Thirsty Garden 
Review by Peter Bane 

ART LUDWIG 
Creating an Oasis with 
Greywater. 1994, 4th ed. 2006. 

Builder's Greywater Guide. 
1995. 

Branched-Drain Greywater 
System. 2000. 
Oasis Design. Sta. Barbara, CA 
50 pp. paper. $15. each. 

In these three books Art Ludwig has 
put together the essential guides to 
reusing greywater. Published over a 
decade ago and recently revised, Creating 
an Oasis surveys 18 methods, and has 
become a mini-classic. Builder's 
Greywater Guide, published a year later, 
provides invaluable technical and 
regulatory support to the homeowner or 
contractor attempting to secure rational 
greywater use under plumbing codes that 
have little interest in resource 
conservation. Branched Drain Greywater 
System explains what Ludwig him self 
thinks is the simplest, cheapest, an.d most 
universally applicable method of safely 
dispersing greywater into the landscape. 

All three books are based on ample 
experience and are written clearly and 
accompanied by cop ious detailed 
drawings of high quality. Definitely how
to books, they are intended to empower 
the reader to install functional systems that 
safe ly treat and recycle water from sinks, 
shower s, and laundry to irrigate gardens 
and lawn s. Ludwig lives in arid Santa 
Barbara, a region of the southern 
California coast that has arguably done 
more than any other American community 
to re-use its wastewater. With little more 
than 10 inches of rain a year, Santa 
Barbara has splendid weather and serious 
environmental challenges in meeting its 
growing population's demands for water. 

The rest of North America should take 
note: This problem will not remain limited 
to the warmer sections of California. Half 
the nation already experiences water 
stress, either chronically, as in much of the 
Southwest, periodically, as in the south 
from Georgia to Texas, or with the onset 
of serious global warming, unpredictably, 
as this year in upper Michigan and much 
of the upper Mississippi valley. No region 
is genuinely immune from drought 
anymore, so it is wise to be prepared to 
make the most of available water 
resources. 

"All three books are based 
on ample experience and 
are written clearly and 
accompanied by copious 
detailed drawings of high 
quality." 

Creating an Oasis covers the 
waterfront with methods as simple as 
"Dishpan Dump," by stages of increasing 
complexity up to "Constructed Wetlands." 
Ludwig is definitely not an idealogue. As 
an author he's interested in helping you 
arrive at the simplest appropriate solution 
to reusing greywater safely, and in 
warning you where you shouldn't try to do 
so. If flinging it out the window is 
sufficient, he'll tell you how not to spoil 
your house siding or drown the neighbor's 
cat, and which garden plants won't like 
being drenched. If you need to pump, 
filter, and hide the effluent, you'll get that 
advice too. All the books are written from 
experience; where some method or 
suggestion is untested, he says so. 

Ludwig's style is refreshingly frank 
and to the point-no poetry here, but clear 
writing, clear diagrams, and generous, 
thorough presentation of information. He 
provides lists of parts, plumbing diagrams, 
lists of tools, estimates of cost, diagnostic 
checklists, and in Oasis, an appendix of 
common errors. He considers the pros and 
cons of pumps, offers a diagram of a 
dosing siphon (useful for converting 



trickle flow into petjodic surges that can 
cover a broad area), and in general crams 
myriad useful bits of information onto 
every page. 

In Branched Drain, a similar-sized 
book that the author calls "A Supplement 
to Create an Oasis, " Ludwig takes aim at 
the universally popular "drain out back" 
approach to greywater disposal, and ' 
improves it. He acknowledges that this 
"straight pipe" approach has significan t 
advantages. It uses little material, has no 
moving parts, lasts a long time, can be 
built by almost anyone, and has low real 
costs, both economic and ecological. It 
does not, however, enable good re-use of a 
valuable resource; in crowded conditions 
it contributes to poor sanitation, it can 
overload some soils, and it is usually 
illegal (though seldom prosecuted) in most 
developed-world jurisdictions. With the 
improvements he suggests, Ludwig thinks 
the Branched Drain is undoubtedly the 
best greywater system possible, and he 
goes to considerable lengths to show how 
and why. It's clear that he wouldn't waste 
time with pumps, tanks, filters, diversions, 
or any of the more complex treatment 
methods unless social, legal, or 
environmental conditions absolutely 
demanded it. To that end, he includes a 
section on how to get a permit for a 
Branched Drain system. He then gives 

"Ludwig's style is 
refreshingly frank and to 
the point-no poetry here, 
but clear writing, clear 
diagrams, and generous, 
thorough presentation of 
information." 

examples ranging from rainy Oregon to 
the Yucatan. And, of course, he tells you 
where and under what conditions it won't 
work. 

Practical, surpris ingly entertaining, and 
respectful of the reader's intelligence, 
these three books should provide all the 
information you need on the subject. /1 

Hitchiker's Guide 
to the New Humanity 
Review by Peter Bane 

JAN MARTIN BANG 
Ecovillages: 
A practical guide 
to sustainable communities 

New Society Publishers. 
Gabriela Isl. BC. 2005. 
284 pp. paper. $24.95. 

The literature on the 20-year old 
phenomenon of ecovillages-new small 
ecological communities, is still a slender 
body. Creating Hannony , the first book to 
report on the ecovillage experience, 
collected essays by movement pioneers. It 
spo tlighted key aspects of a new culture 
that began to ramify in the late 1980s. In 
her 2002 book, Creating a Life Together, 
Diana Christian distilled a decade -long 
professional study of communities and 
ecovillages into a succinct set of advice 
for start-up efforts. Ecovillage 
Living, a catalog of communities edited by 
Hildur Jackson in 2002, was an attempt by 
the Global Ecovillage Network (GEN) to 
display its broad appeal and diverse 
makeup. Australian Graham Meltzer in 
Sustainable Community: Learning from 
the cohousing model- a Pacific-centered 
book just released last year, surveys and 

summarizes a parallel if more mainstream 
phenomenon . Liz Walker, in Ecovillage 
Ithaca, also published in 2005, tells a 
founder's history of one prominent 
community that has bridged the cohousing 
and ecovillage movements. 

The publication of Ecovillages adds 
dramatically to the material now in print 
quite a bit of it from New Society. Jan 
Martin Bang's monograph is the first work 
in its field to offer both a comparative 
view of many international communities 
(he surveys 24), and a personal synthesis 
of the ecovillage movement based on 
experience. Were the format a little larger 
and the binding in hardcover, this could 
have been a coffee-table book-it has the 
requisite good quality photos and heavy 
paper, but it is by no means intellectually 
lightweight as such productions may 
some times be. Ecovillages is also, 
somewhat unexpectedly, the latest 
addition to the growing permaculture 
literature, for the author has a foot firmly 
in both worlds, indeed, may be said to be 
standi ng with both feet 1n each. 

Born in Norway and educated in 
England, Jan Martin was thoroughly 
baptized in the international culture of 
social ferment that bubbled up across the 
western world in the decade 1965-75. 
Bang was drawn by life forces to the 
kibbutz movement in Israel in 1984, where 
he lived for more than a dozen years and 

Al)Mffl) 
A morld Beyond ~apitalism 

The Annual Internatn 'l Multiracial Alliance 
Building Peace Conference. Workshops, all 
meals, childcare. festivals, camping. table 

space for activists, caravans, ecovillages, int. 
communities, artistS, vendors, bands· all free. 

Monthly volunteer meeungs, worldwide. 

Monthly fundraiser events in Oregon, 
California, NY, UK & worldwide . Visit 
website, click "donations lfundraisers." 

Also: Online Radio Station, online 
community. em ail updates. blog, XML/RSS 
feeds available. Work-from-home and out
of-state volunteers greatly needed. LGBTQ, 
minorities & all groups . join us! Bienvenida 
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during which time he was introduced to 
both permaculture and the Global 
Ecovillage Network. For the past five 
years he has lived at a Camphill commu
nity in Norway. This well-trave lled life 
and broad range of community experience 
has provided him a unique transcultural 
perspective on ecovillages, as the examples 
from a dozen countries in Europe, the 
Middle East, USA, and Australia attest. 

With a light-hearted manner and 
understated Englis h humor , Jan conveys 
his understanding of a newly emerging 
zeitgeist, reflected in the strivings of men 
and women around the planet to create 
new forms of living together. As a way of 
setting context for the book, he briefly 
shares his personal journey, from the 
intense if sometimes inchoate leadings of 
a brash new generatio n through interna
tional nomadic$ and political activism, to 
householder status as the father of three. 
Collective revulsion against American 
imperialism in Vietnam and the pan
European fervor to end the Cold War arms 
race provide an authentic backdrop to the 
creation story of new commu nities. 

Recru ited from the Green Kibbutz 
. movement in 1995 by Albert Bates of the 

Farm Ecovillage Training Center to take 
training in pennaculture design (which 
provided the occasion of our first meeting 
as well), Jan recognized the centra l 
importance of this discipline to the 
planning and management of the globally 
aware, locally grounded comm unities that 
he and many millions of others hope will 
show a positive way out of both the 
resource and spiritual crises of the age . 

This book presents a useful and non
dogmatic outline of basic permaculture 
approaches to settleme nt: building, food 
cultivation, energy generation and waste 
handling, local economics, water supply 
and aquaculture. His insights are consider
able and the sections on ecological 
systems are pithy gems which enrich the 
socia l and political tale he weaves among 
the community sketches . 

Text sections are interleaved with two 
dozen community profiles (arrayed as 
short photo sectio ns with extensive 
captions) . Reflecting the author's personal 
history, three-quarters of these photo
stories cover European or Middle Eastern 
communities, with the remainder domi-
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nated by several important US examples. 
Though a few of the featured communities 
have small populations and were chosen 
for their unique cultural qualities or 
potentials, most of the case studies 
presented here are sizeable social group
ings. At 60 members, Earthaven, where I 
live in the North Carolina mountains, is at 
the smaller end of the range. This lends 
considerable weight to the author's 
arguments for ecovillages as a serious 
social experiment. Nor .are all the commu
nities profiled new. His familiarity with 
the Steiner-inspired Camphill communi
ties has allowed Bang to bring their older 
tradition of spirit and service into the con
text of ecological design. Besides several 
kibbutzim, we see two Nile Valley villages 
in Egypt, a religious ashram in Italy, and 
relatively unintentional settlements near 
Galilee, amidst the more famous groups 
such as Zegg in German y, The Farm in 
Tenne ssee, Twin Oaks in Virginia, and of 
course, Findhom. One community of 
international reknown not featured is 
Crystal Waters, the pioneering ecovillage 
settlement in Queensland, Australia . 

Written with an insider 's perspect ive 
on GEN, the kibbutz movement, and the 
Camphill commun ities, Ecovillages 
successfully conveys the genuinely 
universal nature of this cultural evolution. 

Despite its intimate style and personal 
appeal, Ecovillages follows the outline of 
an ecovillage design course and would 
serve creditably as a text for teaching such 
a curriculum. Jan Martin brings in a 
variety of models for thinkin g about 
ecov illage design, including business 
management, ecological auditing, small
group quality circles, and post-democratic 
decision making, that are not a part of the 
conventional pennaculture design ap
proach, but that harmoni ze with it. The 
book is indexed and carries several 
appendices, including a garden planner , a 
list of compost ingredients, a site assess
ment checklist, and an extens ive annotated 
bibliography along with lists of periodicals 
and organizations. 

Well-researched and comprehensive, 
erudite but easy to read, Ecovi llages 
presents a mature vision of an important 
global phenomenon. The book should 
stand for many years as a valuable and 
engaging introduction to its subject. ii 

A New New World 
Review by Peter Bane 

CHARLES C. MANN 
1491: New Revelations of the 
Americas Before Columbus 
Alfred A. Knopf. New York. 2005. 
465 pp. cloth. illustrated. $30. 

A revolution in historical scholarship 
and archaeology has been quietly brewing 
over the past generation. Charles Mann, in 
a delightfully well-written accoun t of its 
surging tides and controvers i~s, has given 
us the outline of an America before 
Columb us, the likes of which most people 
have scarce ly dreamed. 

Initial settlement as much as 20,000 
years earlier than previously thought; the 
world's first urban civilization on the 
coast of Peru; social engineer ing on a 
scale that makes the Soviet Union look 
amate urish; a high urban culture that arose 
from fishing not farming; the Amazon a 
vast, cultivated garden of food plants and 
a region teeming with people; enriched 
tropical soils stabilized by charcoal; the 
Maya undone by warfare not drought; 
American cities larger than any in Europe 
or Asia. These, and countless other 
startling new conclus ions emerge from 
recent research , prov iding a wholly 
different vision of the "New World," 
which ironically, may be older than post
glacial human settlement in Europe. 

"Noble savages or brute 
barbarians, the native 
peoples of the Americas 
have occupied an enormous 
psychic territory in the 
modern mind." 

Supported by prodig ious scholarship 
{the book offers over 100 pages of 
references), Mann concludes that the 
American continents may have contained 
as many as a hundred million inhabitants 
at the time Columbus arrived, about one-



fifth of the human race. It seems the lands 
from Alaska to Tierra del Fuego were 
swarming with people in the 15th century. 
Tragically, epidemic diseases brought by 
the first European s laid low vast swaths of 
Indian s within a hundred years, so that the 
English Atlantic colonists did indeed land 
in what seemed to them an untrammeled 
wilderness, empty of people. 

Mann's style is fresh and engaging as 
he creeps stealthily up on one myth of 
conquest after another , blowin g them over 
with the lightest of breath s. As introduc
tion to the central idea of the book-that 
there were an awful lot more Indians here 
than (almost) anyone has thought hereto
fore-he surveys the first contact literature 
of New England. 
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For more than a century before the 
Mayflower sailed from Ipswich with her 
unlucky cargo of 100-odd religious 
dissenters (and a few scalawags, includin g 
one of Mann's ancestors, an ill-fated chap 
named Billington), European ships had 
been visiting Dawnland , as it~dwellers 
called the Atlantic coast of North 
America, trading with the natives and 
being successfully contained by them 
offshore. The Pilgrims (including 
Billington, later hanged for mischief), 
walked ashore without so much as an 
arrow being launched. They were thor
oughly unprepared for their presumptuous 

project. They had brought neither plants 
nor animals with them; they arrived in 
November, six weeks before winter; they 
had no idea what to expect and little 
inclination either to explore the territory 
into which they had blundered, or to even 
to use it for their sustenance . None of 
them were farmers. Despite meeting no 
opposition, half of them died within the 
first winter. That all of them did not perish 
is attributa ble to their occupying an 
abandoned Wampanoag village and 
finding there buried grain and other stores. 
What had changed? 

A region filled with hundreds of tribes 
of people leading a rich and varied life had 
emptied out. Measles, smallpox, and other 
European maladies had taken nine of ten 
native Americans in the years just prior to 
1620. Diseases introduced by Hernando de 
Soto's men a century earlier had reached 
every corner of the continent, devastating 
populations that carried little resistance. 

Even with 90% of the area's former 
inhabitants gone, the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony would certainly have been 
destroyed had they not become an 
unwitting ploy in a native political 
squabble_. The decimated Wampanoag, led 
by their sachem , Massasoit, allied them
selves with the English colonists to keep 
their own more numerous neighbors, the 
Narragansett, at bay. Massasoit's scheme 
worked, but it also let the settlers survive. 
With reinforcements and their technologi
cal advantages (large animals, steel 
weapons, etc.) they eventually prevailed. 

More interesting even than the wealth 
of new stories Mann relays, are the 
implication s of a world no longer empty. 
Noble savages or brute barbarians, the 
native peoples of the Americas have 
occupied an enormous psychic territory in 
the modern mind. Because they were so 
little known in reality, yet the impact of 
Europeans' entering into their world was 
so vast, these vanished peoples came to 
stand for the mythic forces grappling for 
supremacy in the European collective 
consciousness. Mann charts the terrain of 
this mytho s. Among other things , it is the 
ho~eland of environmentalism: The Red 
Man as careful steward of the land. 
Occupants of a wilderness fierce and 
primeval, the Indians had lived lightly on 
the land and came to stand for an ethic of 

conservation. On the other hand, the 
utilitarian s, flying the flag of Manifest 
Destiny, argued that the feckless natives 
had done nothing with a great and fertile 
territory, that it only waited for the arrival 
of European "vigor" and industry to make 
it pour forth wealth unimaginable . The 
implication being that a few dead Indians, 
natives pushed out of their rude huts in the 
name of progress, was a small sacrifice to 
make for so great a result as the coming of 
the "Great White Hope." 

"Dismissal of native 
suffering and the genocide 
of western expansion have 
been politically incorrect 
for a generation or more, 
though the image of an 
empty Ian~ occupied for 
the greater good still 
underpins Americans' 
image of themselves." 

Balderdash and racist rubbish, says 
Man~. The natives were here in great 
number s and diversity. They had been 
here for tens of thousands of years and had 
achieved things Eurasians had not, 
including the world's greatest empire (the 
lnka of So. America), some of its largest 
buildings, and without a doubt some of the 
most extensive and immense public works 
of engineering on earth. To paraphrase the 
author, "Native Americans were well 
along in the process of terraforming a third 
of the Earth's land mass to make it hugely 
productive, when Columbus arrived and 
ruined everything." Dismissal ofnative 
suffering and the genocide of Western 
expansion have been politically incorrect 
for a generation or more, though the image 
of an empty land occupied for the greater 
good still underpins Americans' image of 
themselves. Less well understood but 
more critical to a low-energy future, 
however, the claptrap that Indians main
tained a pristine nature has bolstered 
preservationist arguments against every
thing from water impoundments to non
native species. 
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Mind you, I am not arguing either for 
clearcutting old growth, forests, drilling for 
oil on the coastal plain of Alaska, or any 
other thoughtless diminution of natural 
capital. Please. 

"The water management 
schemes of the Nazca, 
the earthworking of the 
Beni-a lowland flood 
savannah in the north of 
Bolivia-the chinampas 
of central Mexico, and the 
incredible agricultural 
sophistication of the lnka, 
point to a creativity and 
audicity in land use 
second to none." 

The implications for perrnaculture of 
Mann's review of native land use , 
however, are profound. Indians remade the 
Amazon into the world's largest forest 
garden. Even today, a half millenium after 
abandonment, every tenth tree in the 
world 's greatest rainforest bears fruits 
edible by human s. These same people 
made humus-rich soils by low-temperature 
burns of food waste, manures, brush, and 
bones. The resulting immensely fertile, 
charcoal-rich soils, called terra preta do 
Indio, a Portuguese phrase meaning "dark 
Indi an earth," hold water and minerals and 
resist leaching under the heat and heavy 
rainfall of the tropics. It was an original 
invention of startling power, never known 
in Africa or Eurasia. Mesoamerican plant 
breeders (read farmers) created maize, 
today the world's largest crop by weight, 
through a daring intergeneric cross of 
unpromi sing native grasses, without a 
doubt the greatest feat of genetic "engi
neering·• to this day. The water manage
ment schemes of the Nazca, the 
earthworking of the Beni-a lowland 
flood savannah in the north of Bolivia
the chinampas of central Mexico, and the 
incredible agr icultural sophistication of 
the Inka, point to a creativity and audacity 
in land use second to none. 
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While most of the book explores the 
reve lations emerging from new pre
Columbian research, a dialogue the author 
is carefu l to document in guarded terms, 
he allows himself to make a few com
ments on the meaning of these discover
ies; they are all the more weighty for his 
genera l restraint. The difference between 
the Eastern Hemi sphere and the Western 
had little to do with the former being 
worked over by humans and the latter 
being preserved in some imagined "state 
of nature," he asserts. Both halves of the 
planet were highly developed and richly 
diverse. Indeed , the trackless forests and 
immense herds of bison and flocks of 
pigeons Europeans encountered were an 
aberration-ecosystems in crash and 
recoil from the removal of the real 
keystone species: human beings! If there 
is a proper contras t between the hemi
spheres, it was more a case of the so
called "Old World" being environmentally 
tapped out to build one failed farming 
civilization after another, and the "New 
World" being brought into ever great 
productivity and richness by its garden ing 
inhabitants. 

I can fairly "hear" the words rolling off 
the author's pen (or his keyboard as it 
were): Native Americans gardened and 
"everything garde ns," as we say in 
permaculture. This way of thinking admi ts 
that humans, like all other creatures, 
modify their enviro nments to enhance 
their own survival . There is no "going 
back" to a pre-Columbian state of grace or 
wilderness, rather we should learn from 
the creat ivity of native Americans as we 
shape the landscape for an uncertain 
future. 

Compari sons with Jared Diam ond's 
Guns, Germs, and Steel are inev itable. 
Both make Pizarro's conquest of the Inka 
a central image of their books. Diamond 
illustrates the aston ishing power of 
Europeans' relative immunity to diseases 
that decimated the Indians, and the 
overw helming force they were able to 
muster through the combination of horses, 
guns, and steel armor. He makes these part 
of a larger argument for the dominance of 
Eurasian biogeography. Mann, while 
conceding the great power of steel tools 
and horses (the Indians coveted them 

fiercely wherever they were introduced 
and quickly became adept at handling 
them) , refine s our picture of the shock of 
encounter between Europe and America: 
chiefly, the damage was microbial. Had 
nine-tenths of Americans not succumbed 
to Eurasian disease s within decades of 
contact, it would have been a different 
story altogether. Pizarro had the extraor di
nary good fortune to have arrived in the 
Andes in the midst of a bitter and dramatic 
civil war, or his otherwise incredible 
daring would not have been enough to 
carry the day. Cortes alone did not 
conq uer Mexico. He shrewdly allied 
himself with the Toltecs, enemies of the 
imperial Mexica. 

"Native Americans 
gardened and "everything 
gardens," as we say in 
permaculture. This way 
of thinking admits that 
humans, like all other 
creatures, modify their 
environments to enhance 

their own survival." 

No, the picture is much, much more 
complex than we have understood. 1491 
bears close reading. It is stylish, thought
ful, and immensely importan t. Mann has 
opened a window on a world whose real 
legacy could not be more timely to the 
dilemma facing humanity today. Extrac-
tion or cultivat ion? t:;, 
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EVENTS 
Learning and Exploring 
Sustainable Life Principles 
South America 

Dates: March 3-12 
Location: Gaia Ecovillage, Navarro, 

Buenos Aires, Argentina 
Description: This course is for students 

looking for practical skills in sustainabi lity that 
college can not offer. Opportunities to see and 
participate in living permaculture systems in 
different stages of development, and to be 
involved in the work. 

Contact: Argentine Permaculture 
Institute - Asociaci6n GAIA 
+54-2272-492072 
Fx+54-l l-47522197 
www.gaia.org.ar 
gaia@gaia.ocg.ar 

-- - ---- - ---

Permaculture Design Course 
Central America 

Dates: February 10-27 
Location : Ometepe , Nicarag ua 

Description: Join our fully bilingual, 
simultane ous ly translated, 100-hour 
Permaculture Design Course. Participants will 
be living and learning in a rural setting where 
most folk are subsistence farmers. Learn 
permaculture design in a fully tropical climate 
located on a volcanic island. Participate in. our 
community projects as well as interact with 
local farmers and their cultivated landscapes. 

Cost: $1450 
Contact: Chris Shanks 

ch shanks@hotmail.com 
www.islandschool.org 
www.permacuiturenow.com 

· Permaculture Garden Design 
Central America 

Dates: February 27-March 3 
Location: Costa Rica 

Description: Join us for five days of 
intensive planning and design at Red Sunset of 
Guanacaste, Fine Inn and Spa. This course will 
focus on applying permaculture design to 
create gardens and functional landscaping for 
the Inn. Intensive gardens will be designed to 
supp ly fruits, herbs, and vegetables for the Inn. 

Cost: $1500 
Contact: 724-376-2797 

defrey@bio sheltetcom 
www.bioshelter.com 

Intl. Permaculture Convergence 
(IPC 8) 
Brazil 

Dates: May 2007 
Location: Sao Paulo, Brazil 

Description:"Greening our Economy with the 
Principle s of Permaculture." Workshops, 
lectures, field trips, and case studies will 
highlight public policy changes needed to 
encourage sustainable economies at the local, 
state, and national level. Focus on local 
currencies, cooperative s, micro-financing, 
global environmental markets, ecological 
restoration, carbon credits, fair trade, economic 
democracy, certification , green accounting, and 
otl1er related themes. 

Instructors: Speake rs will be from all 
over the world-from Grameen to favela coops 
to barefoot economists, to prominent green 
thinkers, to US millionaires ecologicall y 
transforming their corporijtions, to successful 
credit banks. 

Contact: www.ipc8.org 
ipc8@list s.riseup.net 

Advanced Permaculture Design 
Mexico 

Dates: November 11-20 
Location: Huamantla, in highland 

Mexico , 2 hours east of Mexico City. 
Description: This course is an intensive 

design process for Permaculture Design Course 
graduates. Participants will work on designing 
portions of the restoration of the l 6tll century 
Hacienda Santa Barbara in rural Mexico to 
become an cco-inn, permaculture center, and 
elementary school for the neighboring area. 
The restoration process is funded and has 
begun, but there is much design work tllat 
needs to be completed, presenting an 
opportunity for participants to gain in-depili 
design experience on tl1e "ground floor" of a 
real-time, multi-faceted perma culture design. 
There will be two all-day field trips to 
neighboring historic, permaculture, and natural 
building sites. 

Instructors: Scott Horton , Capra JiNeva 
and guests. 

Cost: $1,050 includes lodging, 
meals, field trips, and all course materials. 

Contact: Scott Horton 
San Jacinto Mountains 
Permaculture Institute 
P.O. Box 1762 
Idyllwild , CA 92549 
951-659-5362 

LaSemiUaBesada@hotmail.com 

Permaculture Teacher Training 
Big Island, Hawaii 

Dates: May 28-June 4 
Location: La'akea Pennaculture Gardens 

Description: Learn to facilitate and 
design permaculturc and other ecological 
design workshops and courses using the 
permaculture design process, principles and 
ethics. Whole person learning, marketing, 
facilitation, and presentation will be covered. 
This is a transformational and fun course that 
will bring you to tlle next level of confidence 
and provide you skills to get out there and teach ! 
Instructors: Michael Kramer, Kat 
Steele, and local guest presenters. 

Cost: $750-850, sliding scale 
Contact: 510-547- 7889 

kat@urbanpermacu1t urei;uild.org · 

Permaculture Design Course 
Northern California 

Dates: March 4-17 
Location: OAEC, Occidental , CA 

Description: This is a two-week 
certificate course in land use design based on 
the sustainable living philosophy of perma
culture. Topics to be covered include perma
culture tlleory, food diversity, soil enrichment, 
water use, erosion contro l, natural building, 
organic gardeni ng, forest farming, and more. 

Instructors: Brock Dolman and Penny 
Livingston. 

Cost: $1,350 includin g lodging 
and meals. $1,250 if registered ahead two weeks. 

Contact: Occidental Arts and 
Ecology Center 

15290 Coleman Valley Rd 
Occidental , CA 95465 
707-874-1557 x.20 1 
707-874-1558 
oaec@oaec.ori: 

Permaculture Convergence 
Northern California 

Dates: March 10-12 
Location: Ocean Song Farm & 

Wilderness Center, Occidental , CA 
Description: Please join us for the third 

annual gatllering of permies hosted by a 
coal ition of Bay Area Region Permaculture 
_Guilds. Permies from all regions are welcome 
though, there will be a bioregional focus. 
Visioning, skill sharing, networking , and 
rejuvination are planned so far. 

Instructors: Kat Steele, Fred Bove', and 
many local guest presenters. 

Cost: Fee and schedu le 
fortl1conling. Campi ng and food included. 

Contact: benja77@earthlink,net 
707-874-2342 
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Urban Permaculture Design 
Bay Area California 

Dates: 6 weekends in Spring 
March 17- 19 & 24-26 
April 21-23 & 28-30 
May 12-14 & 19-21 

Location: Alameda, CA 
Description: Thi s 72-hour Design 

Course has an Urban focus and is set on 34 
acres in the center of an emerging ecov illage 
and community sited on a former Naval Air 
Station. Learn with a very dynamic team of 
instructor s in a multicultur al and progressive 
environment. All the usual Permaculture topics 
will be covered as well as additional attention 
paid towards youth empowerment , gree n jobs, 
environmental and soc ial justice issues. Hand s
on experience in a new Permaculture nur sery. 

Instructors: Chri stopher Shein, Kat 
Steele, Nik Bertuli s, and many local guest s. 

Cost: $750-950, sliding scale 
Contact: 510-547- 7889 

kat@urbanpermacu ltureguild.org 

Urban Permaculture Design 
Northern California 

Dates: 6 weekends in Summer 
June 9-11 & 16-18 
July 7-9 & 21-23 
August 11-13 & 18- 20 

Location: San Francisco Botani cal 
Garden , San Francisco, CA 

Description: Join us for the premier 
Design Course being held in San Francisco at 
the Botanical Garden in Golden Gate Park. 
This 72-hour De sign Course has an Urban 
focus and is set in 55 acres of sanct uary
land scape d gardens and open spaces-a nd over 
7500 varieties of plants from around the world! 
Learn with a very dynamic team of instructor s 
in a multicultural and progress ive environment. 
All the usual Perma cu lturc topics will be 
covereias well as additional attention paid 
towards green job s, right Livlihood, and 
conservation biology. 

Instructors: Kat Steele, Fred Bove', and 
many local guest presenters 

Cost: $750-950, slidin g scale 
Contact: 510-547-7889 

kat@urbanpermacultureguild.org 

for Library Service 
Please contact our age nts: 

Swet s Blackwell 
+31-252-43511 l 

EBSCO Subscription Services 
205-991-1124 

W.T. Cox Subscriptions, in c. 
919-735-1001 

We also~~t direct orde rs. 
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Permaculture Design Course 
Coastal California 

Dates: July 15-30 
Location: Watsonville, CA 

Description: Specia l focus on 
agriculture, sustainable business models, 
education. and eco-landscap ing. 

Instructors : Ken Foster, Weston Miller . 
Tom Ward, Bro ck Dolman, and others. 

Cost: $ 1250 include s vege tarian 
meal s and lodging. 

Contact: 831-840 -6045 
www.santacruzpcrmacultureguild. com 

Ecovillage & Permaculture 
Certificate Program 
Western Oregon 

Dates: June 26-August I 8 
October 2-27 

Location: Dpxter, OR 
Description : This course offers the full 

PDC curriculum plus more hands-on activitie s. 
ecovillage design, organic gardening, eco
forestry, green building. renewable energy. 
community building. personal growth. 
consensus training, and the opportunity to live 
in community. 

Instructors: Rick Valley, Diana Leafe 
Christian, Joshua Smith, Jude Hobbs. Mark 
Lakeman, Marisha Auerbach, Rob Bolman, and 
Tree Bressen. 

Contact: Lost Valley Educational Ctr. 
541-937-3351 X ( (2 
even1s@lostvalley.org 
www.lostvalJey.org 

Permaculture Design Course 
San Juan Islands, WA 

Dates: July 17-August 6 
Location: Oraca s Island , WA 

Description: A three-week certificate 
design course on the Bullock' s 25-year-old 
permaculture homestead. Approximately 144 
hours of classroom and hands-on education 
includin g design methodologies , observation 
skill -buildin g, whole systems design, annual 
and perennial foods. water/energy/waste 
management , appropriate construction, plant 
propagation and culture, outdoor mushroom 
cultivation, herbs, and natural fiber use. 

Instructors: Douglas, Joseph and 
Samue l Bullock, John Valenzuela, Toby 
Hemenwa y, Lonnie Gamble, Fungi Perfe cti. 

Cost: $ 1550 ($1450 paid-in-full 
by 6/1). A $250 non-refundable deposit required. 

Contact: Samuel Bullock 
P.O. Box 107 
Deer Harbor, WA 98243 
360-376-2773 

permaculture.sam@gmail.com 
www.permacu ltureportal.com 

Village Building Convergence 
Northwest USA 

Dates: May 19-28 
Location: Portland, OR 

Description: A ten-day participatory 
conference of works hops, presentations, and 
celebra tions that includes Urban Permacu itur e, 
Natural Building in the Streets, lntersection . 
Reclan1ations, Community Democracy, 
Leadership Trainings, Urban Communication 
Systems, Water Systems & Pem1eable 
Surfaces, Ecological Pub lic Art, Sacred Space s, 
and Homeles s Empowerment. The intention of 
this event is to provide an experie nce of 
sustainable, village-sca le living in the urban 
environment during which time participants 
will be able to ·'practice" Ii ving in a socially 
and ecolog ically sustainable human culture. 

Cost: $270 for ten days or $30 
per day. Includes lunches & dinners, all day 
and evening events, and homestay lodging. 
Worktrade s ava ilable. 

Contact: vbcregistration@vbc.org 
www.cityrepajr.ocg/vbc 

Permaculture Design Course 
Western Canada 

Dates: August 14-25 
Location: Abbotsford, BC , Canada 

Description: This is the basic two-week 
permaculture design course. It pre sents a good 
balance between theory & hands-on projects. 
The course will also include slide show s, 
lecture s, di~cussions, field trips & design 
exercises. 

Instructors: Gregoire Lamoureux & 
guests. Cost: CAN$740 . 

Contact: Grant Watson 
grant@nowbc.ca 
www.altematjves.com/v pn 
604-872-4060 

Permaculture Design Course 
Western Canada 

Dates: June 5- 17 
Location: Winlaw, BC 

Description: Thi s is the basic two-week 
permaculture design course. It presents a good 
balance between theory and hands-on projects. 
The course will include slide shows, lectures, 
discussions, field trips and design exercises. It 
is presented in cooperatio n with Selkirk College. 

Instructors: Gregoire Lamoureux & guests. 
Contact: Gregoire Lamoureux 

Kootenay Permaculture 
Instit ute 

S 12, C2, RR#l 
Winlaw, BC, Canada, VOG 210 
250-226- 7302 
wiralfa@@yahoo.co m 

www3.telus.net/permacu lture 



Permaculture Design Course 
Canadian Prairies 

Dates: May 8-20 
Location: Winnipeg, Manitoba Canada 

Description : The Permaculture Design 
Course combines theory and hand s-on 
activities. Through lectures, discussions, slide 
shows , field trips and projects, participants 
learn the basic perma culture design principles 
and develop the practical skills to design and 
implement sustainabl e systems. 

Instructors: Gregoire Lamoureux and 
Charlene Rowland. 

Cost: $975 includes meals and 
accommodatio11s. 

Contact: St. Norbert Arts Centre 
204 269 9272 
snac@snac.mb.ca 
www.snac.mb.ca 

Permaculture Design Course 
. Southwest USA 

Dates: March 24 - April 7 
June 23 - July 7 
August 4 -18 

Location: Santa Fe, NM 
Description: Stude11ts learn the basics of 

site assessment and design, as we ll as 
the many topics and techniques used by 
permaculture practitioners worldw ide. Scott 
Pit~an , senior teacher, long-time collaborator 
with Bill Mollison , and internatio nally 
accla imed permaculture designer has taught or 
consulted in over 25 countri es on five 
continents. He shares his impressive portfolio 
of stories and examples of projects ranging 
from backyards to thousand-acre farms all over 
the world. 

Instructors: Scott Pittman 
Cost: $1200 includes indoor 

lodging and meals. $100 non-refundable 
deposit due upon registration. 

Contact: EcoVersity 
2639 Agua Fria Street 
Santa Fe, NM 87505 
505-424-9797 
www.ecoversity.org 
info@ecoversjty .org 

Permaculture Design Course 
New Zealand 

Dates: February 3-12 & 17-19 
Location: Otaki 

Instructors: Gary & Emi ly Williams , 
Sylvia Frean, Denis Grennell, and Sonia Moore 

Cost: NZ.$800-1000 
Contact: gary@watecscape.co.nz 

+64-6-362-6684 

Permaculture Fundamentals 
Central Canada 

Dates: July 16-22 
Location: Orangeville, Ontario, Canada 

Description: The course topics will 
include Pennaculture as the basis for design; 
Natural Systems; Hom e and Garden Design; 
Intensive Small Systems; Self-Reliance and 
Food Security; Rehabilitating our Environment. 
This course include some slide shows, 
discussions, design exerc ise, and some hands
on activities in a beautiful outdoor setting. 

Instructors: Gregoire Lamoureux & guests. 
Cost: CAN$740. 

Contact: Russell Scott, 
Ecology Retreat Centre 
519-94 l-4560 
800-486-5460 

bookings@ecologyretreatcentre.ca 

Permaculture Practicum 
Central Canada 

Dates: July24-30 . 
Location: Orangeville, Ontario, Canada 

Description: This course complete the 
basic requirement for the pennaculture 
design course certifi cate.The course will be 
focused on design exercises and hands-on 
activities in a beautiful outdoor setting. 

Instructors: Gregoire Lamoureux & guests. 
Cost: CAN$740. 

Contact: Ecology Retreat Centre 
bookings@ecologyretreatcentre.ca 

Permaculture Teacher Training 
Colorado Rocky Mountains 

Dates: August 28-Se ptember I 
Location: Ba salt, CO 

Description: Teaching is a vocatio n but the 
ski lls needed to do it well can be developed. 
This course covers teaching skills , curriculum, 
and course management and design. Partici 
pants will learn methods for assessing groups 
and managing classrom situations , as well as 
how adults learn and how information can be 
effectively conveyed, both dynamically and 
through the written and spoken words. We will 
reca)?itulate and analyze the 72-hr design 
curriculum with an eye to how it can be 
structured and how shorter formats can be 
drawn from it, as well as learn how to organize 
and present workshops and events. The course 
will offer opportunities for practice, se lf
observatio n, and feedback. 

Instructors: Peter Bane , Andrew 
Goodheart Brown, and guests. 

Cost: $450 includes meals and 
campi ng. 

Contact: Central Rocky Mountain 
Pc Institute (see next co lumn) 
www.cnnpi.org 

20th Annual 
Permaculture Design Course 
Colorado Rocky Mountains 

Dates: August 6-18 
Location: Ba salt , CO 

Description: At 7200' elevation in the 
Roaring Fork Valley, CRMPI's 25-year old site 
features maturing forest gardens, commercial 
greenhouses, smal l live stock, and a useful 
plants nursery. Excellent organic food, a superb 
site, and an all-Colorado teaching team make 
this a unique experience. Learn practical 
permaculture from Colorado's most experi
enced designers. 

Instructors: Jerome Osentowski, John 
Cruickshank, and Becky Elder. 

Cost: $1100 includes meals and 
camping, $100 discount for early registration 
or for signing up with a friend. 

Contact: Central Rocky Mountain 
Permaculture Institute 
POB 631, Basalt, CO 8162 1 
970-927-4158 
www.crmpi.org 
jerome @crmpi. org 

Advanced Design Course 
Colorado Rocky Mountains 

Dates: August 21-25 
Location: Basalt, CO 

Description: Provides a prof essio nal 
orientation to pennaculture design work for 
graduates of the 72-hour co urse. Participants 
will deep en their land analysis, learn to read 
and interpret maps, and learn how to design 
earthworks and manage equipment for 
bioengineering. We will examine typical design 
challen ges and responses across a range of 
landscape scales and types of projects, 
emphasizing core principles and pattern 
language literacy. The course will prepare 
designers to se lect and focus their work 
strategically , adopt appropriate tools, and 
market their ski lls. 

Instructors: Peter Bane, Andrew 
Goodheart Brown, and guests. 
Cost:$450 includes meals and camping. 

Contact: Central Rocky Mountain 
Permaculture Institu te 
(see above) 
www.crmpi.org 

Visit us 
online at 

www.pennacultureactivistnet 
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Fundamentals of Permaculture 
Virginia Blue Ridge 

Dates: May 26-June 3 
Location: nr. Roanoke, VA 

Description: Join us for eight days in the 
beautiful southern Appalachian mountains to 
explore the congruence of landed community 
and ecological design as we search for the roots 
of permanent culture. Our hosts and their venue 
exemplify integrity to mission, simple living, a 
high degree of food self-reliance, regionally 
appropriate building systems, renewable 
energy, and an enduring commitment to the 
heart of a shared life. We will enjoy the best 
organic and locally grown foods of this historic 
farming region, expertly prepared. An 
unparalleled opportunity to experience world
class instruction , this course presents the 
elements of natural and cultivated systems in 
the permaculture curriculum, and to&ether with 
the design practicum completes the 
requirements for the Pc certificate. 
Instructors, Cost and Contact: See below 

Permaculture Design Practicum 
Virginia Blue Ridge 

Date s: July 21-29 
Location: nr. Roanoke , VA 

Description: This training in practical 
design for properties and human settleme nts 
will cover site assessment, pattern languages, 
broadscale landscapes, community and social 
design, mapping and presentation. We will 
draw on the resource s of a large wooded and 
agricultural property with homestead and 
community components as we develop designs 
for th_e next seven generations. 

Instructor s: Peter Bane, Lee Barnes, Keith 
Johnson. and guests. 

Cost: $675 each section, includes 
meals, camping, and course materials. (10 % 
discount for taking both Fundamentals and 
Practicum in this series.) 

Contact: Pamela Corcoran 
p.corcoran@yahoo.com 
540-344-5013 

Permaculture Design Course 
New Zealand 

Dates: March 17-31 
Location: Rainbow Valley Farm 

Instructors: Joe Polaischer , Trish Allen, 
Sabine Drueckler, Wolfgang Hiepe , and 
Graeme North. 

Cost: NZ$1,270 
Contact: +64-9-422-7432 

www.rainbowvalleyfarm.co.nz 
kana@rainbowvalleyfarm.co.nz 
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Permaculture Design Course 
. Gulf Coast, USA 

Dates: May 6-2 1 
Location: Mobile, AL 

Description: This 72-hour course 
includ es classroom discussion, hands-on 
practical exercises, fieldwork, and completion 
of a design project. Course final will consist of 
a two-day property design scheme and group 
presentations. Middle Earth is an education 
center modeling permaculture, sustainable 
living with passive and active solar (both on 
and off grid, roof and pole mount); solar hot 
water; rainwater collection; shitake mushroom 
cultivation; soil building using organic 
amendments, composted manure and 
biodynamics; medicinal herbs; beginning 
market garden; and more. 

Instructors: Charles and Julia Yelton, 
Craig Kalloch, and guests. 

Cost: $1,300 incl. meals, camping. 
Contact: Craig Kalloch 

Middle Earth Healin g 
and Learning Center 
PO Box 86 
Citronelle,Al36522 
251-866- 7204 

MidEarthHealing@bellsouth.net 

Permaculture Design Course 
Northeast USA 

Dates: July 21-August 11 
Location: Sirius Ecovillage, 

Shutesbury, MA 
Description: Learn design by doing 

design! You will build your knowledge of 
permaculture in this three-week intensive 
certificate course by comp leting home stead 
designs for real clien ts and sites with real 
issues. Interactive classes, group exercises, 
field trips, meditation, hands-on work, and 
excellent staff support nourish your design 
skills and experiences. Sirius Ecovillage and 
other sites offer orchards, perennial and annual 
gardens, green architecture, alternative energy 
systems, and community interaction for direct 
observation and study. Four undergraduate 
credits are available through the University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst. 

Instructors: Dave Jacke , Jono Neiger, 
apprentices, and guests. 

Cost: $1295 plus room and board 
and credits, as applicable. Financial aid and 
work study available. 

Contact: Living Routes 
79 S. Pleasant St., AS 
Amherst, MA 01002 
888-515 -7333 
413-259-0025 fx/-1256 
jnfo@livingroutes .org 
www.Ljvingroutes.org 

Ecovillage Apprenticeships 
Middle Tennessee 

Dates: April 3-28 
May 22-June 16 
July 10-August 11 
September 4-October 6 

Location: Summertown, TN 
Description: Learn organic food 

production, natural building , and permaculture. 
This year we will be continuing work on our 
11,000 sq.ft. constructed wet.lands, our cob 
visitors center, our cob, strawbale and earthbag 
sauna roundhouse, unique "hipitats" and 
compost toilets, and many other intere sting 
projects within the Farm community. Field 
trips to nearby Amish community, local 
bamboo nursery , and more. 

Contact: Ecovillage Training Center 
The Farm, POB 90, 
Summertown TN 38483-0090 
931-964-4474, fx/-2200 
ecovillage@thefann.org 
www.thefarm.org 

Fundamentals of Permaculture 
Middle Tennessee 

Dates: June 16-25 
Location: Summertown, TN 

Description: The aim of this workshop is 
to liberate people to provide for their own and 
their communities' needs from the smalle st 
practical area of land. Learn straw, cob, 
bamboo, and other natural material s. Perennial 
gardening, shelter, water and waste 
management, aquaculture, forestry, and how to 
organize supportive local economies. 

Instructors: A. Goodheart Brown. Scott 
Horton, Albert Bates, Valerie Seitz, Matthew 
English 

Cost: $1200 include s meals, 
lodging and course material s. 

Contact: Ecovillage Training Center 
The Farm, www.thefarm.or~ 

Ecovillage Design Practicum 
Middle Tennessee 

Dates: July 21-30 
Location: Summertown, TN 

Description: The second half of the 
Perrnaculture Design Course. Site selection , 
master planning and pattern design for 
ecovillages, including consensus and conflict 
resolution, financial aspects, work issues, and 
best practices. 

Instructors: Valerie Seitz, Greg Ramsey , 
Diana Leafe Christian, Albert Bates, Scott 
Horton, and guests. 

Cost: $1200 includes meals, 
lodging, and course materials. 

Contact: Ecovillage Training Center 
The Farm , www.thefarm.org 



Permaculture Design Practicum 
Midwest USA 

Dates: May 5-13 
Location: or. Spencer, IN 

Description: The principles of 
permaculture aid in designing home 
ecosystems, including sustainable buildings, 
landforms, water supplies, and gardening 
systems. During the Design Practicum Course, 
most days will be spent in the field, designing 
class projects. Participants who complete this 
coure and the Permacu lture Fundamentals 
Course will earn a certificate in Permaculture 
Design. However, either course can be taken 
without the other. Participants in the Design 
Practicum do not have to have taken the 
Fundamentals Course. 

Instructors: Peter Bane & Keith Johnson 
Cost: $650 includes meals, 

lodging, and a curriculum guide. 
Contact: Raccoon Creek Community 

317-259-4417 
812-336-4486 
ed.paynter@gmail.com 

Natural Building Courses 
Middle Tennessee 

Introduction to Natural Building: 
April 21-23 & 25-27, June 6-8, August 1-3 
Natural Building Immersion: September 15-22 
Water Systems: April 29-May 2 
Hot Tubs: August 17-20 
Cordwood: September 26-28 

Location: Summertoy;n, TN 
Description: Introduction to building with 

straw, cob, wood, and other natural materials. 
Wattle and daub, adobe, earthbags, earthships, 
traditional Mexican styles, timber frame, 
domes and arches, earthen floors, earth plasters 
and alls, passive solar, foundations and 
drainage, living roofs and pole frame. 

Instructors: Architect Howard Switzer 
and builders Katey Culver, Albert Bates, 
Matthew English. 

Cost: $300 for weekend, $700 for 
full week program, meals and lodging included 

Contact: Ecovillage Training Center 
The Farm, www.thefarm.org 

Permaculture Design Course 
New Zealand 

Dates: March 14-28 
Location: Taranaki Environment Ctre 

Instructors: Grifen Hope, Peter Heard 
Cost: NZ$900-1200 

Contact: www.environaki.co.nz 
grifen@wholehabitat.co.nz 
+64-6-756-8229 

Ecovillage & Sustainable Communities 
Australia 

Dates: March 6-15 
Location: Nimbin , No. NSW 

Description: Highlights of this course 
include bioregional planning approac h to 
community development & settlement design; 
working with state and local governme nts; 
planning laws and development approvals; land 
tenure options, resident agreements & community 
governance; social, legal, economic, and 
environmental parameters in design; working 
with spirit of place/sense of place; design for 
the full human life-cycle and social eco logy; 
co-hous ing, expanded houses, hamlet, urban 
and rural village design, building new & 
retrofitting existing communities; innovative 
options for services and technologies from 
household to community scale; facilitating 
participatory community consultatio n, problem 
solving, and design; decision-making 
processes, conflict resolution, and mediation. 

Instructors: Robyn Francis and guests 
Peter Cuming and Wendy Sarkissian 

Cost: $890/$750 includes tuition, 
course notes, and lunches. 

Contact: +61-02-6689 1755 

11th Annual 

Mobile: 0429 147 138 

www.permacuiture.com.au 
robyn@permaculture.com.au 

Permaculture Design Course 
On-line 

Dates: November 5 
Location: On-line 

Description: Our 11th annual , six-month 
long course includes reports, weekly reading 
assignments, and participation in questions and 
discussion via email. The heart of the course is 
The Permaculture Design Course CD-ROM, 
which includes more than 300 files including 
several "posts• of course notes and readings for 
each of the 21 course modules, numerous 
papers and pamphlets, at least one samp le of a 
full permaculture design, sample standard 
designs, databases, and other resource 
materials including a full-length book. The 
course CD, now in enlarged and improved 
Version 3, is also available in a se lf-study 
edition and an economy edition that includes 
only the weekly posts and course tools, but not 
any of the additional reading materials. 
Purchasers of the full self-study edition may 
monitor the course at no tuition charge . 

Instructors: Dan Hemenway, Cynthia 
Hemenway, and Willem Smuts. 

Cost: $1200 
Contact : Barking Frogs 

Permaculture Center 
barkingfrogspc.tripod.com/frarnes.html 

BarkingFrogsPC@aol.com 

CLASSIFIEDS 
Classified Ad Rates: 40¢/word, $8.00 
minimum, advance payment required. 
Send ad copy and payment to: 

The Permaculture Activist 
PO Box 1209, Black Mountain NC 28711 
pcaeditor@earthlink.net 

One free 20-word ad with subscription. 

Books & Publications 

Portable Dwelling Info-letter; about living in tents, 
yurts, domes, trailers, boats, remote cabins, other 
mobile or quickly-made shelters plus plans for 
simple low-cost, low-impact comforts and 
conveniences. Sample $1. 6/$5. Box 190-pa. 
Philomath OR 97370. 

Help Wanted 

.99 

Long-established Permaculture CSA on the Hawaiian 
island of Molokai, with diverse tropical fruit trees 
and vegetable gardens, seeks long-term farm help, 
potentially leading to managerial position. Housing 
provided. Helpful skills include common sense, 
people skills, flexibility, creativity, carpentry, 
irrigation. For information call Robin or Dano 
808-558-8306. .59 

Wanted 

Wanted: Rare, hardy edibles-Mac/ura conchinensis, 
Tlrladiant/,a dubia, Berberis cristata, Docynia 
delavayi, Docynia indica. Reward: 
antjbucolic@yahoo.com. 

Degree Programs Offered 
through Gaia University 

Gaia Univers ity is offering its first degree 
programs for Spring and Fall of 2006. 

.59 

1. BSc and MSc degrees in Integrative 
EcoSocia l Design with specializations 
available in Permaculture, Ecovillage Design, 
Life Transitions, Socia l Communication, 
Appropriate Technology, and other areas of 
sustainable/regenerative design. Cred it for 
PDC certificates and diplomas as we ll as prior 
experience. 

2. MSc and Diploma program for 
prospective Regional Organizers of Gaia U. 
world-wide. May 12-21. Gaia CERTN, 
Summertown, TN, USA. Other locales to be 
announced. 

3. Affiliation opportunities for course and 
workshop providers in the fields of 
permaculture, ecovillage design, holistic 
health, peace studies, and other world change 
curricula. Affiliate your learn ing centers with 
Gaia University to enable your participants 
and teachers to earn credits toward current or 
future accredited degree programs with Gaia U. 
There is no fee for affiliation . 

Application forms and further information 
for all programs are available online at: 

www.gaiauniversity.org 
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Errors Dilute the Message 

Dear Sir: 
I recently started my subscription to 

Permaculture Act ivist after a five-year lapse 
and am pleased to be reading it once again. 

However , the latest issue, Novembe r 2005, is 
so filled with grammatica l errors and sentence 
fragments that it is difficult to read. Whatever 
happened to an editor who reads copy before it 
is sent to the printer? Poor grammar does a 
disservice to the message that you are trying to 
get across. I don't know what happened (did 
the editor get fired?) but reliance on word
processor programs to detect and correc t 
gramatical errors just doesn't work. 

Please correct this situation as soon as 
possible. I can' t imag ine that I am the only 
person to let you know that this level of poor 
grammar is complete ly unacceptable in a 
publication of this stat ure. 
Sincerely, 
Jeff Blakly 
Home stead, FL 

Response from the Publisher: 

Dear Jeff, 
Thank you for yo ur letter. I am glad you 

value the magazine and I appreciate your 
conce rn for tire quality of our editing and 
layout work. I share yo ur dismay that issue #58 
suffered so many uncorrec ted errors in the text. 
The technical problems and teaming curve 
resulting from a recent and rather abrupt 
transition to a new editor were more than 
overwhelming to our small staff. 

As publisher I c1111 aware of the problems that 
led to this situation, and in cooperation with 
our new editor; Scott Horton, am working to 
achieve a better result. 
Peter Bane 

High-Cost Courses Prohibit Expansion 

In Issue #56, a number of writers wondered 
why, after 30 years, permac ulture has such a 
limited impact. It 's no mystery to me. Just 
glance at the training s offered in the "Events" 
section. They ' re fine if you want to take two 
weeks off from the rest of your life and spend 
$1200. But very few folks want to make this 
level of investment off the bat, and many will 
never be able to afford the cost in time and 
money. 

I've gone to all sorts of techincal trainings 
throughout my life. The vast majority were 
one-day works hops that gave you a taste of the 
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C ALENDAR 
February 6-19. BELIZE. Permaculture Design 
Course. Dawn Dean. ddean@mmrfbz.oJi . 
February 10-27. NICARAGUA . Permaculture 
Design Course. Chris Shanks. 
ch shanks@hotmail.com.www.islandschool.org. 
www.pennaculturcnow.com. 
February 27-March 3. COSTA RICA. 
Permaculture Design Course. 
defrey@bioshclter.com. 724-376-2797. 
www.biosheltcr.cQ.!ll. 
March 3-12. ARGENTINA. Leaming and 
Exploring Sustainable Life Principles. Argentine 
Pennaculture Institute - Asociaci6n GAlA. 
www.gaiaor1,1.ar. gaja@gaia.org.ar. 
March 4-17, 2006. Ocddenta l, CA. Permaculture 
Design Course. Occidental Arts & Ecology. 15290 
Coleman Valley Rd., Occidental, CA 95465., 
707-874-1557 x.201. fx/-1558. oaec@oaec.org. 
www.oaec.orl,l. 
March 6-1S. AUSTRALIA. Ecovillage & 
Sustainable Communities. +02-6689-1755. Mobile: 
0429-147-138. robyn@pcrmaculture.com.au, 
www pem1aculture.com.au. 
March 10-12, Occidental, CA. Permaculture 
Convergence. 707-874-2342. 
benja77@carthlink.net 
March 14-28. NEW ZEALAND. Permaculture 
Design Course. +64-6-756-8229. 
www.environakj co nz. grifen@wholehabitat.co.nz. 
March 17-31. NEW ZEALAND . Permaculture 
Design Course. +64-9-422-7432. 
www rainbowvalleyfann.co.nz. 
kana@rainbowvalleyfarm.co.nz. 
March 17-19 & 24-26,Apr il 21-23 & 28-30, May 
12-14 & 19-21. Alameda, CA. Urban 
Permaculture Design. 510-547-7889. 
kat@urbanpennacultureguiJd.org. 
March 18. Summertown, TN. Shiitake 
Mushrooming Basics. Ecovillage Training Center. 
The Farm.931-96+4474.ccovjllagc@thefann.org. 
www.thefann.org. 
March 24-April 7. Santa Fe, NM. Permaculture 
Design Course. Ecovcrsity. 505-424-9797 xlO. 
www.ecovcrsity.org. info@ecoversity.org. 
March 25-26. California. Beekeeping Course. 

• Regenerative Design Institute. 415-868-9681. 
info@regcnerativedesi1,1n org. 
March 26-27. Flagstaff, AZ. Ancient Pathways , 
Southwest Semester. Ancient Pathways, LLC. 1931 
E. Andes, Flagstaff. A7 86~. 928-774-7522. 
info@apathways.com. www.southwcstsemester.com. 
March 27-28, Bryson City, NC. Barrel Aquaponics 
- Construction and Operation Workshop. 
Aquaculture International, Inc. PO Box 606, Andrews, 
NC 28901. www.aquacu1tureintemational OJ:&. 

field and let you judge whether to make the 
investment in a more advanced and extensive 
education. But where can a curious beginner 
get an introduc tory. day-long traini ng in 
perrnaculture? Nowhere to judge by the 
offerings listed. 

Christine Robins 
Foxboro. MA 

March 29-31, Bryson City, NC. Aquaponics 
Conference . Aquaculture International. 
www.aciuacultureintemational.org. 
April 3-28. Summertown , TN. Ecovillage 
Apprenticeship s. Ecovillage Training Center at The 
Farm. POB 90, Summertown TN 38483-0090. 931-
964-4474. fx/-2200. ccovillage@thefann.or1,1. 
www.thefann.ore. 
April 7-9. Summertown, TN. Bamboo Cultivation 
and Construction. Ecovillagc Training Center, The 
Farm. 93 I-964-4474. ecovillaee@thcfann.org. 
www thefarm.org. 
April 21-23 & 25-27. Summertown, TN. 
Introduction to Natural Building. Ecovillage 
Training Center, The Farm. 931-964-4474. 
ecovillage@thefann orl,l. l!W.l",thcfarm org. 
April 28-29. Park Ridge , NY. Organic Beekeeping 
Workshop. 845-352-5020, ext 20. 
info@pfejffercenter.ore. www pfciffercemer.oa:. 
April 29-May 2. Summertown, TN. Water 
Systems. Ecovillage Training Center, The Fann. 931-
964-4474. ecoviHaec@thefarm.org. 
www.thefann.ori;. 
May 1-13. Winnipeg, MB Canada. Pemmculture 
Design Course. Gregoire Lamoureux, Kootcnay 
Permaculture Institute. S 12, C2. RR#!, Winlaw. BC. 
Canada, VOG 210. 250-226-7302. 
spiralfarm@yahoo.com. www3.telus.net/ 
permaculture. 
May 5-13. Spencer, IN. Permaculture Design 
Practicum. Raccoon Creek Community. 317-259-
4417. 812-336-4486. ed.payntcr@g'mail.com. 
May 6-21. Mobile , AL. Permaculture Design 
Course. Craig Kalloch, Middle Earth Healing and 
Learning Center. PO Box 86, Citronelle, Al 36522. 
251-866-7204. MidEarthHealing@bellsouth.net. 
May 8-20. Winnipeg, MB Canada. Permaculture 
Design Course. St. Norben Ans Centre. 204 269 
9272. snac@snac mb ca. www.snac.mb.ca. 
May 13-27. California. Permaculture Design 
Course Intensive. Regenerative Design Institute and 
Permaculture Institute of Non hem California. PO 
Box 923, Bolinas, CA 94924. 415-868-9681. 
info@reeenera1ivedesign.org. 
May 19-28. Portland , OR. Village Building 
Convergence. vbcregistratjon@vbc.org. 
www cjtyrepair.org/vbc. 
May 22-June 16. Summertown, TN. Ecovilloge 
Apprenticeship s. Ecovillage Trnining Center. The 
Fann. 931-964-4474. ecoyillage@thcfunn.org . 
www.lhefarm.org. 
May 28-June 4. Big Island, HJ. Permaculture 
Teacher Training. 510-547-7889. 
kat@urbanpennacultureeuild oJi. 
May 29-June 18. Winnipeg, MB CANADA . 
Greenhouse Construction-Session One. SL Norben 
Arts Centre . .204-269-9272. snac@snac.mb.ca, 
www.snac.mb.ca. 
June S-17. Winlaw, BC CANADA. Permaculture 
Design Course. Kootenay Perniaculture Institute. 
250-226-7302. :,piralfarm@yahoo.com. 
www3.telus netlpennaculture. 
June 6-8. Summertown, TN. Introduction to 
Natural Building. Ecovillage Training Center, The 
Fann. 93 I-964-4474. ccovillage@thcfarm.org, 
www.thefarm.ore. 
June 9-11 & 16-18, July 7-9 & 21-23, August 11-13 
& 18- 20. San Francisco , CA. Urban 
Permaculture Design. 510-547-7889. 
kac@urbanpennaculturegujld.ore. 

Continued on Page 66. 



Subscribe to-
AGROFORESTRY NEWS 

.~,••_..,?.,, .. ,.,, High-quality information on temperate climate tree crops and forest gardening, 40-pages quarterly. 
i %. Issue 14, 1 (November 2005) features: The Myrtles, Insect Control by Bats, Passiflora, Bacteria 

Control by Plants, Swamp Cypress, Storage of Apples & Pears ; Chestnut Variety Trial Results, 
plus News & Book Reviews. 

$30/yr, $57/2 yrs. Use form pg. 66. All back issues available, $8 each postpaid. 10% discount on 5+. Shipped by air post to USA, Canada , Mexico. 
Write us for back issue contents or see our website: PermacultureActivist.net. 

Back Issues of The Permaculture Activist 
I, I July '85 Pennaculture In Oz 
II, I Feb. '86 Garden Design 
II, 3 Aug. '86 2nd Int'l PC Conf. 

I, 2 Nov. '85 Fruit & Nut Trees 
II, 2 May '86 IPC-2 & Pc Courses 

II, 4 Nov. '86 Fukuoka, Keyline, Genetic Cons'vn, City Farms, Oceanic PC 
ill , 1 Feb. '87 Networking, Natural Farming, D-Q Univ., Children's PC 
m, 2 May '87 PC Restoration of Wild Lands, Design for Sacramento Farm 
m. 3 Aug. '87 Annual Planting Cycle Ill, 4 Nov. '87 Trees for Life 
IV, l Feb. '88 Marketing PC Products, Bamboo, Home Wastewater Treatment 
JV, 2 May '88 Urban -Rural Links: Economics & Community Development 
IV, 3 Aug. '88 Social Forestry, Gabions, Jap. Org. Ag., Prodc/Cons. Coops 
IV, 4 Nov. '88 Multi-Story Tree Crops, Greening Domin. Repb, Runoff Gardens 
V, I Feb. '89 Permaculture:A Designer's Manual, Tree Bank, Water in PC 
V, 2 May '89 Plant Guilds, Roof Gardens, Small Livestock 

• V, 3 Aug. '89 Rainforest Conservation in Ecuador, Gaia, Weed Gardens 
V, 4 Nov. '89 PC Defs , Water Conservation, Small Dams, Ponds, Keyline 
VI, I Feb. '90 Household Greywater Systems," Soil Imprinting 
.YL. '.f ~'.20 Insectary Plants. more Gn,ywater, Land Use for People 
Vl,3 Aug. '90 Water: Forests &Atmosphere, Catchment, Nepal, Pond Design 
VI,4 Nov. '90 Urban Permaculture: Ecocity Conf., Soil Detox, Suburbs & Pc. 
1123 May '91 Politics of Diversity: Greenhouse Market Gdn; PC in Nepal. 
1124 Oct.' '91 Creativity in Design: Examples; Index Issues#l-23; 
1125 Dec. '91 Design for Community: CSAs, Restoring Forest; Garden Ecol. 
1126* May '92 Soil: Our Past, Our Future: Fertility, Worms, Cover Crops 
1127* Aug '92 Integrating Pc: Deconstructing Utopia, Grassroots Organizing, 

Garden Polyculture, Pattern Learning, Living Fences 
1128* Feb. '93 Structures: Comn'ty Dsgn. LETS, Industry, S1rawbale/J'imber-frame Bldgs. 
#29/30*July '93 Networks: Special Media Rvw, Rural Reconslr'n, LeafConc., Comn'ty 

Food Initiatives, Pc in Palestine, Do-Nothing Educ., Feng Simi, Pc Acad. 
#31 * May '94 Forest Gdng: Energy & Pc, Mushrm Cultvn, Robt.Hart's F.G., Spp for 

N. Cal., Alders, Agroforestry in Belize & China, Honeylocust, N-fixers. 
#32 April '95 Animals & Aquaculture: Animal Polyculture, Small-scale Cattle, 

Goat Dairy, Keyline, Feral Chickens, Bee Plants, Constructed Wetlands 
#33 Dec. '95 Cities & Their Regions: Green Cities, LA Eco-Village, MAGIC 

Gardens, CoHousing, Micro-Enterprise Lending, Suburban Conversion. 
#34 June '96 Useful Plants: Bamboo Polyculture, Medicinals, Pest Conlrol, Root 

Crops, Oaks, R. Hart's For. Gdn, Russian Plants, Reg). Plants, Sources 
#35 Nov. '96 Village Design: Pattern Language, Consensus Democracy, Conflict, 

Historic & New Villages, Planning for Tribe, Viii. Economics 
#36 Mar. '97 Climate & Microclimate: Climate Change,Windbreaks, Low-Tech Sun 

Locator, Drylands, Cool Slopes, Straw-Clay Bldg, Round Beehive, Water Catch. 
#37 Sept. '97 Tools & Appropriate Technology: Dowsing, Workbikes, New Energy, 

Scythes, Japanese Saws, Nursery, Ferrocement, Greywater, A-frame & 
Bunyip Levels, Ram Pump, Solar Toilet, Log Yoke, Cookstoves ... 

#38* Feb. '98 Economic Transformation: Speculative Economy, No Middle Class 
Worker-Owned Coops, WWOOF, No Money!, Global Wanning, What 
Profits?, Holistic Financial Planning, Land Use, Adopt-A-Hive 

#39 July '98 Knowledge, Pattern & Design: Pc: A Way of Seeing, Sand Dunes, 
Native Conservation., Lang_uage Worldview & Gender, Patterning as 
Process, Land-Use Planning, Teaching Pc, Vietnam, Holmgren on Pc 

#40 Dec. '98 New Forestry: Regl. Devlpmt., Horselogging, Menominee Reserv'n, 
Forest Investing, Restoration, Old Growth, Homestead Tenure, Forest 
Soils, Forest Farming, Woody Agric., Rainforests, Windbreaks, Coppice 

#41 * May. '99 Natural Building: Oregon Cob, Cordwood, Bamboo, Thatch, Ethics, 
High Winds, Origins of Conflict, Greenhouses, Ponds, Adobe, Road
Building, MicroHydro, Bldgs. That Live, Under $20K Houses, Dreams 

#42 Dec. '99 Self-Reliance & Community Cooperation: Co-Intelligence & Self
Orgn., Archetype Design, Sovereignty, Samoa, Mondragon, Natural 
Housing, Comm. Gdns., Zone Zero, Solar Electric Tractor, Beekeeping 

#43 June '00 Food & Fiber: Hunger, Ferments, Seasons Salads, Heirlooms, Fencing, 
Self-Fertile Gdns, Rice Revolution, Cold-climate Food, Edible Insects, 
Chilies, Food Origins, Garlic, Ethnobotany, Wild Food, Bamboo, Hemp 

#44 Nov. '00 Earthworks & Energy: Spreader Drain, Horse Swales, Earth Dams, 
Machinery, Carpet-lined Ponds, Conslr. Wetlands, Biogas, Windmills ... 

#45 Mar. '01 Medicine & Health: World & Self, Healthy Home, Designing Care, 
Ayurveda, Agents of Decay, Comm. Health Centres, Women Trad. Med 
4th World Apothecary, Healing Weeds, Medicinal Crops, Hawaiian Bot'ls. 

#46 July '01 Good Work & Right Livelihood: Pc Golf Course, Downsize Cost of 
Living, New Forest Economy, Energy Currency, Buddhist Mkting., End 
Wage Slavery, What's Surplus?, Urban Community, Enterprise Facil'n. 

#47 June '02 Watersheds: Water as Commodity, Basins of Relations, Beavers 
Watershed Development, Skywater Center, Urban Stormwater 
Gabions, Conservation Investments, Peat Bogs, Rabbits. 

#48 Sept. '02 Making Changes: Co-Intelligent Activism, Webs of Power, Urban 
Food, How to Change, Teaching for Change, Global Transformation, 
City Repair, Escaping the Job Trap, Argentine Recovery, Costa Rica Pc 

#49 Dec. '02 Where is Permaculture? Land-Rent Reform; 10 N. American sites 
plus Cuban Agric.; Beauty+Sustainability in NZ; Cacti/Succulent 
Plants; Animal Self-Medication; Challenge to Pc Movement 

#50 May '03 Ecosystems: Holmgren on Pc Mvmt: E. Hazelip & Synrg. Agric. 
Chestnuts/Pigeons; Oak Savannas; Root Crop Polycultrs.; Alders 
Fungal Ecos.; Humans & Wildn; Indoor Ecos.; Humid Tropics. 

#51 Jan '04 Traditional Knowledge & Regeneration: Bates on Cataclysm& 
Collective Memory; Shepard 's Wisdom of the Genome; Waru 
Waru; Biosculpture; Inuit Medicine; Fermented Stimulants. 

#52 May '04 Aquaculture: Ecological Aquaculture; Fish for Health; Dowsing: 
Designing Ponds; Greywater Biotreatm.ent; N. Amer. Polyculture; 
Managing for Native Species; Integrated Village Fisheries; Vietnam. 

#53 Aug. '04 Education: Life-long Learning; Edge-ucation; The Albany Free 
School; Indigenous Education & Ecology; Ecocentric Pedagogy: 
School Gdn and Dances; Ecology of Leaming; Brain Gym. 

#54 Nov. '04 Fire & Catastrophe: Designing Beyond Disaster; Opportunity: 
Rise of Globalization; Invasion Biology; Street Orchards as Security; 
Community Food Security; Water Rising; Disrupted Climates. 

#55 Feb. '05 Learning from Our Mistakes: Pe1roleum Dependence;Village Design; 
Aust. Hard-Won Lessons; Read the @!#*!@ Manual: Trial&Error; 
Experiments in Forestry; Owner-Builder; Ten Mistaken Ideas in Pc. 

#56 May '05 Tree Crops, Tree Guilds: History of Pine Nuts; Tree Vegetables; 
Acorns; Restoring American Chestnut; Honeylocust as Silvopasture; 
Broadscale Agroforestry; Bamboo; Wondrous Willow; Social Forestry. 

#57 Aug. '05 20th Anniversary Issue: Challenges; Remembrance; Pc in USA; 
Hawaii Retrospective; Pc Changes; Pennatecture; Pc's Soft Edge; PINC; 
Gaia University; Oil Depletion; IPC-7; Relrofitting Suburbs. 

#58 Nov. '05 Urban Permaculture: Urban/Rural Futures; City Zones & Sectors; 
Growing Food; Detroit Visionaries; Rebuilding New Orleans and Everytown; 
Transformation of a Military Base; Workers Co-op: Energy Descent. 

$6 each ppd* • 20% discount on S+ • Complete Set $249 

The Permaculture Activist 
PO Box 1209 • Black Mountain NC 28711 

except for the following: Vol. I, I -VI, 2 & 32-36 - $5.00 each, 
* 1126 - 31, #38, #40, #41 - $7 .50 each 
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CA'LENDAR, cont'd. 
June 16-25. Summertown, TN. After Peak Oil: 
Fundamentals of Permaculture. Ecovillage 
Training Center, The Farm. 931-964-4474. 
ecovjllage@thefann.org. www.thefarm.org. 
June 23-July 7. Santa Fe, NM. Permaculture 
Design Course. Ecoversity. 505-424-9797 xl0. 
www.ecoversity.org. info@ccoversity.org. 
June 23-25, Oklahoma City, OK. Introduction to 
Permaculture: Applying universal design 
principles to an urban home. Robert Waldrop, 
1524 NW 2 1st, Oklahoma City, OK 73106, 405-6.13-
4688, robert@justpeace.org. 
June 25 to July 16 Winnipeg, MB CANADA. 
Greenhouse Construction-Session Tuo. St. Norbert 
Arts Centre. 204-269-9272. snac@snac.mb.ca. 
www soac mb.ca. 
June 26-August 18. Dexter, OR. Ecovillage & 
Permaculture Certificate Program. Lost Valley 
Educational Ctr. 541-937-3351 xll 2. 
events@Jostvalley org. www.Jostvalley.org. 
July IO-August 11. Summertown, TN. Ecovillage 
Apprenticeships. Ecovillage Training Center, The 
Fann. 931-964-4474. ecoyjllage@thefa@ org. 
www.thefann.org. 
July 15-30. Watsonville, CA. 
Permaculture Design Course. 831-840-6045. 
www santacruzpermacuJtureguild.com. 
July 16-22. Orangeville, ON CANADA. 
Fundamentals of Permaculture Design. Russell 
Scott, Ecology Retreat Centre. 519-941-4560. 
I-800-486-5460. bookings@ecologyretreatcentre ca. 
July 17-August 6. Orcas Island, WA. 
Permaculture Design Course. Samuel Bullock. PO 
Box 107, Deer Harbor, WA 98243. 360-376-2773. 
pe@aculture.sam@gmail.com. 
www pennacu!tureportal.com. 
July 21-August 11. Shutesbury, MA. 
Permaculture Design Course. Living Routes. 79 S. 
Pleasant St., Suite AS, Amherst, MA 01002. 888-515-
7333. 413-259-0025, fx/-1256. 
jnfo@ljvingroutes.org, www.Hvingroutes.org. 

July 21-30. Summertown, TN. After Peak Oil: 
Ecovillage Design Practicum. Ecovillage Training 
Center, The Fann. 931-964-4474. 
ecoyillage@thefann.org. www 1hefarm.or1,:. 
July 24-30. Orangeville, ON CANADA. 
Pcrmaculture Practicum. Russell Scott, Ecology 
Retreat Centre. 519-94 !-4560. 1-800-486-5460. 
bookings@ecolo&Yretreatcentre ca. 
July 28-August 1. Winnipeg, MB CANADA. 
Herbology Weekend. St. Norbert Arts Centre. 
204-269-9272. snac@snac.mb ca. www.snac.mb.ca. 
August 1-3. Summertown, TN. Introduction to 
Natural Building. Ecovillage Training Center, The 
Farm. 931-964-4474. ecovjUage@thefarm.org. 
www.thefann org. 
August 4-18. Santa Fe, NM. Permaculture Design 
Course. Ecoversity. 505-424-9797 x l 0. 
www ecoversity.org. info@ecovec;ity org. 
August 6-18. Basalt, CO. Permaculture Design 
Course. Central Rocky Mountain Permaculture 
Institute.PO Box 631, Basalt, CO 8162. 
970-927-4158. www.cnnpi.org. jeromc@cnnpj.org. 
August 7-13. Winnipeg, MB CANADA. Herbology 
Weck-long. St. Norbert Arts Centre. 204-269-9272. 
snac@snac.mb.ca. www.snac mb ca. 
August 11-13 Summertown, TN. Bamboo 
Cultivation and Construction. Ecovillage Training 
Center, The Farm. 931-964-4474. 
ecoyillage@thcfarm.org. www.thefann.org. 
August 14-25. Abbotsford, BC CANADA. 
Permaculture Design Course. Grant Watson. 
604-872-4060. grant@nowbc.ca. 
www.alternatives.com/vpn. 
August 17-20. Summertown, TN. Hot Tub Natural 
Building. Ecovillage Training Center, The Farm. 
931-964-4474. ecoviHage@thefann.org. 
www.thefann.org. 
August 19-20. Basalt, CO. CRMPI Reunion. 
Central Rocky Mountain Permaculture Institute. 
970-927-4158. www.conpi org. jerome@crmpi org. 
August 21-25. Basalt, CO. Advanced 
Permaculture Design Course. Central Rocky 
Mountain J>ermaculture Institute. 
970-927-4158. www.cnnpi.org. ierome@cnnpi org. 

August 27-October 28. Flagstaff, AZ. Ancient 
Pathways, Southwest Semester. Ancient Pathways, 
LLC. 928-774-7522. info@apathways.com, 
www.southwestsemcster com. 
August 28-September 1. Basalt, CO. 
Permaculture Teacher Training. Central Rocky 
Mountain Permaculture Institute. 
970-927-4158. www.cnnpi.org. jerome@crmpi.org. 
September 4-October 6. Summertown, TN. 
Ecovillage Apprenticeships. Ecovillage Training 
Center, The Farm. 931-964-4474. 
ecovjl)age@thefann org, www.thefarm.org. 
September 15-22. Summertown, TN. Natural 
Building Immersion. Ecovillage Training Center, 
The Farm. 931-964-4474. ecovillage@thefann.org. 
www.thefann.org. 
September 26-28. Summertown, TN. Cordwood 
Natural Building. Ecovillage Training Center, The 
Fann. 931-964-4474. ecoviUage@thefann.org, 
www.thefano.org. 
October 2-27. Dexter, OR. Ecovillage & 
Permaculture Certificate Program. Lost Valley 
Educational Ctr. 541-937-3351 xi 12. 
events@Jostvalley.org. www.lostvaHey.org. 
October 19-22. Summertown, TN. Alternative 
Energy. Ecovillage Training Center, The Fann. 931-
964-4474. ecoviUage@Jhefann org. 
www.thefann.org. 
November 4. Summertown, TN. Shiitake 
Mushroom Basics. Ecovillage Training Center, The 
Fann. 931-964-4474. ecovillage@thefann.ocg, 
www.thefarm,org. 
November 5. On-line. 11th Annual Permaculture 
Design Course. Barking Frogs Permaculture Center. 
barkjngfro1,:spc.trjpod.com/frames.htm!. 
BarkingFrogsPC@aoJ.com. 
November 11-20 . MEXICO. Advanced 
Permaculture Design. Scott Horton, San Jacinto 
Mountains Permaculture Institute. PO Box 1762, 
Idyllwild, CA 92549. 951-659-5362. 
LaSemillaBesada@hotmail,com. 
May 2007. BRAZIL. International Permaculture 
Convergence (IPC 8). www ipc8 org. 
ipc8@Hsts.riseup.net. 
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I Free Classifi~d Ad for Subscribers. ·SUBSCRIPTION FORM Issue #59 

A bonus to subscnbe rs: one free 20-word 
I clas sified ad (or $8.00 off any ad). Send 

I your ad with subscription payment or use 
bonu s later . Add 40¢/word over 20 words. 
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D $23 - 1 year/ 4 issues D $55 - 3 yrs/ 12 issues (U.S., Canada, Mexico only) 
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D $30 - I year/4 issues Agroforestry News D $57 - 2 yrs/8 issues 

One dollar of each Activist subscription-year goes to a Tree Tax fund for new forestry 
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A Practical Guide to 
Sustainable Communities 
by Jan Martin Bang 

ECOVILLAGE@lthaca 
Pioneering a 

Sustainable Culture 
by Liz Walker 

A personal testament about the 
creation of America's first 
ecovillage. Insightful stories about 
building, farming, town politics, 
conflict, crisis, and change reveal 
how cultural evolution is shaping 
new communities. 

Explores the background and 
history of the Ecovillage 
movement, and provides a 
comprehensive manual for 
planning, establishing, and 
maintaining a sustainable 
community in both urban and 
rural environments. Includes 
discussions on design, 
conflict management, food 
production, energy, 
economics, and more. 

Beautifully Illustrated! 

II .... II 

II I I I I " I • 

For Shipping, please add 10%US. 
15% Canada/Mex .. 20% Overseas 

Buy Both 
and get 15 % off. 

Organize A loca( Gui(d 
Spread the Word 

1 vear for $99 
Permaculture Activist 

PO Box 1209 • Black Mountain, NC 28711 
pcactivist@mindspring.com 

Subscribe to 
a Better World 
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www.gaiaunive rs ity.org 

Project and work-based accredited learning 
for world changers 

2006 - Spring and Fall 

1. BSc and MSc degrees 
in Integrative EcoSocia l Design 

Specializations available in: Permacu lture , Ecovillage 
Des ign , Social Communication , Life Transitions , 

Appropriate Technology and other areas of 
sustainab le /regenerative design 

Credit for PDC cert ificates and diploma s 
as well as prior experien ce . 

2. MSc and Diploma program 
for prospect ive Regional Organi zer s 

of Ga ia U. world-wide 

Workshop providers - see our a ffiliation opportunities! 

WATER STORAGE 
Tanks, Cisterns, Aquifers, 
and Ponds 
Covers water system design and 
construction of storage both in and 
above ground. Clear, concise, 
comprehensive information about 
water quality, potential difficulties, 
and how to avoid them while 
creating your own supply for 
domestic use, emergency, or fire 
control. 

for Drylands, 
Vol. 1: Guiding Principles to 
welcome rain into your life and 
landscape 
First of a 3-volume work, this books 
lays out an integrated approach to 
capturing water in landscape: swales, 
pits, diversion drains, urban runoff, 
and roofwater. Essential for drylands, 
useful everywhere. 

(2005) $25 . pp. pap. 150+ illus. 
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Tw<» newv titles <»n 
Aquacultue 

Ecological A1uacultue: 
A Sustainable Solution 
by Laurence Hutchinson 

A careful and thorough approach to small
scale fish production in temperate climates . 
Provides a detailed template for raising trout 
and other cool-climate species based on the 
author's 30-plus years experience . 

Useful for anyon e attempting to create or take advantage of 
an aquatic resourc e- an existing pond, a small stream , or an 
ephemeral source of rainwater. 

Contains attractiv e, large -format layout , with clear editing , 
crisp , well-composed photos , comprehensible charts and two 
fold-out s offering a key to freshwater invert ebrates , and a 
guide to commoner water plants. 
(200 5) $45, hardcover, illustrations & color charts , 149 pages 

Buy Both for $59 

www.permacultureactivist.net 

The Permaculture Activist 
Post Office Box 1209 
Black Mountain NC 287 11 USA 

SMALL SCALE AQUACULTURE 
A hobbyist's guide to growing fish 

quacu re 

1111 II • I. _..._q, 

in greenhouses, recircu
lating systems, cages & 
flowing water 
by Steven Van Gorder 

Low-cost, DIV methods for 
raising fish in backyard tanks 
or greenhouses . 
(2000) S24. 190 pp. paper . illus. 

Shipping is extra : 
10% US, 15% Canada/Mexico, 20% Other 
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